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Abstract
The development of controller programs that coordinate distributed compo-
nents in safety and time-critical environments is a very complex task. On the
one hand, correctness has to be assured, which results in extensive phases of
quality assurance. On the other hand, development time has to be short to
achieve low development costs and a short time-to-market. In this thesis, we
address the problem of closing the gap between a short development time and
results that are correct w.r.t. functional and non-functional, especially time-
related requirements.

We tackle our problem by means of automated service composition. In
the context of service-oriented computing, a controller is an orchestrator that
coordinates a service composition. We present an approach that enables us to
automatically generate orchestrator models for a given set of timed services,
described as Timed I/O Automata (TIOA). The composition requirements are
expressed in the temporal logic Timed CTL (TCTL). The generated orches-
trator is a TIOA handling the input and output actions of the individual au-
tomata. For performing the composition process, we present algorithms based
on ideas from untimed planning theory and timed model checking.

Our approach copes with complex, time-related service behavior and specifi-
cations, especially with TCTL formulas that are arbitrarily nested and chained.
This improves previous approaches from both automated service composition
and planning theory. Existing approaches only offer a very restricted subset
of TCTL or less expressive languages. However, the additional expressiveness
we offer is required in many practical applications. An example are medical
systems, where device services have to repeat actions infinitely often in given
time steps.

Our main contributions are: We provide an automated, formally founded
composition framework for timed services. The core of our framework con-
sists of new planning algorithms realizing the composition process. Moreover,
we provide an algorithm for constructing controller models out of generated
plans. We formulate our algorithms symbolically to benefit from efficient ab-
straction techniques of symbolic model checking. Finally, we have implemented
a prototype of our framework and evaluated it with two case studies from the
medical domain: a PCA pump and a treatment process for stroke patients at
the Charité University Hospital.





Zusammenfassung
Die Entwicklung von Controller-Programmen, die verteilte Komponenten in
sicherheits- und zeitkritischen Umgebungen steuern, ist eine sehr schwierige
und zeitaufwändige Aufgabe. Einerseits soll die Korrektheit sichergestellt wer-
den, was langwierige Phasen der Qualitätssicherung erfordert. Andererseits
soll die Entwicklungszeit kurz sein, um die Kosten niedrig zu halten und eine
geringe Produkteinführungszeit zu erzielen. In dieser Dissertation greifen wir
dieses Problem auf, um die Lücke zwischen kurzer Entwicklungszeit und qual-
itativ korrekten Entwicklungsergebnissen, insbesondere unter sicherheits- und
zeitkritischen Anforderungen, zu schließen.

Wir gehen unser Problem mit Mitteln der automatisierten Service-Kompo-
sition an. Im Kontext der Service-Orientierung kann der Controller als ein Or-
chestrator betrachtet werden, der eine Service-Komposition koordiniert. Wir
stellen einen Ansatz vor, der in der Lage ist, automatisiert Orchestrator-
Modelle für eine Eingabemenge beteiligter Services zu generieren, die als Timed
I/O Automata (TIOA) modelliert werden. Die Kompositionsanforderungen
werden in der Temporallogik Timed CTL (TCTL) ausgedrückt. Der generierte
Orchestrator ist selbst ein TIOA, der die ein- und ausgehenden Signale der an-
deren Automaten anspricht. Die Algorithmen, die den Kompositionsprozess
durchführen, haben wir basierend auf nicht-zeitbehafteten Planungsalgorith-
men und zeitbehaftetem Model Checking entwickelt.

Unser Ansatz beherrscht Service-Verhalten und Kompositionsanforderun-
gen, die komplex und zeitbehaftet sind, insbesondere beliebig verschachtelte
und verkettete TCTL-Formeln. Damit geht unsere Arbeit über die Möglich-
keiten früher Ansätze der Automatisierten Service-Komposition und Planungs-
theorie hinaus. Diese erlauben lediglich eine sehr eingeschränkte Untermenge
von TCTL oder weniger ausdrucksmächtige Sprachen. Jedoch benötigen wir
die zusätzliche Ausdrucksstärke in vielen praktischen Anwendungen. Ein Bei-
spiel sind medizinische Systeme, in denen Geräte-Services Aktionen wiederholt
in bestimmten zeitlichen Abständen ausführen sollen.

Unsere Arbeit leistet folgende Beiträge zum aktuellen Forschungsstand.
Wir stellen ein formal fundiertes Framework zur automatisierten Komposi-
tion zeitbehafteter Services zur Verfügung, basierend auf neuen Planungs-
algorithmen zur Realisierung des Kompositionsprozesses. Darüber hinaus stel-
len wir einen Algorithmus zur Konstruktion von Orchestrator-Modellen aus
Plänen zur Verfügung. Wir haben unsere Algorithmen symbolisch formuliert,
sodass wir von effizienten Abstraktionstechniken aus dem Bereich des symbo-
lischen Model Checking profitieren können. Abschließend haben wir einen
Prototyp unseres Frameworks implementiert und diesen mit zwei Fallstudien
aus der medizinischen Domäne, einer Schmerzmittelpumpe und einem Behand-
lungsprozess für Schlaganfallpatienten der Charité-Universitätsklinik, evaluiert.
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1 Introduction

The concept of service-oriented computing is to encapsulate program function-
alities in services and to create more complex services as service compositions.
Compositions can be realized by using orchestrators, central services, which
communicate with other services and coordinate them according to given com-
position requirements. If these orchestrators are deployed in safety-critical
domains, e.g., as so-called controllers for medical device services, strong cor-
rectness criteria arise. The proper handling of these criteria conflicts with eco-
nomic considerations. On the one hand, correctness with respect to functional
and non-functional properties results in extensive phases of quality assurance.
On the other hand, development time has to be short to achieve low devel-
opment costs and to outrun competitors through a small time-to-market. For
software engineering it is a major challenge to provide development methods
that resolve this contradiction.

1.1 Problem

In this thesis, we address the problem of shortening development time for or-
chestrators, while assuring correctness w.r.t. functional and real-time require-
ments. In general, development speed and high-quality results are contradict-
ing development goals. The quality of a software system can be evaluated
by using testing and simulation methods or formal verification. Testing and
simulation reveal the presence of errors, i.e., partial correctness, by executing
a program or its components for specified test cases. Formal verification tech-
niques mathematically prove the complete correctness of a system’s model.
However, pervasive testing and verification tends to slow down the develop-
ment process. If these techniques reveal that an implemented system or a
system model is incorrect, then it must be corrected and newly evaluated.
Usually, this cycle must be repeated several times until an acceptable degree
of quality has been reached. The presence of real-time requirements further
complicates this problem. Additionally, time-related properties need to be
specified and tracked during the verification process. Furthermore, real-time
adds a new dense and infinite dimension to software systems. This increases
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14 Introduction

the complexity and, thus, the runtime of applicable testing and verification
techniques.

1.2 Objectives

In this thesis, we aim at providing a framework for the fast development of
orchestrator services that are correct w.r.t. given composition requirements.
Our framework should fulfill the following criteria:

1. Coping with complex, non-deterministic, and time-related ser-
vice behavior Our framework should be able to compose services with
complex functional and also time-related behavior. The services can be-
have differently depending on in- and outgoing messages and they can
be potentially non-deterministic and non-terminating. Non-determinism
can occur in the sense of completely uncontrollable events, e.g., if the user
can press a button at any time, and in the sense of non-deterministic ac-
tion outcomes, e.g., if a device command can be successfully executed or
leads to an alarm. Time-related properties are response times, execution
times for given tasks, and time boundaries before or after which a request
can be accepted.

2. Coping with complex, time-related specifications Our frame-
work should process complex composition requirement specifications.
The resulting orchestrator must ensure safety conditions and that spec-
ified composition goals are reached eventually, repeatedly, or condition-
ally. It also must ensure real-time properties, e.g., deadlines and delays.

3. Faster orchestrator development through full automatization
Our framework should speed up the development of orchestrators. The
user only has to provide required input data. Besides of this, the or-
chestrator or controller service should be generated without any user
intervention.

4. Correctness of resulting compositions Our framework should be
applicable for software systems in safety- and time-critical environments,
e.g., for compositions within a hospital’s information system and for the
composition of medical device services. Thus, a generated orchestrator
should be correct-by-construction w.r.t. the composition requirements.

1.3 Proposed Solution

To achieve our objectives, we propose a framework for the automated composi-
tion of timed services. It employs Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs) for modeling
the services and the temporal logic Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL )
for specifying composition requirements. The core of our framework is based
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on a combination of planning and model checking techniques for generating
the orchestrator model.

TIOA are a form of finite automata combined with real-time clocks. With
TIOA we can model the complex, time-related, and non-deterministic behavior
of the participating services. With the temporal logic TCTL we can specify
time-related conditions on the behavior of TIOAs. Thus, we can express com-
plex and time-related composition requirements.

Planning techniques anticipate which action has to be executed in which
situation for achieving a given planning goal. A plan, i.e., a set of instructions
how to achieve the goal, is generated for a given system model and a planning
goal. The inclusion of planning techniques enables our solution to generate or-
chestrators fully automatic. Model Checking is a formal verification technique
that automatically verifies an existing system model according to a specifica-
tion. Previous planning approaches adapt ideas of model checking to benefit
from its formally founded, correct, and efficient techniques.

For this thesis, the main challenge is to provide planning techniques that
can handle TIOA as planning domains and TCTL formulas for describing
planning goals. The only restriction for our TCTL formulas is that formula-
specific clocks may not be introduced freely, but within designated abbrevi-
ations. Thus, we do not allow intervals and punctuality comparisons, which
would lead to undecidability. Within our service composition framework, we
can utilize planning techniques for automating the composition process. To
reach this goal, we build up on ideas of a previous, non-time-related planning
approach [PBT01] based on model checking techniques and the temporal logic
CTL. However, our problem of generating plans for timed domains is inherently
more complex. TIOA introduce real-valued clock variables turning the priorly
discrete and finite state space into a dense and infinite state space. More-
over, our TCTL goals specify own deadlines and other time-related conditions
that need to be tracked during the planning process. To overcome this prob-
lem, we adapt ideas of the above-mentioned, untimed planning approach and
combine them with techniques used for model checking of timed automata.
Additionally, we provide a technique for constructing an orchestrator TIOA
out of a generated plan. With this approach, we provide a correct and fully
automatized service composition technique dealing with highly expressive and
time-related input models and specification requirements.

1.4 Motivation

Health care systems and medical technology are very challenging fields for
software engineers. Software is used for coordinating processes within hospi-
tal information systems, for controlling medical devices, and for integrating
medical devices into information systems. We enter a safety- and time-critical
environment if the processes belong to a hospital’s emergency room or if the de-
vices are used during surgery and diagnostic procedures. In this environment,
systems have to fulfill strong reliability and correctness requirements in order
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to ensure that patients cannot be harmed. Additionally, these requirements
include non-functional behavior, like real-time properties.

The service-oriented paradigm can contribute to this domain by provid-
ing composable and loosely coupled services with clearly defined interfaces.
Services can be deployed in highly dynamic environments such as emergency
rooms. Introducing service-orientation into medical technology improves the
interoperability of medical devices, which are installed in dynamic constella-
tions, depending on individual patient’s needs. Here, concepts for automati-
cally composing services according to the system’s requirements can be used
to shorten the development process for service compositions. Combining these
concepts with techniques ensuring the above-mentioned functional and non-
functional correctness criteria is a challenging and interesting field of research.

Example 1.1 As a running example for this thesis, we chose a scenario
from medical technology. The use case is a simplified injection pump for
Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA ) that is used if pain medication is
required [AJJ+07]. The pump consists of two components. A button that
can be pressed to request an injection and of an injector that applies the
pain medication. Applying an injection requires a certain amount of time
and the request can fail, e.g., if air bubbles occur within the pump. We
specify functional requirements and safety requirements for composing both
components. Firstly, the pump should eventually and only inject, when the
button is pressed. Secondly, we need the pump to wait at least 5 time units
until another injection is delivered, to prevent an overdose.

1.5 Main Contributions

In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• A formally founded, fully automatized process for service composition in
safety- and time-critical environments. It is based on Timed I/O Au-
tomata for modeling the services and the orchestrator, on Timed CTL
for specifying the composition requirements, and on a combination of
planning and model checking techniques for realizing the composition
process. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first approach that can
handle composition requirements with the expressiveness of arbitrarily
nested and chained nearly unrestricted TCTL formulas. Our approach
is able to automatically generate an orchestrator model w.r.t. the com-
position requirements and, thus, speeds up the development process for
service compositions. We have published this approach in [SG12].

• A planning approach for domains that can be modeled as a network of
timed automata. Planning goals are expressed in a subset of TCTL. The
generated plan states which action has to be executed in which state to
achieve the planning goal. As for the overall composition approach, our
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planning approach is the first one that can handle planning goals with
the expressiveness of arbitrarily nested and chained TCTL formulas. We
published our planning techniques in [SG13a, SG13b]. In detail, this
contribution consists of the following two sub-contributions.

– A new data structure that we call timed control automata, which
is an extension of untimed control automata. It is a representation
of TCTL formulas and is used for generating and executing plans.
Moreover we provide a fully automatized algorithm for constructing
timed control automata from TCTL formulas.

– An algorithm for the fully automatic generation of a plan from a
given timed planning domain and a control automaton, representing
a TCTL goal. The algorithm explores the state space of the given
domain and identifies paths and actions, which solve or preserve the
given planning goals. Our algorithm considers non-deterministic
action outcomes and uncontrollable transitions. The crossproduct
of the participating automata is build up on the fly.

• A symbolic formulation of our planning algorithms. Thus, we combine
our algorithms with techniques for the efficient realization of model check-
ing. We provide methods for automatically transforming our timed plan-
ning domain and timed control automata into logical formulas. The for-
mulas represent the automata by reasoning on discrete and real-valued
variables. Additionally, we formulate our algorithms by using logical op-
erators and quantifiers on the formulas of the automata. Our symbolic
formulation allows an efficient implementation, where initially infinite
clock state spaces can be discretized. We have published our symbolic
techniques in [SG13a, SG13b].

• An algorithm for constructing an orchestrator TIOA from timed plans
that have been generated by using our planning techniques. This al-
gorithm lifts the generated strategy for solving the planning goal back
to the initial modeling level. Thus, we realize the last step of our fully
automatized composition process.

• A prototypical implementation of our composition framework showing
the feasibility of our approach. We have implemented our symbolic al-
gorithms by using decision diagrams, a technique for implementing sym-
bolic model checking algorithms. We have evaluated our framework with
suiting case studies from the medical domain: A PCA Pump and a stroke
treatment process from the Charité University Hospital [DRPS14].
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1.6 Context of this Work

The context of this work is the DFG-funded research training group SOAMED1.
The goal of SOAMED is to investigate service-oriented architectures, exempli-
fied by medical systems. As service-orientation has evolved from very practical
considerations, there is a lack of theoretical and conceptual methodologies for
coping with service-oriented systems. SOAMED aims at closing this gap by
providing formally founded concepts, methods, and tool support for analyzing
and constructing service-oriented systems.

The medical domain is a particularly interesting environment for service-
oriented applications. In the majority of cases, medical processes are loosely
coupled, more versatile, and demand higher reliability and correctness criteria
than processes from several other application domains. This applies to health
care processes as well as to processes coming from embedded medical technol-
ogy and the integration of both technologies. Thus, the medical domain yields
several challenging questions and practical applications for applying and eval-
uating techniques developed within SOAMED. Vice versa, these techniques
support the medical domain by improving the software-based execution of
medical processes.

This thesis contributes to SOAMED by providing a formally founded soft-
ware development process for service compositions. We designed our approach
with the emphasis on services that are embedded into medical devices parti-
cipating in complex diagnostic or therapeutic procedures and in medical assis-
tance systems [GSGG13]. Another medical application area is the coordination
of treatment processes [DRPS14]. Nevertheless, our approach is not restricted
to medical systems.

1.7 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we give an introduction to
the background that is necessary for this thesis. We discuss the concept of
Service-oriented Architecture and introduce Timed I/O Automata (TIOA), as
well as Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL). Then, we discuss abstrac-
tion techniques for model checking timed systems and an untimed automated
planning approach that is based on model checking. In Chapter 3, we discuss
work that is related to automated composition of timed services and to auto-
mated planning with time and temporal logics. In Chapter 4, we present our
framework for the automated composition of timed services. In Chapter 5, we
present an algorithm for constructing Timed Control Automata (TCA) from
TCTL formulas, a structure that is used for generating and executing timed
plans. In Chapter 6, we present our planning algorithm that constructs a timed
plan from a TCA and a set of TIOAs. In Chapter 7, we define a symbolic ver-

1Service-oriented Architectures for the Integration of Software-based Processes, exemplified
by Health Care Systems and Medical Technology, GRK 1651, www.soamed.de
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sion of our planning algorithm. In Chapter 8, we present our algorithm for
constructing an orchestrator from the timed plan. We present the prototype
that we have implemented and evaluate it with two medical case studies and a
benchmark in Chapter 9. Lastly, we conclude this thesis and give an outlook
on future work in Chapter 10.





2 Background

In this chapter, we introduce the background that is necessary for our frame-
work for the automated composition of timed services. As input, our frame-
work requires a behavioral model of the services to be composed and a specifi-
cation of composition requirements. We chose Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs)
for representing services and Timed Computation Tree Logics (TCTLs) for ex-
pressing requirements. For realizing the automated composition process, we
provide a novel planning technique integrating ideas from the symbolic model
checking for timed systems and from automated planning.

In Section 2.1, we outline the concept of service-oriented architectures. In
Section 2.2, we present timed i/o automata, the formalism we use for model-
ing service behavior. In Section 2.3, we introduce Timed Computation Tree
Logic (TCTL ), a temporal logic that allows us to specify composition require-
ments for our service models. In Section 2.4, we present model checking that
verifies system models according to a formal specification. Lastly, in Sec-
tion 2.5, we introduce automated planning techniques that generate a set of
instructions to control a system according to a given untimed temporal logic
specification.

2.1 Service-oriented Architecture (SOA)

The basic principles of a Service-oriented Architecture (SOA ) are described, for
example by Melzer et al. [Mel10, Chapter 2] and by Papazoglou et al. [PTD+08].
A SOA is build up around encapsulated software functionalities, the services,
and three non-disjunct groups of participants: service users, service providers,
and service registries. A provider places descriptions of offered services in a
registry. Service users look up required services in the registry and execute
them on the provider’s machines.

Services can be executed remotely and platform-independently over a net-
work. They are loosely coupled, which means that they can be looked up,
found, and bound in a program dynamically at runtime. For this, services
need to offer a public, machine-readable description according to open stan-
dards.

21
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Services can be composed to form new services with a more complex func-
tionality. Composition is performed independently from the platform on which
participating services are running and independently from the language they
are written in. For deciding which service should be included in a composi-
tion, services can be rated according to Quality of Service (QoS ) criteria, like
uptime, response time, or failure rate. This results in applications that can be
developed fast and cost-efficiently, and that consist of reusable components.

A centralized approach for developing compositions is service orchestration.
A new service, a so-called orchestrator, is created and controls the composition
by communicating with all participating services. To this end, the orchestra-
tor implements a workflow, which is necessary for directing the message flow
between participating services.

A technique that speeds up the development of service compositions is au-
tomated service composition. A service composition is generated automatically
based on a description of available services and a specification of composition
requirements [BP10]. The degree of automation differs from approach to ap-
proach. Completely automated approaches create the composition schema.
Less automated approaches build up on already existing composition schemes
and enrich them with, e.g., non-functional fragments. Automated service com-
position supports a fast and cost-efficient development of service compositions.
Moreover, it can be used for self-optimizing compositions that dynamically
adapt to new situations by automatically reconfiguring themselves, e.g., if par-
ticipating services fail.

Currently, web services [Mel10, Chapter 4] are the most widely used im-
plementation of a SOA. Web services are based on different technologies. The
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP ) forms the basis for web service com-
munication. Message types are declared and transported using the Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP ), while services are described via the Web Ser-
vices Description Language (WSDL ). Both languages are XML-based. For
realizing the registry, the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
Protocol (UDDI ) is used. Services can be orchestrated using the Business
Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL ). Web Services can be integrated
into applications with standard programming languages, like Java and C++.
Integrating device services into SOAs and especially into systems based on
web services is a current research topic [Sma13, Tek13, DOOP13]. Devices
can be equipped with web service interfaces via Device Profiles for Web Ser-
vices (DPWS ) [ZBB+07] and orchestrated via Business Process Execution Lan-
guage for Devices (BPEL4D ) [Boh09].

Example 2.1 For our running example, the interfaces of the PCA
pump’s components, i.e., the button and the pump itself, correspond to
services. The controller that coordinates the pump according to our speci-
fied behavioral requirements corresponds to an orchestrator service. In this
rather small and closed system a service registry is not required. However,
in the context of medical device services a registry can be used for composi-
tions containing of many mobile devices, e.g., for sensor actuator networks
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or for compositions with exchangeable devices used during surgery and
diagnostic processes.

In this section, we have presented the basic ideas of a service-oriented archi-
tecture, Web Services as realization of a SOA, and techniques for integrating
devices into a SOA. Also, we have introduced the concept of automated service
composition. To sum up, SOA allows for a fast, dynamic, and process-oriented
software development. Service-oriented systems can be adapted and extended
more easily, due to the loose coupling of services. Device interfaces that are
designed according to the service-oriented paradigm improve the interoper-
ability between devices and enable the integration of single devices into larger
information systems.

In the next section, we outline timed i/o automata. Within our approach,
this type of automaton is used to model complex, time-related service behavior
and service compositions.

2.2 Timed I/O Automata (TIOA)

For modeling the behavior of services, we require a formalism that is able to de-
scribe the behavior of distributed components communicating with each other.
Additionally, we need to express complex, non-deterministic, and time-related
service behavior. Automata are a well-established formalism for expressing
state-based concurrent systems and existing extensions add capabilities for
modeling timed behavior and network communication. Additionally, several
techniques for analyzing, verifying, and synthesizing automata exist. To be
specific, we chose Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs) that have been proposed by
David et al. [DLL+10]. Note that these Timed I/O Automata are contrasted
by Timed I/O Automata proposed by Lynch et al. [LT89]. The latter provide
a much more restrictive composition operator that does not fit the needs of
our work.

A Timed I/O Automaton (TIOA ) is an extension of a classical timed au-
tomaton, a finite automaton with clock variables that can be reset and ref-
erenced in clock constraints [AD94]. Thus, timed properties like deadlines or
delays are modeled. TIOAs enhance timed automata with input and output
signals that model received and sent messages, respectively. Single TIOAs can
be composed to networks of TIOAs where the automata in the network com-
municate over shared signals. TIOA can react non-deterministically on a sent
signal.

The theory of TIOAs also delivers a specification framework for component-
based real-time systems. This framework has been implemented in the tool
Environment for Compositional Design and Analysis of Real Time Systems
(ECDAR) [DLN+14], which checks, e.g., the composability of two TIOAs or a
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refinement relation between two TIOAs. ECDAR is based on the Uppaal tool
suite [BY04].

2.2.1 Syntax of TIOA

A TIOA consists of a finite set of locations with an initial location and of a finite
set of clock variables. Locations are equipped with a set of clock constraints,
called location invariant. Transitions between locations are expressed over
directed edges that additionally contain clock constraints, so-called guards,
and clock-resets. Edges are labeled with an input/output signal. We have
slightly extended the definition of TIOAs by adding τ -transitions representing
an internal transition without any signal. Within our framework we require
τ -transitions for modeling the final orchestrator.

Definition 1. (Clock Constraints.) B(Clk) is the set of clock constraints over
a set of clock variables Clk. Each atomic constraint has the form x ≈ n,
where x ∈ Clk, ≈∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, and n ∈ N. An element of B(Clk) is a finite
conjunction of atomic constraints.

Definition 2. (Timed I/O Automata.) A Timed I/O Automaton (TIOA ) is
a tuple A = (Loc, l0, Clk, Acti/o, E, Inv), where

• Loc is a finite set of locations.

• l0 ∈ Loc is the initial location.

• Clk is a finite set of clock variables.

• Acti/o = Acti ⊕ Acto ∪ {τ} is a finite set of actions partitioned into
input action Acti, output actions Acto, and the symbol τ for internal
transitions.

• E ⊆ Loc×Act×B(Clk)×2Clk×Loc is a set of transitions with a source
location, an action, a transition guard, a set of clocks to be reset, and a
target location.

• Inv : Loc→ B(Clk) is a set of location invariants.

In the following, we give an example for the visual representation of a TIOA
along with our running example.

Example 2.2 We show the TIOA model of our running example
in Figure 2.1. The system consists of a TIOA Button representing the
user interface that turns the pump on and off via the output signal press
and the input signal release, respectively. The other component is de-
scribed by Pump which just waits for the input signal inject that non-
deterministically triggers the injection or raises an alarm. In the case of an
injection, the clock variable x is reset and the location Injecting is active
for exactly 1 time unit. This is realized by using a transition guard and an
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Button
Released

press!

Pressed

release!

PumpController

inject

press

release

Idle

inject?
x:=0

Injecting
x≤1

injected!
x≥1

inject?

ok?

Alarm

ok

injected

WaitPress

StartInj

WaitInjected

PreventInj

press?

inject!
injected?
xc:=0

xc≤5

release?
xc≥5

ok!

Figure 2.1: Composition of TIOA describing the components of a PCA pump and
a controller.

invariant. The signal injected is sent when injection has finished. In the
case of an alarm, the Alarm state is entered and the injection is paused in
order not to harm the patient. When the problem has been resolved, an
ok signal can be sent to the pump.

The Controller TIOA coordinates both components according to our
specified requirements. It triggers the pump iff the button is pressed and
ensures the safety pause of 5 time units between each injection. The state
WaitPress waits for the button to be pressed, while StartInj triggers the
injection. WaitInjected waits for the injection to finish and resets the
clock xc, when the PreventInj state is entered. By using a guard and an
invariant, the controller idles in this state for 5 time units and prevents
another injection. To keep our example simple, we omitted pressing and
releasing the button in this last state.

The parallel composition of two TIOA is constructed analogously to the
usual crossproduct for finite automata. The two TIOA perform simultaneous
transitions if the two corresponding action labels match.

Definition 3. (Parallel Composition.) The parallel composition of two TIOA
A1 = (Loc1, l0,1, Clk1, E1, Act1, Inv1) and A2 = (Loc2, l0,2, Clk2, E2, Act2, Inv2)
is defined iff Acto,1∩Acto,2 = ∅. The result is a TIOA A1|A2 = (Loc, l0, Clk, E,
Acti/o, Inv) where

• Loc = Loc1 × Loc2.

• l0 = (l0,1, l0,2).

• Clk = Clk1 ] Clk2

• Inv((l1, l2)) = Inv(l1) ∧ Inv(l2) for each l1 ∈ Loc1 and l2 ∈ Loc2

• Acti/o = Acti ] Acto ∪ {τ} with Acti = (Acti,1\Acto,2) ∪ (Acti,2\Acto,1))
and Acto = Acto,1 ∪ Acto,2.

The set of edges E is defined by the following rules:
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• If (l1, a, ϕ1, c1, l
′
1) ∈ E1 with a ∈ Act1\Act2 ∪ {τ} then for each l2 ∈ Loc2

there is ((l1, l2), a, ϕ1, c1, (l
′
1, l2)) ∈ E

• If (l2, a, ϕ2, c2, l
′
2) ∈ E2 with a ∈ Act2\Act1 ∪ {τ} then for each l1 ∈ Loc1

there is ((l1, l2), a, ϕ2, c2, (l1, l
′
2)) ∈ E

• If (l1, a, ϕ1, c1, l
′
1) ∈ E1 and (l2, ϕ2, c2, l

′
2) ∈ E2 with a ∈ Act1 ∩ Act2 and

a 6= τ then ((l1, l2), a, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, c1 ∪ c2, (l
′
1, l
′
2)) ∈ E

In the next section, we define the semantics of TIOA based on transition
systems.

2.2.2 Semantics of TIOA

The semantics of a TIOA is described over a Timed I/O Transition Sys-
tem (TIOTS ). A TIOTS consists of an infinite set of states with a designated
initial state. Directed edges between these states are labeled with input/out-
put actions or with real numbers. Transitions using action labels are called
discrete transitions. Transitions representing time progress are labeled with
real values and are called time transitions.

Definition 4. (Timed I/O Transition Systems.) A Timed I/O Transition
System (TIOTS ) is a tuple S = (St, s0,Σ,→), where

• St is an infinite set of (semantic) states.

• s0 ∈ St is the initial state.

• Σ = Σi ⊕ Σo ∪ {τ} is a finite set of actions partitioned into input and
output actions and a symbol τ for internal transitions.

• →: St×(Σ∪R+
0 )×St is the transition relation where each transition has

a source state, an action label or a real valued label, and a target state.

We write s
a−→ s′ with a ∈ Σ∪R+

0 to abbreviate ((s, a, s′) ∈→). In addition,
every TIOTS satisfies

(1) whenever s
d−→ s′ and s

d−→ s′′ with d ∈ R+
0 then s′ = s′′ (time determinism)

(2) s
0−→ s forall s ∈ St (time reflexivity)

(3) for all s, s′′ ∈ St and all d1, d2 ∈ R+
0 we have s

d1+d2−−−→ s′′ iff s
d1−→ s′ and

s′
d2−→ s′′ for an s′ ∈ St (time additivity)

The semantics of a TIOA is defined as a TIOTS where states are tuples
of locations and clock valuations. The transition relation is constructed by
inserting transitions based on the transitions of the TIOA and by inserting
additional transitions denoting time progress.

Definition 5. (Semantics of a TIOA.) The semantics of a TIOA A =
(Loc, l0, Clk, E,Acti/o, Inv) is defined as a TIOTS JAK = (Loc × (Clk 7→
R+

0 ), (l0,0), Acti/o,→), where 0 is a constant function mapping all clock val-
ues to zero. The operator v[x← 0] returns a function identical to v except for
x 7→ 0. The transition relation → is generated by the following rules.
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• Each (l, a, ϕ, c, l′) ∈ E implies (l, u)
a−→ (l′, u′) for each clock valuation

u ∈ (Clk 7→ R+
0 ) such that u |= ϕ, u′ = u[r ← 0]r∈c, and u′ |= Inv(l′).

• Each location l ∈ Loc with valuation u ∈ (Clk 7→ R+
0 ) implies

(l, u)
d−→ (l, u+ d) for each delay d ∈ R+

0 such that u+ d |= Inv(l).

According to David et al. [DLL+10], a TIOTS that is constructed from
these rules fulfills the axioms 1–3 given in Definition 4. Analogously to TIOA,
two TIOTS can be composed over the parallel crossproduct.

Definition 6. (Parallel Product.) The parallel product of two TIOTS S =
(StS, sS0 ,Σ

S,→S) and T = (StT , sT0 ,Σ
T ,→T ) with ΣS

o ∩ ΣT
o = ∅ is defined as

a TIOTS S ⊗ T = (StT ⊗ StS, (sS0 , sT0 ),Σ,→), where the set of actions Σ =
ΣS ∪ΣT is partitioned into inputs Σi = (ΣS

i \ΣT
o )∪ (ΣT

i \ΣS
o ) and outputs Σo =

ΣS
o ∪ ΣT

o .

The transition relation is the largest relation generated by the following
rules:

• (s, t)
a−→ (s′, t) iff s

a−→
S
s′ with a ∈ ΣS\ΣT ∪ {τ} (indep-l)

• (s, t)
a−→ (s, t′) iff t

a−→
T
t′ with a ∈ ΣT\ΣS ∪ {τ} (indep-r)

• (s, t)
a−→ (s′, t′) iff s

a−→
S
s′, t

a−→
T
t′, and a ∈ Σi (sync-in)

• (s, t)
a−→ (s′, t′) iff s

a−→
S
s′, t

a−→
T
t′, and a ∈ (ΣS

i ∩ ΣT
o ) ∪ (ΣS

o ∩ ΣT
i )

(sync-io)

• (s, t)
d−→ (s′, t′) iff s

d−→
S

s′, t
d−→
T

t′, and d ∈ R+
0 (delay)

The rules indep−l, resp. indep−r describe transitions connected to actions
that initially only belonged to TIOTS S and T , respectively. The sync−in rule
describes a simultaneous transition of both transition systems S and T over
a shared input action. The sync− io rule describes a simultaneous transition
over a matching input and output action of both transition systems. Finally,
the delay rule describes a simultaneous delay transition.

Composing two TIOA preserves the semantics of both automata, i.e.,
JA1K⊗ JA2K = JA1|A2K [DLL+10].

Paths within a TIOTS are called runs.

Definition 7. (Run.) Let S = (St, (l0,0), Act,→) be a TIOTS. A finite or
infinite run is a sequence

ρ = (l0, v0)
t0−→ (l1, v1)

t1−→ ...
tn−→ (ln+1, vn+1)...

where (lk, vk) ∈ St and tk ∈ Act ∪ R+
0 for each k ≥ 0.

In this section, we have given an overview on the theory of Timed I/O Au-
tomata. We have presented the syntax of a TIOA as a timed automaton where
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transitions are labeled with input and output actions. We have introduced a
composition operator and have given TIOAs a semantics via timed i/o transi-
tion systems. Along with the introduced definitions, we have shown a TIOA
model of the running example for this thesis. TIOAs are suitable for modeling
and describing service interfaces as they allow platform-independent behavioral
descriptions on a high abstraction level. The concept of composing automata
over directed signals also allows modeling service compositions. Lastly, the
expressiveness of TIOAs enables us to model the complex and time-related
service behavior that our framework shall cope with.

In the next section, we present the timed temporal logic that allows us to
express specifications on TIOA’s behavior.

2.3 Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL)

Besides the behavioral service models, our framework also takes a specification
of composition requirements as input. Hence, we require a specification lan-
guage that is able to express conditions on TIOA. We need to express safety
and (potentially infinitively repeating) reachability conditions and we need to
put these conditions into causal relation to each other. Additionally, we need
to express time-related conditions such as deadlines and delays.

For this purpose, we chose Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL ) [Alu91],
a temporal logic and an extension of Computation Tree Logic (CTL ) [EH86].
In contrast to CTL, TCTL allows to reason about real-time behavior through
comparisons on clock variables. For convenience, we present TCTL instan-
tiated in the context of TIOA and TIOTS. For this purpose, we adapted
the syntax and semantics of TCTL. In Section 2.3.1 we present the syntax
of TCTL. Then, in Section 2.3.2, we present its semantics. Along with the
introduced definitions, we extend our running example.

2.3.1 Syntax of TCTL

TCTL is a temporal logic that consists of basic propositions, logical operators,
and temporal logic operators. In general, TCTL formulas describe branching
paths in timed transition systems. In our context, basic propositions are TIOA
locations or comparisons on clock variables that must hold at some point of
the path. Logical expressions can be used to combine and to negate these
conditions. Temporal logic operators allow propositions on how a path evolves
and quantify the existence of certain paths existentially and universally. We
slightly adapt the syntax of TCTL so that formulas can refer to a designated
location of a specific TIOA in a network.

Definition 8. (TCTL Formula.) Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL ) is
defined as a set of formulas as follows:
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Φ := > | ⊥ | A.loc | (x1 + d1) ≤ (x2 + d2) |
¬Φ | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 | E(Φ1UΦ2) | A(Φ1UΦ2) | x.Φ

where A = (Loc, l0, Clk, Acti/o, E, Inv) is a TIOA and loc ∈ Loc, The
variables x, x1 and x2 are clock variables, and d1, d2 ∈ N.

The basic propositions true and false have the usual meaning. The propo-
sition A.loc states that the location loc from TIOA A must be active. The
proposition (x1 + d1) ≤ (x2 + d2) is a comparison on clock variables.

The semantics of the logical (∧, ¬) and relational (≤) operators are defined
as usual, where ¬Φ is the negation of a formula and Φ1∧Φ2 is the conjunction
of two formulas.

The temporal formula E(Φ1UΦ2) holds iff there exists a path preserving
Φ1 until Φ2 holds. A(Φ1UΦ2) is defined analogously for all paths. x3.Φ is the
reset quantifier. A new clock variable x3 within Φ is set to zero, and Φ (which
can refer to x3) must hold.

For a more convenient usage of TCTL, several abbreviations are defined,
where Φ, Φ1, and Φ2 are TCTL formulas, x, x1, and x2 are clock variables, d,
d1, and d2 ∈ N, and ≈∈ {<,≤, >,≥}.

• Φ1 ∨ Φ2 := ¬(¬Φ1 ∧ ¬Φ2)

• Φ1 → Φ2 := ¬Φ1 ∨ Φ2

• x ≤ d := y.(x+ 0 ≤ y + d)

• x1 + d1 ≥ x2 + d2 := x2 + d2 ≤ x1 + d1

• x1 + d1 > x2 + d2 := ¬(x1 + d1 ≤ x2 + d2)

• x1 + d1 < x2 + d2 := x2 + d2 > x1 + d1

• EFΦ := E(> U Φ)

• AFΦ := A(> U Φ)

• EGΦ := ¬AF¬Φ

• AGΦ := ¬EF¬Φ

• EF≈dΦ := x.EF(Φ ∧ x ≈ d)

• AF≈dΦ := x.AF(Φ ∧ x ≈ d)

• EG≈dΦ := x.EG(x ≈ d→ Φ)

• AG≈dΦ := x.AG(x ≈ d→ Φ)

The logical operators (¬, ∨) and the comparators (≥, >,<) have the usual
meaning. The temporal operators EFΦ and AFΦ hold iff Φ holds eventually
on a path and on all paths, respectively. EGΦ and AGΦ hold iff Φ holds
globally on a path and on all paths, respectively. Finally, EF≈dΦ, AF≈dΦ,
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EG≈dΦ, and AG≈dΦ bind the validity of these temporal operators to a given
time limit.

Example 2.3 We recall that we specified the following requirements
for our injection pump: The pump must eventually inject iff the button is
pressed and a safety pause of 5 time units must be ensured between two
injections. We now formally express these requirements using TCTL. We
abbreviate Injecting with Inj.

(1) AG(Button.Pressed→ EF(Pump.Inj))

(2) AG(Pump.Inj → Button.Pressed)

(3) AG(Pump.Inj → A(Pump.Inj U AG≤5(¬Pump.Inj)))

Formula (1) states that each time the button is pressed an injection
must be eventually triggered. Formula (2) states that injections must only
take place while the button is pressed. Lastly, formula (3) states that if
an injection starts, then the next injection is only allowed after at least 5
time units. Here, we use the until operator so that the initial inject is able
to finish before the Injection state is temporarily forbidden.

In the next section, we define the semantics of TCTL w.r.t. TIOA.

2.3.2 Semantics of TCTL

The semantics of TCTL is defined over the states of a TIOTS and over runs
starting from these states. As TCTL formulates conditions on networks of
TIOA, we adapt the semantics of TCTL formulas based on the TIOTS that
represents the semantics of the composition of TIOAs. In general, basic propo-
sitions and simple logical expressions on basic conditions hold for a state if they
hold for the corresponding location or clock valuation. For temporal until op-
erators, a condition need hold for an arbitrary sequence of steps from the first
state of the run until the second condition holds for a state.

The semantics of TCTL was originally defined w.r.t. a special type of
transition system, a so-called TCTL-Structure [Alu91]. To adapt it for our
needs, we shifted this definition to the level of TIOTS. Moreover, we did not
completely follow the original definition approach, where all clock valuations
are carried along as vector w with the semantic satisfaction relation |=w. As the
states of a TIOTS already contain their own clock valuation, we only include
formula-specific clock variables in the valuation of the satisfaction relation. A
similar definition approach has also been used, e.g., in [JW02].

Definition 9. (Time consumed up to a position.) Given a run ρ = (l0, v0)
t0−→

(l1, v1)
t1−→ ...

tn−→ (ln+1, vn+1)..., we define the time consumed up to position i
as follows:
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∆(ρ, i) =
∑i−1

k=0

{
tk, if tk ∈ R+

0

0, else
.

Definition 10. (Semantics of TCTL.) Given the semantics of a composition
of TIOAs JA1K|JA2K|...JAnK = (St, ((l1,0, ..., ln,0),0),Σ,→) and a TCTL for-
mula Ψ on this composition, let ((l1, ..., ln), v) ∈ St and w : vars(Ψ) → R+

0

be a clock valuation over the clock variables bound through reset operators in
Ψ with vars(Ψ) ∩ Clk = ∅. Moreover, d1, d2, i ∈ N with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, x, x1,
and x2 are clock variables, and Φ,Φ1,Φ2 are TCTL formulas. The satisfaction
relation for this TCTL formula is inductively defined as follows:

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w >,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) 6|=w⊥,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w Ai.loc iff li = loc,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w (x1 + d1) ≤ (x2 + d2) iff (z(x1) + d1) ≤ (z(x2) + d2),

where z(x) =

{
v(x), if x ∈ Clk
w(x), if x ∈ vars(Ψ)

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w ¬Φ iff ((l1, l2, ...), v) 6|= Φ,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w Φ1∧Φ2 iff ((l1, l2, ...), v) |= Φ1 and ((l1, l2, ...), v) |= Φ2,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w E(Φ1UΦ2) iff there exists a run ρ = (m0, v)
t0−→ (m1, v+

d1)
t1−→ ... starting at m0 = (l1, ..., ln) that fulfills the simple until condi-

tion:

– there exists a state (mi, vi) in ρ with (mi, vi) |=w+∆(ρ,i) Φ2

– for each (mj, vj) with 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 we have (mj, vj) |=w+∆(ρ,j) Φ1

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w A(Φ1UΦ2) iff every run starting at ((l1, ..., ln), v) ful-
fills the simple until condition,

• ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w x.Φ iff ((l1, ..., ln), v) |=w[x←0] Φ.

A TCTL formula Ψ holds for a semantic TIOTS JAK = (St, l0,Σ,→), short
JAK |= Ψ, iff l0 |=0 Ψ.

A TCTL formula Ψ holds for a TIOA A = (Loc, l0, Clk, Act, E, Inv), short
A |= Ψ, iff JAK |= Ψ.

In summary, TCTL allows us to express requirements specifications w.r.t.
timed transition systems. TCTL formulas express conditions on locations and
clock variables. Temporal operators describe branching behavior on paths
and introduce own clock variables. Within our framework for the automated
composition of timed services, we use TCTL for expressing the complex and
time-related specifications with which our approach shall cope.

In this section, we have presented the temporal logic TCTL. We have
adapted and defined the syntax of TCTL for TIOA and have given it a se-
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mantics based on TIOTS. Along with our definitions, we have formulated
composition requirements for our running example using TCTL.

In the next section, we present the concept of model checking by which,
e.g., TIOA can be automatically verified w.r.t. a given TCTL formula.

2.4 Model Checking

We have realized the automated composition process of our framework by
combining methods from model checking for timed systems and from planning
theory. From the former we have adapted techniques for efficiently explor-
ing the state space of real time systems. In general, model checking is an
automated technique for verifying finite state-based concurrent systems w.r.t.
a given specification, e.g., a network of TIOAs w.r.t. a TCTL specification.
In Section 2.4.1, we outline the general concept and the advantages of model
checking. In Section 2.4.2, we present symbolic model checking, which al-
lows the efficient model checking of real-world sized systems. Finally, in Sec-
tion 2.4.3, we present additional symbolic techniques for efficiently verifying
real-time systems.

2.4.1 The General Concept of Model Checking

Model Checking is a completely automated method of formal verification. The
input is the model of a state-based system, e.g., a TIOA A, and a formal
specification for this system, e.g., a TCTL formula Φ. The output is the
answer whether A |= Φ holds or not. In the case that A does not satisfy
Φ, a counter example is generated. A comprehensive introduction into model
checking is given by Clarke et. al. [CGP99].

Compared with other approaches, model checking has several advantages.
In contrast to testing and simulation, it verifies the complete correctness of
a system and not only correctness w.r.t. a finite and incomplete set of runs
or test cases. In contrast to deductive reasoning, e.g. theorem proving, it is
automated so that less time and expert knowledge is required.

A very simple model checking approach is to unfold the whole state space
explicitly. In the case of single safety or reachability properties, the state space
is traversed looking for a counter example or for the target state, respectively.
A common technique for checking temporal logic formulas is to label the state
space. In a first iteration, each state is labeled with atomic propositions that
hold for the respective state. In the next iterations, more and more complex
subformulas are constructed from the initial ones and are assigned to the states
they hold for. The algorithm terminates when the overall property has been
proven for the initial state or when a counter example has been found.

However, the above-described näıve model checking approach leads to a
very high complexity w.r.t. time and space. In concurrent systems, the number
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of states grows exponentially w.r.t. the number of components. This state
space explosion results in a consumption of memory and computing power
that cannot be practically handled. In the next section, we outline a generally
accepted method for coping with this problem.

2.4.2 Symbolic Model Checking

Symbolic model checking weakens the state-space-explosion problem by rep-
resenting a model, e.g., a Kripke structure, as a propositional logic formula.
This allows an efficient state space exploration by using decision diagrams, a
well-established technique for manipulating logic formulas. A comprehensive
introduction into symbolic model checking is given by McMillan [McM93].

The basic idea is that each state of a transition system can be represented as
a vector v of Boolean variables and, thus, a large set of states can be represented
in compact Boolean formulas. A single transition of a transition system is
represented as formula v ∧ v′ where v and v′ describe the source state and the
target state, respectively. Depending on the concrete type of transition system,
this formula is enriched with additional variables, e.g., for labels or guards. A
whole transition relation and, thus, a whole transition system is represented
as the logical disjunction

∨
v ∧ v′ of all single transition formulas. State space

exploration is performed by applying logical operations and Boolean quantifiers
on the symbolic representation of the system. Usually, fixpoint algorithms are
used that terminate when the whole state space has been explored or when
the to-be-checked property has been proven. We concretely explain symbolic
mechanisms for state space exploration when we introduce symbolic planning
techniques in Section 2.5.2.

Logical operations are efficiently performed by using Ordered Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams (OBDDs) [Bry86], a specialization of simple Binary Descision
Diagrams (BDDs). OBDDs are rooted directed acyclic graphs. An OBDD
has two terminal vertices labeled 0 and 1. Each non-terminal is labeled with
a variable and has two successors depending on the value that is assigned to
the respective variable. The left child stands for a false valuation, the right
child for a true valuation. Each OBDD determines a Boolean function where
the result is computed by traversing the OBDD according to the values of the
parameters.

Definition 11. (Binary Decision Diagram.) Let V be a set of Boolean vari-
ables. A Binary Descision Diagram (BDD ) D is either

• a terminal vertex 0.

• a terminal vertex 1.

• a non-terminal vertex (v,D1, D2) where v ∈ V where the BDD D1 is the
low child and the BDD D2 is called the high child.

Definition 12. (Ordered Binary Decision Diagram.) A BDD D is an Ordered
Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD ) iff
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Figure 2.2: A Boolean function as a BDD (a) and as a canonical OBDD
(b) [CGP99]

• each variable appears in the same order on each path from the root to the
terminal.

• there are no isomorphic subtrees and redundant vertices in D.

The uniqueness of subtrees in an OBDD allows a more compact represen-
tation of Boolean formulas. The requirement that variables appear in a de-
termined order allows for efficient algorithms for performing logical operations
using OBDDs.

A canonical form of an OBDD is easily achieved by, firstly, removing dupli-
cate terminals. Secondly, duplicate non-terminals are removed. And, thirdly,
vertices with identical childs are removed. Canonical OBDDs offer a represen-
tation that is compact compared to traditional normal forms.

Example 2.4 We show two example OBDDs in Figure 2.2. The
represented Boolean function is a two bit comparator f(a, b, c, d) = ((a ∧
b) ∨ (¬a ∧ ¬b)) ∧ ((c ∧ d) ∨ (¬c ∧ ¬d)). Figure (a) presents f as a BDD
and Figure (b) presents f as a canonical OBDD. The latter diagram is
obviously significantly smaller than the former. However, the amount of
saved diagram size depends on an appropriate diagram ordering.

The time complexity of performing a single logical operation is propor-
tional to the product of the participating size of the graph. The complexity
of quantifying a Boolean variable is quadratic to the size of the BDD being
quantified [Bry92].

A drawback of BDDs and OBDDs is that they are only able to cope with
finite state spaces. In the next section, we present symbolic techniques for
dealing with infinite real-time systems.
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(Idle, x=0)

(Idle, x≥0)

(Alarm, x≥0)

(Injecting, x=0) (Injecting, x≥0 ᴧ x≤1)

(Injecting, x=1)(Idle, x≥1)

(Alarm, x≥1)

Figure 2.3: Zone graph for the TIOA Pump from our running Example.

2.4.3 Symbolic Model Checking of Real-Time Systems

The state space of real-time transition systems is infinite as the range of any
real-valued clock is infinite. For model checking real-time systems, a finite
representation of the state space is required. A well-established technique for
dealing with real-time clocks are clock zones [Alu99]. Sets of clock valuations
are divided into so-called zones by formulating logical clock constraints based
on timing equations used in the automata and specification formula. The
number of obtained zones is finite because the number of clock equations is
finite. When a state space of a timed automaton is explored, semantic states
can be regarded as a tuple consisting of a location and of a clock zone, instead of
a single clock valuation. This results in a finite state space representation. We
present the definition of clock zones based on the notion used by Wang [Wan04].

Definition 13. (Clock Zones.) Given a set of clock variables Clk and a largest
constant c. The set of equation constants is Cc = {∞} ∪ {d|d ∈ Z with− c ≤
d ≤ c} with d +∞ = ∞ + d = ∞. A clock zone is defined as a mapping
(Clk∪{0})2 7→ Bc, where Bc = {(≈, d)| ≈∈ {<,≤}, d ∈ Cc, d =∞⇒≈=′<′}.
Each mapping ((x1, x2), (≈, d)) represents a clock constraint in the form of
x1 − x2 ≈ d.

A clock zone Z can be represented as a logical formula with the form∧
((x1,x2),(≈,d))∈Z x1 − x2 ≈ d.

Clock zones are closed under conjunction (intersection) and under disjunc-
tion (union). Also time progress can be simulated within a clock zone by simply
opening all upper clock boundaries. Thus, clock zones can be integrated into
symbolic state space exploration algorithms.

The state space of a timed transition system is finitely represented through
a zone graph [BY04]. Each state of a zone graph is a pair of a location and
a clock constraint where each original state contained in the state of a zone
graph behaves equivalent w.r.t. active transitions. In the following, we give an
example for a zone graph.

Example 2.5 The zone graph for the TIOA Pump from our running
example is depicted in Figure 2.3. The initial state is a pair consisting of
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the TIOA’s initial location Idle and the clock constraint x2 = 0. The first
transition leads into a zone where the location has not changed but where
time has progressed and, hence, x2 ≥ 0. From here, the lower left zone
can be reached, which represents the alarm state at any time point. The
middle upper state represents the start of an injection with x2 set to zero
again. The outgoing transition leads to the next state where up to 1 time
unit may have passed. In the next state, x2 has advanced to one and the
Idle state can be reached again. Note that this state has an x2 value that
is equal or larger to one because x2 has not been reset. From this state, the
Alarm (but only with x2 equal or greater to one) and Injecting states
can be reached again.

For efficiently computing clock zones, suitable data structures are required.
Clock Restriction Diagrams (CRDs) [Wan04] are such a structure and extend
OBDDs. The vertices of a CRD are not labeled with single variables but with
an equation fragment in the form of x1 − x2. Outgoing edges are labeled with
corresponding equation fragments in the from of ≈ d. In contrast to OBDDs, a
CRD only has one terminal node labeled 1. A clock valuation fulfills the logical
function described by a CRD iff a path leading from the root to a terminal
vertice labeled true exists. However, to construct CRDs, a strict order on
timing constraints is required.

Definition 14. (Strictness of Timing Constraints.) Given (≈1, d1), (≈2, d2)
with ≈1,≈2∈ {<,≤} and d1, d2 ∈ Z. We say (≈1, d1) is stricter than (≈2, d2),
short (≈1, d1) v (≈2, d2) iff

• d1 < d2, or

• d1 = d2 and ≈2=′≤′, or

• d1 = d2 and ≈1,≈2=′<′.

We abbreviate ((≈1, d1) @ (≈2, d2)) = ((≈1, d1) v (≈2, d2)) ∧ ((≈2, d2) 6v
(≈1, d1)).

Definition 15. (Clock Restriction Diagrams.) Let Clk be a set of clock vari-
ables, Cc = {∞} ∪ {d|d ∈ Z with− c ≤ d ≤ c} be a set of equation constants,
and Ω be a total order on {Clk ∪{0}}2. A Clock Restriction Diagram (CRD )
over Clk and Cc is a tuple D = (v, (β1, D1), ..., (βn, Dn)) with n ≥ 0. For more
convenience, we represent the true-vertice as 0 − 0. The restrictions are that
v ∈ V such that

• v = true iff n=0,

• if v 6= true, then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, βi ∈ BCc and Di is a CRD (vi, ...)
with v <Ω vi,

• if v 6= true, then for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we have βi @ βj,

• if v 6= true and n = 1, then β1 6= (<,∞).
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x3-x1

x1-x4
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≤ 6

Figure 2.4: A CRD representing two clock zones (x1 − x2 < 3 ∧ x3 − x1 ≤ 6)∨
(x1 − x4 ≤ 5 ∧ x3 − x1 ≤ 6) [Wan04]

In Figure 2.4, we present an example CRD. The depicted CRD represents
the two clock zones (x1 − x2 < 3 ∧ x3 − x1 ≤ 6) ∨ (x1 − x4 ≤ 5 ∧ x3 − x1 ≤ 6).
It can be seen that a path from the root to true only exists if the traversed
clock constraints are fulfilled by the zone.

Like BDDs, CRDs also offer a canonical form, propositional logic operators,
and Boolean quantifiers. Performing the disjunction of two CRDs has a com-
plexity proportional to the product of the size of the two CRDs. Performing
the conjunction of two CRDs has a complexity proportional to the product of
the square size of the two CRDs.

CRDs can be combined with Multi Decision Diagrams (MDDs). Basically,
MDDs are similar to BDDs, where vertices are labeled with multi-valued and
not only binary variables [Mil93]. Thus, a Multi Decision and Clock Restric-
tion Diagram (MDD+CRD ) is able to symbolically represent the state space
of a TIOA, where locations correspond to multi-valued variables and clock
valuations correspond to clock zones. Multi Decision and Clock Restriction
Diagrams (MDD+CRDs) have been implemented and are available as the free
C package REDLIB [Wan06]. REDLIB and MDD+CRDs are also the basis of
RED, a model checker that performs well compared to other established model
checkers [Wan04].

The reader should note that another well-established alternative for effi-
ciently processing clock zones are Difference Bound Matrices (DBMs) [Dil90].
Here, convex zones are described as equations within a matrix indexed by clock
variables. DBMs are used within several established model checkers, such as
the Uppaal tool suite [BY04] or Kronos [BDM+98]. However, we have decided
to use CRDs for our framework. This allows as to symbolically formulate our
system in one formula integrating discrete and real-time aspects. Also, we do
not have to divide a single clock zone into a set of convex subzones. Thus, we
can present our symbolic algorithms in a more compact form.

In this section, we have presented the concept of model checking. We
have outlined how model checking algorithms can be formulated symbolically
via first order logic and how they can be efficiently implemented via binary
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decision diagrams. Then, we explained how the infinite state space of a real-
time system is made finite via clock zones that are efficiently implemented with
clock restriction diagrams. Also, we have explained zone graphs by presenting
clock zones for our running example. Within our framework we efficiently deal
with real-time state spaces by using the idea of symbolic model checking and
clock zones.

In the next section, we present the concept of planning theory and how
planning algorithms can be sped up by integrating symbolic techniques.

2.5 Planning via Symbolic Model Checking

For automatically synthesizing an orchestrator that coordinates the services to
be composed, we require a technique that automatically identifies states and
actions fulfilling our requirements. As a basis for our approach, we chose a
planning technique that already solves one of our subproblems by generating
plans for untimed state transition systems with untimed temporal logic goals.
We have extended these techniques and combined them with above-presented
techniques for timed model checking to realize our composition process.

Planning is the process of anticipating actions that have to be performed
to achieve a given goal. Automated planning is an area of artificial intelligence
that provides techniques for computing plans. In our context, the environment
for which we plan is a transition system. The planning goal is a temporal logic
formula that must hold while our plan is executed. The plan states which
transition has to be taken for which system state.

Automated planning is used in domains where manual planning requires too
much time or where the planning problem is too complex to be solved manually.
Also, automated planning is used for autonomous machines that have to fulfill
given tasks without human intervention, such as space crafts, satellites, and
robotics. A comprehensive introduction into automated planning and different
planning approaches is given by Ghallab et al. [GNT04].

Some planning approaches combine their algorithms with model checking
techniques to benefit from efficient symbolic model checking methods. In this
thesis, we follow the ideas of such an approach, to realize the automated com-
position process in our framework. In Section 2.5.1, we present the general
idea and basic definitions of automated planning. In Section 2.5.2, we outline
an approach that copes with planning and temporal logic goals via symbolic
model checking.

2.5.1 Automated Planning with Temporal Logic Goals

We define a planning problem with temporal logic goals according to the plan-
ning approach of Pistore et al. [PBT01]. A plan is searched based on a so-called
planning domain, a model offering actions that can be executed within a spe-
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Figure 2.5: An untimed planning domain modeling the uncontrolled and untimed
behaviour of the TIOAs Pump and Button.

cific environment. Basically, a planning domain is a finite transition domain
where transitions are labeled with actions. This type of structure is directly
on the semantic level and many concrete languages for planning domains can
be mapped to it.

Definition 16. (Planning Domain.) A planning domain is a tuple D =
(P, S,Act, R), where

• P is a finite set of atomic propositions,

• S ⊆ 2P is the set of states,

• Act is the finite set of actions,

• R ⊆ S × Act× S is the transition relation.

Example 2.6 In Figure 2.5, we depict an untimed model of the un-
controlled concurrent behaviour of the pump and button from our running
example. In short, the domain represents the parallel composition of the
TIOA Pump and Button without clock constraints. The propositions are
Idle, Alarm, Injecting, Pressed, and Released. Each state is labeled only
with propositions that hold for the respective state. The transitions and
action labels are placed analogously to our example TIOAs.

A planning goal for a given planning domain is defined as a Computation
Tree Logic (CTL ) formula. These goals specify safety conditions and goal
states that have to be reached. Also, complex causal relations between different
goals can be specified. CTL is the untimed temporal logic based on which
TCTL (see Section 2.3) is built up. Basically, CTL has a syntax and semantics
that is defined analogously to TCTL except for clocks, clock comparators and
the reset-operator. Thus, we omit a formal definition of CTL. A comprehensive
introduction into CTL is given, e.g., by Emerson et al. [EH86].

The idea of the above-mentioned automated planning approach is to trans-
late a given CTL formula into a control automaton, an automaton-like data
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Figure 2.6: A control automaton representing an untimed version of our running
example’s requirements specification. The corresponding goal formula
only consists of requirement (1) and (2).

structure. The states of this automaton represent different subgoals or subfor-
mulas contained within the goal. The transitions are labeled with constraints
specifying sets of control states preserving or solving these subgoals. States
are divided into red and green states, where red states have to be left even-
tually, i.e., they are connected to a reachability goal that must be resolved.
Green states only enforce safety conditions without heading towards a specific
domain state. A control automaton can be constructed automatically from a
CTL formula.

Definition 17. (Control Automaton.) Let D = (P, S,Act, R) be a planning
domain. A control automaton is a tuple CA = (C, c0, T, R), where

• C is the set of contexts or control states.

• c0 ∈ C is the initial context.

• T : C → (B(P )×C2×C)2 is the transition function mapping each control
state c to a set of transitions. For each (ϕ,CE, cA) ∈ T (c)

– ϕ is a Boolean logic proposition on the atomic propositions in P .

– CE are sets of next existential subgoals.

– cA is the next universal subgoal.

• R = {R1, ..., Rn} with Ri ⊆ C for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a set of red blocks.

Example 2.7 As control automata are untimed, they can only repre-
sent an untimed version of our running example’s requirement specification.
Thus, our goal formula only consists of requirements (1) and (2). The pump
shall eventually inject iff the button is pressed.

g = AG((Pressed→ EF(Inj)) ∧ Pump.Inj → Button.Pressed)

We show the corresponding control automaton in Figure 2.6. The con-
trol state labeled with [g] represents a point during plan execution where
we wait for the button to get pressed so that we can activate the reachabil-
ity subgoal EFInj. The loop transition describes domain states where the
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button is not pressed and, hence, no injection must take place. The other
transition leads to a second control state when the button gets pressed.
This transition has an existential and a universal part because injection
must not always suceed. The universal part of the transition ensures that
the overall goal is preserved in case of a failed injection.

The right control state represents a point during plan execution where
we try to trigger an injection. The lower transition represents domain
states where the button remains pressed but we have not yet triggered
an injection. Here, we have an existential and a universal transition part
analogously to the transition described above. The upper middle transi-
tion describes the case where the button is released and where, thus, the
reachability goal is deactivated. The lower middle transition describes the
case where injection is finally triggered and where the reachability goal is
resolved.

A plan that solves a CTL goal defines which action has to be performed
in which state of the planning domain while ensuring that safety conditions
hold and that states to be reached are eventually reached. A plan executes
the planning domain and the corresponding control automaton in parallel. It
uses an action function to map a tuple of a domain state and a control state
to the action that has to be executed. Additionally, it uses a context function
to map the (potentially non-deterministic) result of an executed action to the
next control state. Both functions are partial because a plan need not reach
all states of a domain.

Definition 18. (Plan.) A plan for a domain D = (P, S,Act, R) and a control
automaton CA = (C, c0, T, R) is a tuple π = (act, ctxt), where

• act : S × C ⇀ Act is the action function.

• ctxt : S × C × S ⇀ C is the context function.

Example 2.8 In the following we define an example plan solving the
requirements (1) and (2) of our running example.

act:
({Idle, Released}, [g]) 7→ press
({Idle, Pressed}, [g]) 7→ inject
({Alarm, Pressed}, [g]) 7→ ok
({Injecting, Pressed}, [EFInj, g]) 7→ injected

ctxt:
({Idle, Released}, [g], {Idle, Pressed} 7→ [g]
({Idle, Pressed}, [g], {Alarm, Pressed}) 7→ [g]
({Idle, Pressed}, [g], {Injecting, Pressed}) 7→ [EFInj, g]
({Alarm, Pressed}, [g], {Idle, Pressed}) 7→ [g]
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({Injecting, Pressed}, [EFInj, g], (Idle, Pressed)) 7→ [g]

The action function instructs us to initially press the button and then
trigger an injection. In case of an alarm, we shall execute the ok action.
In case of a successful injection, we shall end the injection. The context
function defines which control state is active after executing an action.
For an executed inject-action we have two potential next control states
depending on the resulting domain state. The reader should note that our
example plan is very restricted. Once the button is pressed, it may not be
released anymore.

A control automaton is not only used for executing a plan. It is also used
for guiding the algorithm generating the plan. In short, the algorithm identifies
domain states belonging to the plan by iteratively applying a backwards state
exploration. For each control state c a list of valid domain states is created by
starting from states that immediately solve subgoals corresponding to c. Then,
the states reaching these solving states are identified, and so on. Changes in
the list of valid states for c may change the list for other control states. Thus,
the procedure has to be repeated until a fixpoint w.r.t. the plan is reached.

A backwards exploration is performed by repeatedly applying preimage
functions that receive a set of states Q ⊆ S and return the set of state-action
pairs that are able to directly reach S over a transition. In the case of reach-
ability goals the starting point is given by the set of states that have to be
reached, while the point of termination is the least fixpoint, i.e., the set of all
states able of reaching the set. In the case of safety goals the starting point
is the set of all states S and with each application of the preimage function
states are removed until a greatest fixpoint is reached, i.e., all states fulfilling
the safety condition.

The WeakPreImage(Q) function is used for computing state-action pairs
that may lead to Q (existential goals). It requires the function Exec(s, a),
which returns possible next states for executing action a in state s. Both
function are defined as follows:

Exec(s, a) = {(s′|(s, a, s′) ∈ R}, and

WeakPreImage(Q) = {(s, a) | Exec(s, a) ∩Q 6= ∅}.

The StrongPreImage(Q) function is used for computing state-action pairs
that always lead to Q (universal goals):

StrongPreImage(Q) = {(s, a)|∅ 6= Exec(s, a) ⊆ Q}.

Example 2.9 If we compute the preimage for the
{Injecting, Pressed} state from our running example, then we get
different results for the weak and strong preimage function. The reason
for this is the non-deterministic result of executed inject-actions.
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WeakPreImage({Injecting, Pressed}) =
{{Idle, Pressed}, {Injecting,Released}}

StrongPreImage({Injecting, Pressed}) = {{Injecting,Released}}

In the next section, we outline symbolic techniques for representing a plan-
ning domain using first order logic and for exploring the state space using
logical operations.

2.5.2 Symbolic Planning

A combination of symbolic model checking and automated planning algorithms
has been developed by Cimatti et al. [CPRT03]. They construct a propositional
logic representation of a planning domain and realize their planning algorithms
via first order logic operations on this representation.

The propositional formulas for a planning domain D = (P, S,Act, R) are
based on propositions for each p ∈ P . Each element of D is translated into
a formula by using a function ξ. The formula representing a state s ∈ S is
constructed as follows:

ξ(s)
.
=

∧
p∈P

{
p, if p ∈ s
¬p, else

.

Consequently, a whole set of states Q ⊆ S is constructed as

ξ(Q)
.
=

∨
s∈Q

ξ(s).

Working with the logical representation of a state set is memory efficient
because the formula size is not proportional to the cardinality of the set, e.g.,
ξ(∅) = false and ξ(2P ) = true. The usual set operators and comparators for
two sets Q,R ⊆ S are modeled by using basic logical operators:

• ξ(Q ∪R)
.
= ξ(Q) ∨ ξ(R),

• ξ(Q ∩R)
.
= ξ(Q) ∧ ξ(R),

• ξ(Q\R)
.
= ξ(Q) ∧ ¬ξ(R),

• Q = R⇔ ξ(Q)↔ ξ(R),

• Q ⊆ R⇔ ξ(Q)→ ξ(R).

For translating a transition of a planning domain, logical propositions rep-
resenting each action label are required. A single action a ∈ A is logically
represented as follows:

ξ(a) =
∧

a′∈Act

{
a, if a′ = a

¬a′, else
.
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The source state of a transition is represented by using the function ξ(s).
Additionally, we have a primed proposition p′ on the formula level for each
proposition p ∈ P . The primed propositions are used for representing target
states via a function ξ′(s) with s ∈ S that is defined analogously to ξ(s).
Formally, we construct a single transition (s, a, s′) ∈ R and the whole transition
relation R as follows:

ξ(s, a, s′) = ξ(s) ∧ ξ(a) ∧ ξ′(s′), and

ξ(R) =
∨
t∈R
ξ(t).

Example 2.10 In the following, we exemplify the logical representation
of the elements from the transition of our running example that leads from
{Idle, Released} to {Idle, Pressed}.

ξ((({Idle, Released}, press, {Idle, Pressed}))) = ξ({Idle, Released}) ∧
ξ(press) ∧ ξ′({Idle, Pressed})

ξ({Idle, Released}) = Idle∧Released∧¬Injecting∧¬Alarm∧¬Pressed

ξ(press) = press ∧ ¬release ∧ ¬inject ∧ ¬injected ∧ ¬ok

ξ′({Idle, Pressed}) = Idle′ ∧ Pressed′ ∧ ¬Released′ ∧ ¬Injecting′ ∧
¬Alarm′

Lastly, Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBFs) are required for a symbolic
state space exploration. The existential QBF ∃v.Φ simply removes all occur-
rences of v from Φ. The universal QBF ∀v.Φ returns a condition on all variables
except v, so that Φ holds independently from the value of v.

Definition 19. (Quantified Boolean Formulas.) Let v be a propositional vari-
able and Φ be a propositional formula. The existential and universal Boolean
quantifiers are defined as

• ∃v.Φ .
= Φ[v/true] ∨ Φ[v/false], and

• ∀v.Φ .
= Φ[v/true] ∧ Φ[v/false].

By applying QBFs and logical operators on ξ(R), the state space explo-
ration is performed symbolically. Given a planning domain D = (P, S,Act, R)
with P = {p1, ...pn}, the weak preimage function is symbolically defined as
follows:

WeakPreImage(Q)
.
= ∃p1, ...pn.ξ(R) ∧ ξ′(Q).

By conjuncting ξ(R) and ξ′(Q), we receive all existing transitions that lead
into a state of Q. By applying the existential quantifier, we remove the target
states so that only source states and actions are left.

The strong preimage functions is defined as follows:

StrongPreImage(Q)
.
= ∀p1, ...pn.(ξ(R)→ ξ′(Q)) ∧ ∃p′1, ...p′n.ξ(R).
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The expression ξ(R)→ ξ′(Q)
.
= ¬ξ(R) ∨ (ξ(R) ∧ ξ′(Q)) computes all tran-

sitions leading to Q and all potential transitions that are not contained in R
(which is ¬ξ(R)). If a state-action pair non-deterministically leads to Q, it is
neither contained in ¬ξ(R), nor in ξ(R)∧ ξ′(Q). Thus, only state-action pairs
deterministically leading to Q are left after applying the universal quantifier.
By building the conjunction of the result and the expression ∃p′1, ...p′n.ξ(R), all
state-action pairs are removed that do not exist in R.

By using the symbolic preimage functions, planning algorithms can be per-
formed fully symbolically. The overall algorithms are analogous to the algo-
rithms on the syntactical level where all set based operators and functions are
replaced with their symbolic counterparts. The above-presented planning algo-
rithms have been implemented in the Model Based Planner (MBP ) [BCP+01],
a planning tool based on the model checker NuSMV [CCG+02].

In this section, we have presented techniques for planning with temporal
logic goals via symbolic model checking. We have explained how a planning
domain is defined and how temporal logic goals are translated into control au-
tomata. Then, we have outlined the algorithm constructing a plan from the
planning domain and a control automaton. We have presented symbolic tech-
niques that enable us to perform this algorithm efficiently via first order logic
formulas and operations. Also, we have illustrated the introduced algorithms
with our running example.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the relevant background for our framework
for the automated composition of timed services. We have outlined service ori-
ented architectures and the concept of automated service composition. Then,
we have introduced Timed I/O Automata that we use for modeling our ser-
vices. We have explained Timed Computation Tree Logic, the language that
we use for specifying composition requirements. Finally, we have presented
ideas of symbolic model checking for timed systems and techniques for un-
timed symbolic planning with temporal logic goals. However, the planning
algorithms we presented cannot deal with real-time systems and with planning
goals containing real-time constraints. We solve this problem by developing
a novel planning approach that combines and extends this planning approach
with the symbolic techniques for timed model checking that we have presented.

In the next chapter, we discuss related work for our approach. There,
we show that previous approaches do not provide a solution according to the
criteria that we have formulated for this thesis.





3 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work w.r.t. the criteria we established for
solving our problem of automated service composition (see Section 1.2). A
solution should enable a fully automatic composition of services with complex,
non-deterministic, and time-related behavior. Also, it should accept complex
and time-related composition requirements. Additionally, results should be
correct w.r.t. the given requirements. In Section 3.1, we discuss several related
approaches for automated service composition. As we have realized our com-
position framework by providing a new planning technique, we discuss related
planning approaches in Section 3.2.

3.1 Automated Service Composition

Plenty approaches for the automated composition of services exist and were
subject of several research studies [SK03, RS04, BP10, DM12]. In Section 3.1.1,
we discuss approaches that consider time as a Quality of Service (QoS ) crite-
rion. In Section 3.1.2, we examine planning approaches that cope with time
as a part of service behavior and with temporal logic goals.

3.1.1 Automated Composition with Time as a QoS

Most approaches for the automated composition of timed services regard time
as a Quality of Service (QoS ) criterion in the sense of service execution time or
communication latency. In the first part of this section, we discuss automated
composition approaches that insert concrete service instances into a predefined
composition schema. In the second part, we discuss approaches that also
generate the composition schema, which offers a higher degree of automation.

Approaches Selecting Service Instances for Existing Schema

Grønmo et al. [GJ05b] have proposed an approach for composing web ser-
vices automatically w.r.t. semantic descriptions and QoS-criteria like execu-
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tion times. Semantic descriptions consist of the input and output types of
the services, post and preconditions, and of an ontological categorization. In
a first step, the user models an abstract composition schema by using an on-
tological registry for describing required service types. Then, suiting service
instances are looked up automatically in a registry and returned. The user
selects concrete services in a semi-automated process according to the desired
QoS-criteria [GJ05a, JRGM04].

Ardagna et al. provide Processes with Adaptive Web Services (PAWS)
[ACM+07], a framework for automated service composition that is self-opti-
mizing w.r.t. QoS-criteria. The user manually designs a composition schema in
Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL ) and includes desired QoS-
criteria. Afterwards, an optimal combination of service instances is automat-
ically arranged by negotiating suiting QoS-assurances with available service
providers [CP05, CCP07]. In case of runtime failures, a semi-automatic re-
configuration of selected services instances is performed. Frameworks with a
nearly equivalent functionality have been developed by Cardoso et al. [CSM02,
CS03, CMSA04], Canfora et al. [CPEV04, CDEV05a, CDEV05b], and Moussa
et al. [GMY+08, MGY+10].

The approaches presented in this section have in common that they regard
time as a QoS criterion, e.g., execution time or communication latency, and
consider automation in the sense of selecting service instances for a predefined
composition schema. A solution to our problem should consider real-time be-
havior as a part of the service’s functionality and specified composition require-
ments. Additionally, these approaches understand automated composition as
a dynamic service binding at execution time and runtime. While we need to
generate the whole composition schema from scratch, these approaches require
a complete schema as input.

Approaches Generating the Composition Schema

Zeng et al. [ZNB+08] have developed an automated web service composition
framework that generates composition schemas and considers QoS-criteria like
execution time. A composition is modeled as a state chart, where states repre-
sent web services and edges represent data flow and control flow. The compo-
sition algorithm is based on a set of inference rules that is created by domain
experts. These rules describe dependencies between single services and con-
ditions for executing a service. The algorithm is given a state chart with at
least an initial state and a goal state. Then, the algorithm extends the state
chart by adding required services based on the given inference rules [ZBL+03].
Thus, a set of possible compositions is generated. An optimal composition
is automatically selected according to given QoS-criteria [ZBD+03, ZBN+04].
However, this approach can only cope with simple goal states as composition
requirements. More complex requirements must be included into the initial
state chart manually. A solution to our problem should be able to handle
more expressive goals that also include safety conditions, timed properties,
and causal relations between goals.
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Lécué et al. [LSP08] have proposed the SPICE Automatic Service Com-
position Engine. This framework allows for the automatic generation of a
web service composition schema and includes service instances based on QoS-
criteria. Services and service compositions are semantically described by pre-
conditions and postconditions [LL06a, LDL07]. Additionally, services publish
their QoS properties like execution time or cost. Composition requirements
are expressed as a specification of the required services’ pre and postcondi-
tions. A composition schema is generated automatically by using a graph-based
matchmaking algorithm that chains single services until the desired conditions
are constructed from their preconditions and postconditions [LL06b, LSP08].
Lastly, concrete service instances are selected by ranking them according to
specified QoS-criteria [LSP08]. This approach regards a service as a function
that transforms input data into output data. It does not consider complex
and branching service behavior or composition requirements with an expres-
siveness comparable to temporal logics. This approach considers time only as
a QoS-criterion but not as a part of service functionality. A solution to our
problem must cope with complex and time-related properties.

In the next section, we discuss approaches that cope with timed service
behavior and with temporal logic composition requirements.

3.1.2 Automated Composition with Real-Time &
Temporal Logic Requirements

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one approach for automated
service composition that copes with timed service functionality [KDM+09]
and only one approach that copes with temporal logic composition require-
ments [PTBM05]. We discuss both approaches more detailed because they
solve more aspects of our problem than the work presented before.

Kallel et al. provide an approach that automatically generates temporal
constraints into an existing web service composition and monitors them at
runtime [KDM+09]. Their approach consists of three steps. In a first step, the
user designs an untimed web service composition by using the Business Process
Execution Language (WS-BPEL ). In a second step, the user specifies timed
constraints by using called XTUS-Automata. This formalism combines timed
automata [AD94] with the Extended Time Unit System (XTUS) [BA05], so
that guards and invariants can refer to relative time and absolute time, such
as concrete dates. Additionally, transitions of XTUS-Automata are labeled
with activities and web service functions used within the WS-BPEL compo-
sition. Thus, results or parameters of function calls can be used by guards
and invariants. These automata have to be designed according to given pat-
terns specified by the authors. In a third step, aspect-oriented techniques are
used for generating time-related information into the WS-BPEL composition.
The aspect-oriented language AO4BPEL [CM07] allows for weaving additional
code into WS-BPEL composition. This code, called aspects, can be executed
automatically before or after each call of a given function or completely replace
each function call. Aspects are generated from the specified XTUS-Automata
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by matching transition labels with their corresponding WS-BPEL activities.
Based on the specification patterns, these aspects enforce and monitor timed
conditions and throw exceptions if deadlines are violated. This approach of-
fers a very low degree of automation. An untimed composition orchestrator
must be manually specified and only timed information is automatically wo-
ven into the composition. A solution of our problem should generate the whole
orchestrator from scratch according to a timed requirements specification.

Traverso et al. have developed the astro framework, an approach for the au-
tomated composition of WS-BPEL compositions [TP04, PTBM05, MPPT07,
MPT08]. The composition process is realized in four steps. In a first step, a
state transition system that describes the behavior of each service that par-
ticipate in the composition is generated automatically. This step requires an
abstract WS-BPEL description of the interface of the service. In a second
step, the user specifies composition requirements using the Extended Goal
Language (EaGLe) and data nets. EaGLe [LPT02] is used for specifying con-
trol flow requirements and offers operators similar to those of CTL. Reacha-
bility and safety requirements can be expressed universally and existentially
and, also, goals can be prioritized. Data flow requirements are expressed in
a graph-based visual language called data nets [MPT06]. In a third step, the
automated composition process is performed by using planning techniques via
symbolic model checking [LPT02, PMBT05]. These techniques are based on
the planning approach, which we discussed in Section 2.5. The result is a plan,
a set of instructions which action has to be performed in which system state.
In a last step, the WS-BPEL composition is build up from this plan by map-
ping the system states to corresponding WS-BPEL activities and the actions
to corresponding web service calls [PTB05]. This approach does not cope with
timed composition requirements and timed service behavior. Moreover, the
used language for requirements specification, EaGLe, is not able to express
complex causal relations between different goals as most operators cannot be
nested. Thus, this approach cannot solve the time-related behavioral aspects
of our problem.

In this section, we have presented several approaches realizing automated
service composition. We have shown that these approaches cannot solve our
problem, as they lack expressiveness w.r.t. time-related behavior or offer a
too low degree of automation. Within our approach, we have realized the
composition process by providing new planning techniques coping with timed
systems and TCTL formulas. In the next section, we discuss other planning
approaches dealing with time.

3.2 Planning & Timed Games

Several automated planning approaches cope with timed planning problems.
In Section 3.2.1, we discuss approaches coping with rather simple planning
goals like reachability goals. In Section 3.2.2, we discuss approaches allowing
temporal logic planning goals.
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3.2.1 Temporal Planning Approaches with simple goals

Muscettola et al. developed the Heuristic Scheduling Testbed System (HSTS)
that combines classical planning and scheduling techniques [Mus93a]. A Plan-
ning Domain is represented as a network of transition systems where states
are vectors of variables bound to temporal constraints. Planning goals are
expressed as called tokens containing target states and a time interval for
reaching this goal. A plan consists of a schedule for each token that executes
actions necessary for achieving the corresponding goal. In a first step, the
HSTS framework constructs a structure called token network that consists of
initial goal tokens and new tokens belonging to subgoals. This network speci-
fies potential orders for solving the single goals. In a second step, the plan is
generated using a heuristical backtracking algorithm that generates schedules
for each token [MS87, Mus93b]. The HSTS framework has been evaluated with
a space telescope scenario [MSCA91]. In later work, Uppaal has been used for
verifying plans generated by the HSTS framework [KMHF99, KMH01]. How-
ever, the goal type used within HSTS corresponds to simple reachability goals
with deadlines. This does not offer the expressiveness we require to describe
the goals of our problem.

Penberthy et al. have developed the ZENO planner [PW94], an approach for
planning in domains where goals are described in first-order logic. A domain is
described as a set of variables and functions that are characterized through pre-
conditions and effects on these variables. Goals are expressed as conditions on
the variables and can be universally and existentially quantified w.r.t. specific
time points and variable types. A plan states which function has to be exe-
cuted at which time point, such that all conditions are satisfied. Afterwards, a
plan is computed using a backtracking algorithm that divides goals into sim-
pler subgoals, introduces additional constraints preventing goal interference,
and chooses actions satisfying atomic subgoals [PW92, Wel94]. However, the
used goal language cannot cope with causal relations between different sub-
goals. Additionally, non-determinism is not considered and a planning domain
has only one global clock that cannot be reset. Hence the supported domain
and goal types are not expressive enough for our problem.

The PDDL planner [GFL02, FL03, LF03] is a framework where a planning
domain consists of a global clock and of a set of propositions that can be altered
using actions that are constrained by preconditions, effects, and execution
times. A planning goal consists of an initial state and of a set of target states,
while the plan is a schedule specifying a (potentially overlapping) temporal
order for executing actions. In a first step, a plan is generated by calculating
action-action and action-proposition pairs that are contradicting w.r.t. the
constraints and planning goals. In a second step, a structure called temporal
graph is created, where states represent proposition valuations at specific time
points and edges are labeled with applicable actions. In a last step, an optimal
plan w.r.t. execution time is extracted by using a backtracking algorithm.
However, the concept of target states is too simple for the type of goals we
encounter in our problem. Additionally, this approach allows only one global
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domain clock that cannot be reset. This results in a too low expressiveness to
describe the domains of our problem.

Morris et al. provide an approach that generates plans that schedule atomic
events [MMK04]. The duration of executing an event and restrictions on time
differences between arbitrary events are expressed as temporal constraints.
Rankings on preferred time differences are expressed as lists [KMMR01]. A
planning problem consists of a set of variables representing events or time
points, and of temporal constraints. A solution to a planning problem defines in
which temporal order events can be executed, so that all temporal constraints
are optimally satisfied w.r.t. the preferences. The solution is computed through
Weakest Link Optimization (WLO) [MMT98, KMMV03], a technique where
the solution is iteratively optimized by maximizing the actual lowest preference
value. Thus, no causal relations between subgoals and no existential goals can
be expressed. The types of goals that can be considered in this approach are
not expressive enough for our problem.

In the next section, we discuss automated planning approaches with plan-
ning goals expressed in temporal logics.

3.2.2 Planning approaches with temporal logic goals

Traverso et al. have developed the Model Based Planner (MBP), which solves
the problem of generating plans for untimed planning domains and untimed
CTL formulas [GT00, BCP+01]. Planning domains are represented as state
transition systems where transitions are labeled with actions. Goals are spec-
ified using Computation Tree Logic (CTL ) formulas. A plan is a set of tuples
that define which action has to be performed in which state to achieve the
specified goal. The plan is generated by translating the goal formula into a
structure called control automaton and by performing a symbolic state space
exploration guided by this automaton [PBT01, CPRT03]. The MBP planner
is implemented atop the model checker NuSMV [CCG+02]. In Section 2.5, we
have presented the techniques of this approach in detail. However, our problem
of generating plans for timed domains is inherently more complex. Domains
and goals additionally need to describe conditions bound to deadlines and
delays that must be considered during the planning process.

Doherty et al. provide the TALPlanner[DK01], which allows for domains
and goals expressed in the Temporal Action Logic (TAL) [DGKK98]. With
TAL, conditions on propositional variables and relations can be expressed and
bound to time points and intervals. Additionally, variables and time points
can be quantified. In TAL, a domain is described as a set of types, variables,
relations, and operators. Operators can be constrained with preconditions,
effects, and an executional duration. A planning problem consists of an initial
state, a goal state, and additional constraints expressed in TAL. A plan is a set
of timed operator execution orders such that the planning problem is solved for
each order. A plan is generated by exhaustively exploring the state space that
is created by applying operators on the initial and following states. Within
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this algorithm the visited state space is represented using first order logic
formulas. An extension supports concurrent operators and resources[KDH00].
The TALPlanner has been evaluated using a case study involving unmanned
aerical vehicles [DKH09]. The type of goals expressible in TAL is too restricted
to express all goals we encounter in our problem. Goal 3 from Example 3, e.g.,
cannot by expressed in TAL. The reason is that the temporal until operator
A(φ1Uφ2) cannot be constructed from TAL operators. Moreover, goals cannot
be existentially quantified in TAL like, e.g., the EF operator of TCTL does.

In classical planning, a domain, usually represented as a labeled transition
system, is controlled by executing actions that belong to outgoing transitions of
an actual state. Timed games are an extension of this concept with uncontrol-
lable transitions that can be executed by the environment at any time, with-
out the plan being able to directly prevent the execution. In this concept, goal
states correspond to winning states and plans correspond to winning strategies,
a set of state action tuples that achieve the goal regardless of actions executed
by the environment. In the following, we discuss two frameworks generating
winning strategies for timed games with temporal logic goals.

SynthKro is a module within the well-established timed model checker Kro-
nos [DOTY96, BDM+98] that has been developed by Daws et al. It solves timed
games desribed as a timed automaton where transitions are partitioned into
controllable transitions and uncontrollable transitions. SynthKro generates
winning strategies for two types of problems. Firstly, invariance problems are
expressed as TCTL formulas in the form of AGsafe, where safe is a set of
safe states. Secondly, inevitability problems are TCTL formulas in the form
of AFtarget , where target is a set of goal states. A winning strategy is a
function that maps states to outgoing controllable transitions that may be
non-deterministically executed to win the game. Plans are generated using
a state space exploration algorithm. In a first step, SynthKro symbolically
computes the subset of controllable states that are safe states for invariance,
respectively lead to the target states for inevitability. For the symbolic rep-
resentation of clock zones DBMs are used (see Section 2.4.3). The supported
subset of TCTL is very restrictive. The only temporal operators that can be
used are AG and EF and any nesting of these operators is not allowed. Thus,
more complex goal formulas containing causal relations between subgoals or
describing repeating reachability goals cannot be expressed.

Uppaal Tiga [BLL07], developed by Berhmann et al., is based on the well-
established Uppaal model checker [BY04]. A timed game is described as a net-
work of timed automata, similar to the Timed I/O Automata we have presented
in Section 2.2. Goals are described in a subset of TCTL. A winning strategy is
a function that maps semantic states to outgoing controllable transitions that
must be executed to win the game. These strategies are generated by explor-
ing the state space using symbolic model checking techniques [CDFL05]. For
the symbolic representation of clock zones DBMs are used (see Section 2.4.3).
Tiga has been evaluated with a climate controller use case scenario [JRLD07].
However, the TCTL subset Uppaal-Tiga supports [BCD+07] is very restricted.
These goals are TCTL formulas in the form of AFwin, A(¬loose U win),
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AG¬loose, and EFwin, where win is a set of winning states and loose is a set
of loosing states. A later work [BDLL10] extends Tiga with the capability to
cope with Büchi objectives, i.e., goals in the form of AG AFwin∧AG¬loose.
Further nesting of temporal operators is not allowed and, thus, many types of
goals we encounter in the domain of our problems cannot be solved. Goal 3
from Example 3), for example, cannot be expressed using Tiga.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented work that is related to our approach. In the
first part, we have examined automated composition approaches considering
timed services. We have shown that these approaches consider time only as a
QoS criterion or offer a too low degree of automation. Within our framework,
we use planning techniques for realizing the composition process. Thus, we
have discussed temporal planning approaches in the second part of this chapter.
Most temporal planning approaches only consider rather simple planning goals
like target states and deadlines. Those approaches that cope with temporal
logic goals only allow restricted subsets of the respective logic. Thus, the
structures used within these approaches lack the expressiveness to cope with
the types of problems we tackle in this thesis.

In the next chapter, we present our automated composition framework for
timed services that copes with nearly unrestricted TCTL goals.



4 A Framework for the
Automated Composition of Timed
Services

The manual development of service compositions in a safety-critical environ-
ment, e.g., in the medical domain, is a very time-consuming and error-prone
task. To not harm the patient, the correctness of a system must be verified
w.r.t. specified functional and non-functional requirements, like real-time re-
quirements. Hence, extensive phases of quality assurance are required, e.g.,
by integrating testing methods or model checking into the development pro-
cess. This step often reveals failures so that the service composition must be
redesigned and verified again – a cycle that might be repeated many times
before a composition meets all requirements. We aim at shortening this devel-
opment process by providing a technique for the automated service composition
of timed services.

In Section 4.1, we present the general idea of our automated composition
approach and three phases into which we have divided our framework. In
Section 4.2, we present TCTL goals, the subset of TCTL that our framework
supports.

4.1 General Idea of our Framework

In this section, we present the general idea of our approach for the auto-
mated composition of timed services [SG12, SG13a]. We assume that the
behavior of the services to be composed is modeled as a set of Timed I/O
Automata (TIOAs) TIOA1, ...,TIOAn. We also assume that the composi-
tion requirements are specified as a formula φ in Timed Computation Tree
Logic (TCTL ). Our framework receives TIOA1, ...,TIOAn and φ as input and
produces an orchestrator automaton TIOAO coordinating the composition such
that it fulfills the TCTL goal Φ.
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Figure 4.1: Workflow of our framework for the automated composition of timed
services

We assume that the controller TIOAO is able to observe the state of the
overall system1. For this purpose, we additionally produce a slightly modified
version TIOA′i for each input automata TIOAi that contains actions with non-
deterministic execution outcomes. The only modification is that we include a
new location between each non-deterministic transition and its target loca-
tion. This location immediately transits to the original target location, sends
a signal to the controller, and tells which non-deterministic decision has been
chosen. Automata without non-deterministic outcomes remain untouched. In
Chapter 8, we discuss for what reason this modification does not change the
TIOAs’ behavioral intention and its validity w.r.t. the TCTL goal Φ.

Additionally, the input services TIOA1, ...,TIOAn need to fulfill two con-
ditions:

1. The action label τ that denotes internal and unobservable state transi-
tions may not be used within each TIOAi. We introduced τ into TIOA
to be exclusively used by the orchestrator automaton.

2. The input automata may not communicate with each other, i.e., for each
pair TIOAj and TIOAk we have Acti,j∩Acto,k = ∅. As exactly one input
action synchronizes with exactly one output action, the resulting parallel
transition would be unobservable for the controller.

In general, we realize the composition process by integrating planning tech-
niques in our framework. We transform the composition problem into a plan-
ning problem and provide a novel planning approach that combines techniques
from planning with temporal goals and techniques from model checking timed
systems. We have divided our framework into three phases. In Figure 4.1,
we depict the workflow and the phases of our framework. In the following we
shortly discuss each phase:

1Several well-established device communication protocols fulfill this assumption. For in-
stance the CANopen protocol [Bot00], which is used for communicating with medical
devices [ZS07] among others, defines that each device broadcasts a status message im-
mediately after a state change.
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1© Constructing a Timed Control Automaton from the TCTL Goal
In the first phase, we construct a Timed Control Automaton (TCA ) AT
from the TCTL goal φ. A TCA is a transition system that describes
paths within a TIOTS that fulfill the corresponding TCTL formula. In
Chapter 5, we present our definition of TCA and provide an algorithm
to construct TCAs from TCTL goals.

2© Timed & Symbolic Model Checking Algorithms
In the second phase, we apply our automated planning technique that
processes the uncontrolled service composition TIOA| = TIOA1|...TIOAn

and the corresponding TCA. This technique produces a plan π that
maps semantic states to discrete transitions and time transitions that
may be executed to satisfy the goal. In Chapter 6, we present our plan-
ning techniques that integrate and extend an untimed planning approach
with methods from model checking for timed systems. In Chapter 7, we
present the symbolic formulation of our algorithms using first order logic.

3© Constructing the Orchestrator TIOA from the Plan
In the last phase, we construct the orchestrator TIOAO from the plan
π. For each input automaton containing controllable tranitions with
non-deterministic outcomes, this phase produces a modified version that
makes the non-deterministically resulting location visible. The orches-
trator coordinates the whole service composition in such a way that
TIOAO|TIOA′1|...TIOA′n |= φ. In Chapter 8, we present this phase
in detail.

The advantages of our framework are a fast and correct development of ser-
vice compositions. Our framework is fully automatized so that the orchestrator
is generated without any user intervention being necessary. The composition is
based on a combination of planning techniques and model checking techniques,
which results in correct plans that are generated using efficient symbolic meth-
ods for state space exploration.

Example 4.1 To illustrate our framework, we compose the services
from our running example. In this case, the input automata are the TIOAs
TIOA1 = Pump and TIOA2 = Button (see Example 2, p. 24), while
the requirements specification is a conjunction of the single requirements
expressed in TCTL φ = (1 )∧(2 )∧(3 ) (see Example 3, p. 30). The resulting
orchestrator automaton TIOAO shows a behavior similar to Controller
(see Example 2, p. 24). Additionally, the Pump automaton is modified to
make the outcome of the non-deterministic inject transition visible. The
Button automaton remains as it is.

4.2 TCTL Goals

In this section, we present TCTL goals, the subset of TCTL our framework
supports. We had to restrict the set of supported formulas in order to create a
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balance between full automation and an expressiveness that suits our problem
domain. In the first part, we present our definition of TCTL goals. In the
second part, we discuss the reasons for this restriction.

Definition 20. (TCTL Goal.) A TCTL goal is a restricted TCTL formula
that is defined as follows.

ΦG := > | ⊥ | A.loc | (x1 + d1) ≤ (x2 + d2) | ¬Φ | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 |
A(Φ1UΦ2) | E(Φ1UΦ2) | AF.nΦ | EF.nΦ | AG≈nΦ | EG≈nΦ

where A = (Loc, q0, Clk, Acti/o, E, Inv) is a TIOA with loc ∈ Loc, and Φ,
Φ1, and Φ2 are TCTL Goals. The variables x, x1 and x2 are clock variables,
.∈ {<,≤}, ≈∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, and d1, d2, n ∈ N.

With TCTL goals we can

• express all terms of TCTL that are not time-related and that originate
from CTL.

• express universal and existential reachability goals with upper time limits
using the AF.nΦ operator and the EF.nΦ operator.

• express universal and existential safety requirements with lower or upper
time limits using the AG≈nΦ operator and the EG≈nΦ operator.

• arbitrarily nest temporal operators.

The main restriction w.r.t. full TCTL is that we do not allow to directly use
the reset operator x.Φ. Instead, the reset operator is used indirectly over the
time-related operators. We chose this restriction for two reasons:

• Computability: It has been proven that the existence of plans involving
punctuality, e.g., expressions in the form of AF=nφ = x.AF(φ ∧ x =
n), is not decidable [FTM02]. Hence, plans involving punctuality are
not computable. By hiding the reset operator behind abbreviations and
by only allowing greater-equal equations and less-equal equations, we
prevent the user from constructing expressions involving punctuality.

• Efficiency: TCTL expressions involving intervals, e.g., in the form of
x.AF(ϕ ∧ x ≤ m ∧ x ≥ n), would lead to severe efficiency issues during
plan generation. These occur if such a subgoal is activated repeatedly be-
fore a prior action has been satisfied. Depending on the interval bounds,
a finite but arbitrary number of additional clock variables might be neces-
sary to satisfy the goal. Without intervals our solution requires only one
clock variable for each timed subgoal, which reduces the state space to be
explored. With our chosen subset, we prevent the user from constructing
expressions involving intervals.

We think that we have chosen a reasonable trade-off between computability
and efficiency on the one hand, and expressiveness on the other hand. With
our time-bound eventually operators and globally operators, we are able to
express composition requirements for many practical use cases. Compared to
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previous approaches (see Section 3.1.2), we support a more expressive subset
of TCTL, as temporal operators may be nested arbitrarily. We give a more
detailed explanation for this decision in Section 5.2.1, along with our construc-
tion algorithm for TCAs. In this section, we also show that our approach can
be extended to enable a larger set of time-related operators like, e.g., AF≥nΦ
and EF≥nΦ.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have sketched our framework for the automated composition
of timed services. In the first section, we have outlined the general idea of our
framework. Also, we have outlined the three phases of our framework. Lastly,
we have presented and discussed our definition of TCTL goals, the subset of
TCTL that our framework supports.

With our framework, we are able to automatically generate orchestrator
TIOAs that are able to coordinate a service composition w.r.t. to the given
TCTL goals. These goals may contain TCTL formulas describing time-bound
reachability and safety criteria and that may be arbitrarily nested.

In the next chapters, we discuss how we perform the single phases of our
framework.





5 Constructing Timed Control
Automata from TCTL Goals

In this chapter, we discuss the first phase within our framework for the auto-
mated composition of timed services. To apply our planning algorithm to the
composition problem, we transform the TCTL requirements specification into
a Timed Control Automaton (TCA ), a more suitable formalism that we have
developed. TCAs guide the state space exploration within our planning algo-
rithm by describing valid runs in a more direct manner than TCTL formulas
do. Additionally, we use TCAs to represent and execute the resulting plan.
In Section 5.1, we present our definition of TCAs and illustrate their use by
giving an example. In Section 5.2, we present our algorithm for generating a
TCA from a TCTL goal completely automatically. Lastly, in Section 5.3, we
exemplify how the set of supported TCTL expressions can be extended.

5.1 Timed Control Automata (TCA)

In this section, we present our definition of Timed Control Automata (TCAs).
We use this formalism to represent TCTL goals, to guide the plan search
within our planning algorithm, and to execute resulting plans. TCAs are an
extension of untimed Control Automata (see Section 2.5.1) that introduce the
concept of clock variables. Note that we distinguish control states, occuring in
TCAs, from semantic states, occuring in TIOTSs, which describe the semantics
of a TIOA. Analogously, we distinguish control transitions from semantic
transitions. In obvious cases, we just say state or transition.

The states of a TCA correspond to lists of subgoals that need to be solved
or preserved during plan execution. We use control transitions to describe
planning steps, where the source control state describes subgoals that are active
before executing a semantic transition and target control states that describe
subgoals active after executing the semantic transition. Control transitions
lead to multiple potential next control states. These control states depend on
existentially quantified subgoals that may be missed due to non-deterministic
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transition outcomes. Additionally, transitions are labeled with constraints that
describe semantic states solving or preserving active subgoals.

We define TCAs using propositional logic formulas over compositions of
TIOAs and over clock variables.

Definition 21. (Propositional Logic Formulas.) We assume a set of clock
variables Clk and a composition of TIOA TIOA|| = TIOA1||...TIOAn with
TIOAi = (Loci, q0,i, Clki, Acti/o,i, Ei, Invi) for each i ≤ n. Prop(TIOA||, Clk)
is the set of Propositional Logic Formulas over TIOA|| and Clk. It is defined
inductively according to the following rules:

• >,⊥∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk)

• TIOAi.loc ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk), where i ≤ n and loc ∈ Loci

• (x1 + d1) ≤ (x2 + d2) ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk), where x1, x2 ∈ Clk ∪
{Clki | i ≤ n} and d1, d2 ∈ R+

0

• ¬ϕ ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk), where ϕ ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk)

• ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk), where ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ Prop(TIOA||, Clk)

.

The logical abbreviations (∨,→) and relational abbreviations (<,>,≥) are
defined as usual. The semantics of Prop(Loc, Clk) is defined on a TIOTS
analogously to the semantics of TCTL as these formulas are the propositional
subset of TCTL.

Definition 22. (Timed Control Automata.) We define a Timed Control Au-
tomaton (TCA ) as a tuple AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) over a composition of
TIOA TIOA|| = TIOA1||...TIOAn, where

• C is the set of control states.

• c0 ∈ C is the initial control state.

• CClk is a set of control clock variables.

• T : C → P(Prop(TIOA||, CClk)×P(CClk)×P(C)×C) are transitions.
Each (ϕ,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T (c) describes a planning step, where

– c is the source control state.

– ϕ is a condition on semantic states involved in the planning step.

– Res is set of control clock variables to be reset.

– CE is a set of existentially quantified next control states.

– cA is the universally quantified next control state.

• R ⊆ P(C) is the set of red blocks.
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c0 = [g]
c1 = 

[g, EF Pump.Inj]

c2 = 
[g, A(...U…)]
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E
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A

A
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¬Pump.Inj ∧ 
¬Button.Pr ¬Pump.Inj ∧ Button.Pr

¬Pump.Inj ∧ ¬Button.Pr
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[g, AG≤5(…)]
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¬Pump.Inj ∧
y>5
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Pump.Inj ∧ 
Button.Pr

y:=0

Figure 5.1: Timed Control Automaton representing the TCTL goal from our run-
ning example (see Example 3)

Within our planning algorithm, we identify actions solving or preserving
planning goals by finding matches between semantic transitions and control
transitions. For each (ϕ,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T (c), the proposition ϕ describes
those semantic states that preserve or solve subgoals belonging to c. Later,
our algorithm constructs the plan by identifying semantic states for which ϕ
holds. When executing semantic transitions, we need to consider the potential
next control states CE and cA. The set of control states CE represents the
subgoals that are potentially active after executing the current planning step,
i.e,. existential subgoals that the executed action should, but need not solve or
preserve. CE consists of many potential next control states because executing
a semantic transition may non-deterministically lead to a next semantic state
and, thus, may lead to a state that cannot guarantee a subgoal anymore. The
control state cA represents the conjunction of all universal subgoals. The state
cA only gets active if all existential subgoals have been missed so that no state
from CE can be entered.

Within the set of red blocks, each block is a set of control states that share
the same most-urgent reachability goal. We require red blocks to ensure that
reachability goals eventually get resolved.

In the following, we present an example TCA that corresponds to the TCTL
goal from our running example.

Example 5.1 Figure 5.1 depicts a TCA describing the conjunction of
our goal formulas presented in Example 3, i.e. g = (1) ∧ (2) ∧ (3)with

(1) AG(Button.Pressed→ EF(Pump.Inj)),

(2) AG(Pump.Inj → Button.Pressed), and

(3) AG(Pump.Inj → A(Pump.Inj U AG≤5(¬Pump.Inj))).
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We recall that (1) expresses that an injection should occur once the
button is pressed. (2) expresses that injection is only allowed while the
button is pressed, and (3) expresses that a subsequent injection must only
occur after at least five time units. We abbreviate Pump.Injecting with
Pump.Inj and Button.Pressed with Button.Pr.

The initial control state c0 awaits the activation of the reachability goal
EFPump.Inj that is contained in subgoal (1), while preserving the two
safety subgoals (2) and (3). Each control transition is visualy represented
by one or more arrows. The visual representation of a transition consists
of one A-labeled arrow for the universal cA part of the transition and one
E-labeled arrow for each existential part cE ∈ CE of the transition. If
CE = ∅, we have no E-labeled transition part.

The loop transition on c0 only has a universal part describing the case
that the button of the pump is not pressed and, hence, the reachability
goal is not triggered. It is also ensured that an injection is not triggered
without reason. This is expressed by the proposition label ¬Pump.Inj ∧
¬Button.Pr. The transition leading from c0 to c1 is triggered if the button
is pressed. Here, we have an existential transition part because reaching
injection need not always succeed as it is an existential goal.

The control state c1 ensures that an injection is eventually triggered
while the button remains pressed. The transition from c1 to c0 is taken if
the button is released and, hence, the reachability goal is deactivated. The
transition from c1 to c0 or c1 is taken while the button remains pressed
and the injection has not yet been triggered. Here, only the existential
transition part leads back to [g,EFPump.Inj]. The universal part is taken
in the case that the existential goal has been missed. Within our example
TIOAs (see Example 2) this happens if the execution of the inject transition
has led to the Pump.Alarm location. Lastly, the transition from c1 to c2 is
taken if the injection has been successfully triggered.

Within c2, the loop transition is taken while the injection is still taking
place. Because of subgoal (2), the button must remain in the Button.Pr
location. The transition from c2 to c3 is taken if injection has finished.
Here, we have a clock reset because now we need to prevent injection for
five time units.

The last control state is c3. The loop transition prevents injection while
the clock c is smaller than five. If y is greater or equal to five, then the
last transition leads back to c0 so that another injection can be requested
again.

In the remainder of this thesis, we use the following abbreviations for
the control transitions.

• t0,0 - loop transition on c0

• t0,1 - transition from c0 to c1 (existential part) or c0 (universal part)
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• t1,0 - transition from c1 to c0

• t0,0 - transition from c1 to c1 (existential part) or c0 (universal part)

• t1,2 - transition from c1 to c2

• t2,2 - loop transition on c2

• t2,3 - transition from c2 to c3

• t3,3 - loop transition on c3

• t3,0 - transition from c3 to c0

Lastly, the set of red block is defined as R = {{c1}, {c2}, {c3}}. The
control state c0 does not directly contain a reachability goal and the other
control states contain different most urgent reachability goals. In the con-
text of our planning problem, the subgoal AG≤nΦ contains a deadline of
n time units to be reached (see Section 5.2.1). Thus, we also regard it is a
reachability goal.

In this section, we have presented our definition of TCAs and gave an
example TCA. We construct TCAs from TCTL goals and use them as an
input for our planning algorithms. In the following section, we show how a
TCA is constructed from a TCTL goal.

5.2 Constructing Timed Control Automata

In this section, we present our algorithm for constructing Timed Control Au-
tomata (TCAs) from arbitrary TCTL goals [SG13a]. In the first subsection,
we present our fixpoint form of TCTL goals and discuss how this form sup-
ports the construction of the TCA. In the second subsection, we present the
algorithm that constructs the TCA by repeatedly applying this fixpoint form.

5.2.1 Fixpoint Form of TCTL Goals

Before the construction of the TCA, we build up the fixpoint form of the
corresponding TCTL goal. Thus, we divide the formula into terms that can
be directly mapped to the elements of the TCA. Our fixpoint form of TCTL
goals is based on the fixpoint form for untimed CTL formulas that is used to
construct untimed Control Automata [PBT01]. However, our timed operators
bring a new complexity into this problem. In the untimed case, an already
active subgoal that is newly activated can be ignored because both goals are
completely equivalent. In the timed case we need to decide whether the clock
variable connected to this goal has to be reset or not. This depends on the
temporal operator used for this subgoal and on the comparator bound to it.
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Definition 23. (Fixpoint Form of a TCTL Goal.) We construct the fixpoint
form of a TCTL Goal Ψ by using the function fp(Ψ) that maps TCTL goals
to TCTL formulas. We define fp(Ψ) inductively as follows:

• fp(>) = >, fp(⊥) =⊥, fp(A.loc) = A.loc, and fp(x1 + d1 ≤ x2 + d2) =
x1 + d1 ≤ x2 + d2,

• fp(¬Φ) = ¬fp(Φ) and fp(Φ1 ∧ Φ2) = fp(Φ1) ∧ fp(Φ2),

• fp(A(Φ1UΦ2)) = fp(Φ2) ∨ fp(Φ1) ∧AX A(Φ1UΦ2) and
fp(E(Φ1UΦ2)) = fp(Φ2) ∨ fp(Φ1) ∧EX E(Φ1UΦ2),

• fp(AF≈nΦ) = xAFΦ,≈.AX AF(Φ ∧ x ≈ n) and
fp(EF≈nΦ) = xEFΦ,≈.EX EF(Φ ∧ x ≈ n) for ≈∈ {<,≤},

• fp(AG≈nΦ) = xAGΦ,≈.(fp(Φ) ∧AX A(Φ U ¬(x ≈ n))) and
fp(EG≈nΦ) = xEGΦ,≈.(fp(Φ) ∧EX E(Φ U ¬(x ≈ n))) for ≈∈ {<,≤},

• fp(AG≈nΦ) = xAGΦ,≈.(AX A(¬(x ≈ n) U AGΦ)) and
fp(EG≈nΦ) = xEGΦ,≈.(EX E(¬(x ≈ n) U EGΦ)) for ≈∈ {>,≥},

where Φ,Φ1, and Φ2 are TCTL Goals, c is a clock variable, and n ∈ N.

Note that our fixpoint form introduces two new syntactical elements that
are not contained in TCTL. The first element are the next operators1AXΦ and
EXΦ. In our context, the next operators describe properties of universal and
existential transition parts, i.e., Φ is a subgoal of the control state targeted by
the corresponding transition part. The second new element are the indices that
are attached to the reset operator. We require indices for deciding whether our
TCA should reset a clock or not based on the corresponding temporal operator
and comparator.

The base cases of our fixpoint function are the basic propositions of TCTL.
We have defined the fixpoint form for the simple propositional logic operators
analogously to their untimed fixpoint form. Additionally, the fixpoint form of
logic operators is split up into the fixpoint form of its subformulas.

We have defined the fixpoint form for until operators analogously to its
untimed version. The formula is divided into conditions that must hold for the
current planning step and into corresponding conditions that must hold for the
following planning steps. In the case of fp(A(Φ1UΦ2)) either fp(Φ2) holds,
which requires no condition on the next planning step as the until operator has
been resolved. Or fp(Φ1) ∧AX A(Φ1UΦ2) holds, which means that fp(Φ1)
must hold for the current planning step and the until operator remains active
for each next planning step. The fixpoint form of the existential operator is
defined analogously.

1The next operators AXΦ and EXΦ originate from untimed CTL and hold iff Φ holds for
all next states or for at least one next state, respectively. The states of a dense time
transition system have no clearly defined next states. Thus, next operators are ommited
in TCTL. However, we only use the next operator as an intermediate operator for
constructing the TCA. During the construction process all reset operators are removed.
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x:=0 iff AF≲nφ
is new goal

[AF≲nφ,...]
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(a) universal operator
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x:=0 iff EF≲nφ 
is new goal

[EF≲nφ,...]

TE

(b) existential operator

Figure 5.2: TCA snippets for the time-bound eventually operators

The main contribution of our fixpoint form for TCTL goals is the definition
for time-related temporal operators. In the following, we discuss our definition
for each operator type in detail and exemplify how subformulas correspond to
the elements of a TCA.

AF.nΦ and EF.nΦ

We have defined the fixpoint form for the universal time-bound eventually
operator as

fp(AF.nΦ) = xAFΦ,..AX AF(Φ ∧ x . n).

To simplify our illustration, we assume that Φ is a propositional logic for-
mula2. The fixpoint form consists of a reset operator and of a condition on
the next control state. Figure 5.2a shows the snippet of a TCA containing this
operator as a subgoal. The reset operator assures that the clock corresponding
to the time-bound operator is reset if the goal becomes active. Thus, we have
a clock reset on the transition targeting the control state of the TCA snippet.
However, if the time-bound operator is an already active goal, i.e., a goal that
is already active in the source state of the transition, then the clock is not set
to zero. Consider .

.
= ≤, n = 3, a first activation of the goal at a global time

point 0, and a second activation at the global time point 2, while Φ have not
been resolved, yet. The first activation can be resolved at a time point less
or equal to 3. The second activation can be resolved at a time point less or
equal to 2 + 3 = 5. Because of the first activation, the goal Φ must be resolved
between time unit 2 and 3. Thus, the reachability goal is fulfilled for both
activations and no clock reset is required for the second activation.

We construct the control state that is shown in Figure 5.2a based on the
fixpoint form of its inner goal, which is

fp(AF(Φ ∧ x . n)) = (Φ ∧ x . n) ∨AX AF(Φ ∧ x . n).

2Nevertheless, Φ could be a TCTL goal, too. This would lead to a much more complex
fixpoint form than shown in our example. In this case, Φ would have to be split up into
the fixpoint forms of its subgoals.
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x:=0
φ

(b) Existential operator

Figure 5.3: TCA snippets for the time-bound globally operators with ≈∈ {<,≤}

The first conjunct describes the case that Φ is resolved within the time
bounds. This results in a transition leading to a new control state where the
goal has been deactivated. The second conjunct describe the case that Φ has
not been reached yet so that the goal remains active for the next planning
step. This results in a > labeled loop transition. The control state is a red
state, which means that it must be left eventually.

For the universal time-bound eventually operator, both transitions only
contain a universal part because the goal operator is universal. The TCA
for the existential time-bound eventually operator, shown in Figure 5.2b, is
constructed analogously using an existential loop transition. The existential
transition part is taken while we still may reach Φ. If we cannot reach Φ
anymore, because of a non-deterministic semantic transition, the universal
part is taken and the goal is deactivated.

Note that the shown TCA snippets may contain additional transitions (or
transition parts) and further conditions on existing transitions based on other
active subgoals. If Φ is a more complex temporal logic formula, our construc-
tion algorithm works analogously but constructs a more complex TCA snippet.

AG≈dΦ and EG≈dΦ with ≈∈ {<,≤}

We have defined the fixpoint form of the universal time-bound globally operator
with ≈∈ {<,≤} as

fp(AG≈dΦ) = xAGΦ,≈.(fp(Φ) ∧AX A(Φ U ¬(x ≈ d))).

To simplify our illustration, we assume that Φ is a propositional logic for-
mula for this example. The fixpoint form consists of a reset operator, of a
condition on the current planning step, and of a condition on the next plan-
ning step. The corresponding TCA snippet is shown in Figure 5.3a. The
control clock is reset if the control state containing the corresponding goal is
entered. Additionally, Φ must already hold for this transition. The clock is
reset each time the goal is activated. This is because Φ must hold until n time
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Figure 5.4: TCA snippets for the time-bound globally operators with ≈∈ {>,≥}

units have passed. If the goal is newly activated, Φ must hold for the next n
time units again, regardless of a potentially ongoing activation.

We construct the control state based on the fixpoint form of its inner goal,
which is

fp(A(Φ U ¬(x ≈ d))) = ¬(x ≈ d) ∨ (Φ ∧AX A(Φ U ¬(x ≈ d))).

The first conjunct describes the case that n time units have passed and,
thus, Φ need not hold anymore. This leads to a transition labeled ¬(x ≈ n)
that targets a new control state where the goal has been deactivated. The
second conjunct describes the case that n time units have not passed yet. This
leads to the loop transition labeled Φ. The control state is a red state, i.e., it
must be left eventually.

Both transitions only contain a universal part because the goal operator
is universal. The TCA for the existential time-bound globally operator is
constructed analogously using an existential loop transition. The existential
transition part is taken while Φ holds. If the plan is not able to maintain Φ
due to of a non-deterministic semantic transition, the universal part is taken
and the goal is deactivated.

Note that the shown TCA snippets may contain additional transitions (or
transition parts) and further conditions on existing transitions based on other
active subgoals.

AG≈dΦ and EG≈dΦ with ≈∈ {>,≥}

We have defined the fixpoint form of the universal time-bound globally operator
with ≈∈ {>,≥} as

fp(AG≈dΦ) = xAGΦ,≈.(AX A(¬(x ≈ d) U AGΦ)).

For this example, we assume that Φ is a propositional logic formula. The
fixpoint form consists of a clock reset and of a condition on the next planning
step. The corresponding TCA snippet is shown in Figure 5.4a. If the goal
is activated and has not been active before, then we reset the corresponding
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control clock. We may not reset c because n time units after the first goal
activation Φ must hold forever. A later activation is already covered by the
first one.

The first control state waits for n time units to pass so that the inner
globally operator may be activated. We construct it based on the fixpoint
form of its inner goal, which is

fp(A(¬(x ≈ d) U AGΦ)) = (Φ∧AX AGΦ)∨ (¬(x ≈ n)∧AX A(¬(x ≈
d) U AGΦ)).

The first conjunct leads to the outgoing transition. Φ must hold and the
targeted second control state ensures that Φ holds forever. This transition is
not bound to the control clock because AGΦ may (but need not) hold earlier
than after n time units. The second conjunct describes the case that n time
units have not been passed. This leads to the loop transition where the until
operator remains active. The first control state is a red state, i.e., it must be
left eventually. The color of the second control state depends on other subgoals
associated with it.

All transitions only contain a universal part because the goal operator is
universal. The TCA for the existential time-bound globally operator is con-
structed analogously using existential loop transitions. The existential transi-
tion part of the first loop transition is taken before n time units have passed,
the universal part is taken if Φ cannot be maintained directly after n time
units have passed. The existential transition part of the second loop transition
is taken while Φ holds. If the plan is not able to maintain Φ because of a
non-deterministic semantic transition, the universal part is taken and the goal
is deactivated.

Note that the shown TCA snippets may contain additional transitions (or
transition parts) and further conditions on existing transitions based on other
active subgoals.

In the next section, we present our algorithm that realizes the above-
presented construction rules.

5.2.2 An Algorithm for Constructing TCAs

In this section, we present our algorithm for constructing a TCA from a TCTL
formula. In short, the algorithm divides a goal formula g into distinct sub-
formulas describing single control transitions. These subformulas are further
divided to extract the transition elements. The separation of the formula’s
elements is based on our fixpoint form and our construction rules, which we
have presented in the previous section. The resulting transitions may lead to
new control states that contain new subgoals. For these states, the algorithm
is repeated until the whole TCA has been constructed.

We construct the Timed Control Automaton for a given TCTL goal g ac-
cording to Algorithm 1. In Lines 1-3, the sets forming the automaton are
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Algorithm 1: Construct a Timed Control Automaton AT for a TCTL
goal formula g

Input: A TCTL Goal formula g
Output: A Timed Control Automaton AT that describes sequences of

semantic states for which g and the corresponding subgoals
hold

1 C = {[g]};
2 c0 = [g];
3 CClk, T,R = ∅;
4 foreach clock variable xopψ,≈ in g do CClk = CClk ∪ {x};
5 foreach new c = [g1, ..., gn] ∈ C do
6 fix = DNF (fp(g1 ∧ ... ∧ gn));
7 T = T ∪ {(c, ∅)};
8 foreach disjunct Φ or x1

opψ,≈, ...x
n
opψ,≈.Φ in fix do

9 P = >;
10 Res, CA, CE = ∅;
11 foreach atomic conjunct φ in Φ do P = P ∧ φ;

12 foreach conjunct AXφ in Φ do CA = CA ∪ {φ};
13 foreach conjunct EXφ in Φ do CE = CE ∪ {φ};
14 foreach xiopψ,≈ do
15 if ψ /∈ {g1, ..., gn}∨
16 op ∈ {AG,EG}∧ ≈∈ {<,≤})∨
17 (op ∈ {AF,EF}∧ ≈∈ {>,≥} then
18 Res = Res ∪ {x};
19 end

20 end

21 foreach C ′E ∈ P(CE) do
22 T (c) = T (c) ∪ (P,Res, superOrder(C ′E ∪ CA, c), order(CA, c));
23 C = C ∪ {C ′E ∪ {cA}};
24 end

25 end

26 end

27 foreach [g1, ..., gn] ∈ C ′ with g1 urgent do
28 Ri = {c′ | c′ ∈ C ′ ∧ c′ = [g′1, ..., g

′
m] ∧ g′1 = g1};

29 R = R ∪Ri;

30 end

31 return AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R);
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initialized, where [g] is our first control state. The set of control clocks and
the set of transitions are empty. In Line 4 we build the set of all control
clocks appearing in g. With each iteration of the loop in Line 5, we build
the transitions for each control state c and identify new control states. In
Line 6, we construct the fixpoint form of the subgoals in c and construct its
Disjunct Normal Form (DNF ). This means the resulting formula is separated
into conjuncts, i.e., terms separated by ∨, and that each conjunct is divided
into disjuncts, i.e., terms separated by ∧. Each conjunct forms a transition
and its inner disjuncts form the elements of the transition.

Afterwards, we update the transition elements of c, in Line 7. Then, in
Line 8, we construct each transition of c out of each disjunct of the goal’s
fixpoint form. Starting in Line 9, we initialize the elements of the transition.
In the loop in Line 11, we build the proposition of the transition. In the loop
in Line 12, we build the universal subgoal that must hold for all states the
next planning step leads to. In the loop in Line 13, we build the existential
subgoals the planning step tries to preserve or solve (while preserving the
universal subgoal).

In the loop in Line 14, we extract the clock resets for the current transition.
We reset the clocks according to our construction rules, which we have pre-
sented in the section above. For each time-bound subgoal, we add a reset if the
subgoal is a new one, i.e., it is not contained within the actual control state.
Also, we add a reset if the comparator corresponding to the clock is a smaller
comparator and the reset is bound to a safety condition (AG or EG). With
each activation of the subgoal, its duration is prolonged. As third case, we add
a reset if the comparator corresponding to the clock is a greater comparator
and the reset is bound to a reachability goal (AF or EF).

The new transitions and the new control states are added to the corre-
sponding sets in the loop in Line 21. We add a transition and a control state
for each fragment of the existential subgoals because our plan need not solve
all existential subgoals, i.e., a planning step may choose to only solve a subset
of the existential subgoals. For creating the target control states, we order the
contained list of subgoals w.r.t. the subgoals that are contained in the source
control state. This is required to prevent a newly activated reachability goal
from infinitely often outrunning an older reachability goal. Thus, our planning
algorithm can ensure that the higher-order goal is eventually resolved.

For our order function, we distinguish between urgent and non-urgent sub-
goals. An urgent subgoal describes an active reachability goal. This means
it is a formula in the form of AFΦ, EFΦ, AF≈nΦ, EF≈nΦ, A(Φ1UΦ2), or
E(Φ1UΦ2). We call the first-ordered urgent goal most urgent goal. We induc-
tively define the superOrder and order function as follows.

superOrder(CE, c) = {order(Ci, c) | Ci ∈ CE}
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order({g1, ..., gn}, [g′1, ..., g′m]) =

concat([gi], order({g1, ..., gn}\{gi}, c), [g1, ..., gm]), if gi is urgent ∧
gi ∈ {g1, ..., gn} ∩ {g′1, ..., g′m} ∧

∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ m with gj = g′k. i ≤ k

concat([g], order({g1, ..., gn}\{gi}, c), [g′1, ..., g′m]), if g is urgent ∧
g ∈ {g1, ..., gn} ∧ ¬∃urgent gi. gi ∈ {g1, ..., gn} ∩ {g′1, ..., g′m}

[g1, ..., gn], if ∀g′i ∈ {g1, ..., gn}. gi is not urgent

The order function receives a set of subgoals to be ordered, as first argu-
ment, and a list of subgoals that defines an order, as second argument. With
highest priority, the returned list contains all urgent subgoals that are con-
tained in both the given set and the given list in the order that is defined
by the given list. Then, the returned list contains all urgent subgoals that
are contained in the given set but not in the given list in an arbitrary order.
With lowest priority, the returned list contains all non-urgent subgoals that
are contained in the given set.

After building up all transitions for the current control state, the outer
loop is repeated for newly added control states. As a last step, in Line 27, we
construct R, the set of red blocks. Each red block Ri consists of all control
states that share the same urgent first subgoal. In our planning algorithm, we
use red blocks to ensure that this first subgoal is eventually resolved. Finally,
in Line 31, we return the constructed TCA AT .

Our algorithm terminates because the TCTL goal g that forms the input is
finite. Each new control state corresponds to a set of subformulas contained in
g. The algorithm terminates at the latest if the control states corresponding
to all possible combinations of subgoals have been reached. Thus, the runtime
complexity of our construction algorithm is proportional to the cardinality of
the power set over the subformulas contained in g.

Note that if we apply our algorithm on our example goal, the result would
be a larger automaton than the one we have depicted in Figure 5.1. This is
because during TCA construction we do not know the semantic state space.
E.g., the constructed automaton would have a transition directly from [g] to
[g, c.AG(...)]. We do not know that there is no semantic transition entering
Button.Pressed and Pump.Injection at once. We present resulting TCAs
along with our case studies in Chapter 9.

5.3 Extending our Approach with Additional Oper-
ators

Our approach can be extended to support a larger set of time-related TCTL
operators. For this purpose, we require new construction rules that translate
occurrences of the operators into control states and control transitions. In this
section, we sketch how we can integrate the AF&nΦ operator with &∈ {>,≥}.
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A

¬ x1≳n

x1:=0
x2:=0
iff AF≳nφ
is a new goal

[AF(φ ᴧ x1≳n),
...]

A

[AF(φ ᴧ x2≳n), 
...]

A

x2:=0 iff 
AF(φ ᴧ x1≳n)
is active

x1:=0 iff 
AF(φ ᴧ x2≳n)
is active

¬ x1≳n

φ ᴧ x1≳n ᴧ
x2<x1

A

φ ᴧ x2≳n ᴧ
x1<x2

φ ᴧ x2≳n ᴧ
x1=x2

φ ᴧ x2≳n ᴧ
x1=x2

Figure 5.5: TCA snippet for AF&nΦ

To simplify our illustration, we assume that Φ is a propositional logic for-
mula. Figure 5.5 shows the snippet of a TCA containing this operator as a
subgoal. In contrast to the TCA snippets that we have shown for the even-
tually operator with upper time bounds (see Section 5.2.1), we now have two
clock variables and three cases for clock resets. In the following, we exemplify
the reason for this decision.

Consider &
.
= ≥, n = 3, a first activation of the goal at a global time

point 0, and a second activation at the global time point 2, while Φ has not
been resolved yet. The first activation can be resolved at a time point greater
or equal to 3. The second activation can be resolved at a time point greater
or equal to 2 + 3 = 5. If there is only one clock variable, both resetting the
clock and not resetting the clock results in invalid paths. If we do not reset
the clock, the goal may be reached at the time point 3, which resolves the first
activation but not the second. If we do reset the clock, following activations
of the subgoal could reset the clock again. This would result in paths, where
the clock is reset infinitely often before the goal is reached and, thus, the goal
is never reached.

To solve this problem, we introduce two new clock variables x1 and x2. If
the subgoal is inactive and gets activated, we reset both clock variables. We
enter the left control state and activate the subgoal AF(Φ ∧ x1 & n). If the
subgoal gets activated again before the goal has been resolved, we only reset x2.
When we resolve the goal Φ, we additionally check whether x1 = x2 or x2 < x1.
If x1 = x2, we know that x2 has not been reset by an additional activation of
the goal. Thus, the reachability goal is resolved. If x2 < x1, we know that
x2 has been reset by a second activation of the goal. Thus, the reachability
goal is not resolved and we enter the second control state. This control state
resolves the reachability goal w.r.t. x2. The outgoing transitions of this control
state are defined analogously to the first control state. If the goal has been
activated again and we resolve the goal, we go back to the first control state.
Otherwise, we deactivate the reachability goal. Thus, we eventually resolve
the reachability goal for each activation, even if it gets activated infinitively
often.
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To integrate this idea of representing the AF&nΦ operator into our ap-
proach, we need to extend Algorithm 1 with a corresponding mechanism that
handles clock variables belonging to this type of operator. Analogously, we
can integrate rules for handling the EF&nΦ operator.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented how we construct a Timed Control Au-
tomaton (TCA ) from a TCTL goal. In the first section, we have presented
our definition of TCAs and have given an example. In the second section, we
have discussed our construction method. Firstly, we have defined a fixpoint
form for TCTL goals that divides formulas into terms directly corresponding
to the elements of the TCA. Secondly, we have outlined our algorithm that
constructs the TCA by applying the fixpoint form. In the last section, we have
outlined how the set of supported TCTL expressions can be extended.

With our construction algorithm, we perform the first phase of our algo-
rithm. In the second phase, we use the resulting TCA to guide the state space
exploration w.r.t. different subgoals that arise during plan execution. Addi-
tionally, we use the TCA to execute the generated plan.

In the next chapter, we present our planning algorithm that generates the
plan based on given TIOAs and a constructed TCA.





6 Planning in Real-Time
Domains with TCTL Goals

In this chapter, we present the second phase of our framework, which consists of
an algorithm for generating timed plans. The input are the service TIOAs and
the TCA that is generated from a TCTL goal in the first phase. The output is a
timed plan that contains instructions defining which action has to be executed
in which overall system state to fulfill the goal formula. Our algorithm is
fully automatic and complete, i.e., it considers all possible scenarios of a given
system. The state space is explored on-the-fly, i.e., only state space that is
relevant for the plan is unfold.

In the first section, we present our definition of timed plans and of a TIOTS
that is controlled by a plan. Additionally, we give an example for a plan
and a controlled TIOTS. In the second section, we present our algorithm for
generating timed plans.

6.1 Timed Plans & Controlling a TIOTS

In this section, we present our definition of timed plans and our definition of a
TIOTSs that is controlled by a plan. Additionally, we present an example for
a timed plan and the resulting TIOTS.

Our definition of timed plans extends untimed plans by considering states
with clock valuations and by introducing the wait action. A timed plan is a
function that maps control states to a set of instructions. A plan describes
a parallel execution of a TCA and a TIOTS. Each instruction defines which
action may be executed if a certain control state, control clock valuation, and
semantic state is active. Several instructions can be defined for the same
semantic state. Additionally, each instruction defines which control state tran-
sition is executed in parallel.

Definition 24. (Timed Plan.) Let AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) be a TCA and
S = (St, s0,Σ,→) be a TIOTS. A timed plan is a function π : (C → P(St ×
(CClk → R+

0 )× Σ ∪ {wait} × T ). For each (s, w, a, t) ∈ π(c)

77
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• c is the current control state

• s is the current semantic state

• w is the current control clock valuation

• a is an action that may be executed

• t = (ϕ,Res, cA, CE) is the control transition leading to potential next
control states

Example 6.1 In the following, we present a plan π that controls the
TIOA presented in Example 2.2 (see page 24) using the TCA from Exam-
ple 5.1 (see page 63). In order to describe infinite sets of clock valuations,
we use clock zone constraints instead of single valuation functions. We
abbreviate Pressed with Pr, Released with Rel, and Injecting with Inj.

π(c0) = { (((Idle, Rel.), true), true, wait, t0,0),

(((Idle, Rel.), true), true, press, t0,0),

(((Idle, Pr.), true), true, inject, t0,1),

(((Alarm, Pr.), true), true, ok, t0,0)}
π(c1) = { (((Inj., Pr.), x < 1), true, wait, t1,2)}
π(c2) = { (((Inj., Pr.), x = 1), true, injected, t2,3),

(((Inj., Pr.), x < 1), true, wait, t2,2)}
π(c3) = { (((Idle, Pr.), true), y ≤ 5, wait, t3,3),

(((Idle, Pr.), true), y > 5, wait, t3,0)}

The plan π instructs us to initially wait or to press the button while
the control state c0 remains active. If the button was pressed, we start the
injection, which leads us to c1 if the injection succeeds and to c0 if an alarm
is raised. In case of an alarm, we shall execute the ok action and stay in
c0. In c1, while the injection takes place, we wait and then directly switch
to control state c2. There, we finish the injection and go to control state
c3, where we wait until 5 time units have passed. Afterwards, control state
c0 may be entered again. The reader should note that our example plan is
very restricted for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility. E.g., once the
button is pressed it may not be released anymore.

Within our framework, we use the plan to generate an orchestrator TIOA
that can be composed with the other TIOAs. Besides the role in our frame-
work, we can also use the plan to directly control the execution of the original
TIOA. This direct control can be realized by, e.g., using a simulation engine
that only allows transitions described in the plan. The semantic state of a di-
rectly controlled system must be enriched with control states and control clock
valuations so that current planning goals can be considered for each state.

To improve the readability of the following definition, we use the notion
of inference rules. We recall that for a clock valuation v and a set of clock
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variables Res the operation v[Res] returns v with all clock variables x ∈ Res
set to zero.

Definition 25. (TIOTS controlled by π.) Let S = JA1|...|AnK =
(St, ((l1,0, ..., ln,0),0A1|...|An),Σ,→) be the semantics of a composition of TIOAs.
For each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we have JAiK = (Sti, (li,0,0ClkAi

),Σi,→i) . Lastly, let
AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) be a TCA and π = (act, next) be a plan w.r.t. AT
and JA1|...|AnK. We assume that π is complete, i.e., for the outcome of each
instruction in π, there is a successor instruction in π.

The TIOTS controlled by π, short π B S = (StB, s0,Σ,→B), is inductively
defined according to the following rules, where StB : (St1 × ... × Stn × (C ×
(CClk → R+

0 )))× (Clk → R+
0 ).

((l1,0, ..., ln,0, (c0,0CClk)),0A1|...|An) ∈ StB

((l1, ..., ln, (c, w)), v) ∈ StB
(((l1, ..., ln), v), w, wait, (P,Res, cA, CE)) ∈ π(c)

c′ is the largest set of subgoals in {cA} ∪ CE s .t .

∃t ∈ T (c′), a′ ∈ Σ ∪ {wait}.(((l′1, ..., l′n), v′), (w + d)[Res], a′, t) ∈ π(c′)}

((l1, ..., ln, (c
′, (w + d)[Res])), v + d) ∈ StB

((l1, ..., ln, (c, w)), v)
d−→B ((l1, ..., ln, (c

′, w + d[Res])), v + d)

((l1, ..., ln, (c, w)), v) ∈ StB
(((l1, ..., ln), v), w, a, (P,Res, cA, CE)) ∈ π(c) with a ∈ Σ

((l1, ..., ln), v)
a−→ ((l′1, ..., l

′
n), v′)

c′ is the largest set of subgoals in {cA} ∪ CE s .t .

∃t ∈ T (c′), a′ ∈ Σ ∪ {wait}.(((l′1, ..., l′n), v′), w[Res], a′, t) ∈ π(c′)}

((l′1, ..., l
′
n, (c, w[Res])), v′) ∈ StB

((l1, ..., ln, (c, w)), v)
a−→B ((l′1, ..., l

′
n, (c

′, w[Res])), v′)

Within semantic states of πBS, each location tuple contains a new element
representing a control state and a corresponding control clock valuation. Thus,
each semantic state can be directly matched to a set of instructions within the
plan π. The first rule ensures that the TIOTS is constructed by starting in the
initial semantic state and in the initial control state with all clock variables set
to zero.

The second rule inductively adds delay transitions to π B S. The first
assumption describes a state s within π B S. The second assumption picks a
corresponding wait instruction from π. The third assumption describes the
next control state c′ from the set of potential next states the control transition
points to. The control state c′ must contain the largest subgoal set of all
potential next control states fulfilling the second line of the third assumption.
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((Idle, Rel., (c0, true)), true)

((Idle, Pr., (c0, true)), true)

((Inj., Pr., (c1, true)), x<1)

((Alarm, Pr., (c0, true)), true)

((Idle, Pr., (c0, y>5)), x≥ 1)*

((Alarm, Pr., (c0, y>5)),  x≥ 1)*

((Inj., Pr., (c2, true)), x≤1)

((Idle, Pr., (c3, y≤5)), x≥ 1)*

((Idle, Pr., (c3, y>5)), x≥ 1)*

*with c-x=-1

Figure 6.1: Zone graph for the TIOTS from our running example controlled by
the corresponding plan, i.e., π B JPump|ButtonK

Thus, we ensure that we do not loose subgoals without reason. The second
line of the third assumption defines that there exists an instruction for s with
progressed clock values in π(c′). Finally, the fourth assumption requires π to
include a successor semantic state that can be reached by delay. Thus, we
ensure that we do not wait for too long and eventually reach a state we have
no plan for.

The third rule inductively adds discrete transitions to π B S. The first
assumption describes a state from π B S. The second picks a correspond-
ing action instruction from π. The third assumption describes the discrete
transition corresponding to the current semantic state and action in the origi-
nal TIOTS. Finally, the last two assumptions describe the next control state
analogously the the second rule.

Definition 26. (Plan fulfilling a TCTL Goal.) A plan π w.r.t. a TIOTS S
and a TCA AT fulfills a TCTL goal Φ iff π B S |= Φ.

In the following, we present the controlled TIOTS for our running example.

Example 6.2 In Figure 6.1, we present the zone graph that re-
sults from controlling the TIOTS within our running example, i.e., π B
JPump|ButtonK. It can be seen how the transitions between semantic
states, control states and control clock valuations match with the 4-tuples
within our plan π from Example 6.1. Note that the states marked with a
star maintain an offset between the valuation of c and x.

In the next section, we present our algorithm for automatically generating
a plan fulfilling a given TCTL Goal.

6.2 An Algorithm for Generating Timed Plans

In this section, we present our algorithm for generating a timed plan that
fulfills a given TCTL goal. Our algorithm is fully automatic and complete.
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Additionally it unfolds the state space of the TIOA on-the-fly, i.e., only state
space that is relevant is unfold step by step. The input is a TIOA and a
TCA representing a TCTL goal Φ. Our algorithm creates a timed plan π and
ensures that π fulfills Φ.

At first, we outline the requirements for our algorithm w.r.t. the objectives
we established for this thesis (see Section 1.2) and to the formalisms we chose
for modeling our services and composition requirements. Our algorithm must:

1. Consider functional and especially timed behavior described by S and Φ.

2. Consider universal subgoals s.t. each instruction within our plan leads to
a semantic state where all active universal subgoals hold.

3. Consider existential subgoals so that for each active existential subgoal,
each instruction within our plan (non-deterministically) leads to at least
one semantic state for which the subgoal holds.

4. For each semantic state that is contained in our plan, all uncontrollable
outgoing transitions must also be part of the plan. This means, our plan
must not prevent uncontrollable transitions.

The rough structure of our algorithm is based on the algorithm presented
along with untimed control automata [PBT01] (see Section 2.5). The main
novelty is that we consider not only controllable discrete transitions within the
semantics of the domain, but also time transitions and uncontrollable transi-
tions. Likewise, we have to regard time-bounded subgoals and corresponding
control clocks when exploring the state space of the domain.

Idea of Algorithm 2

In short, our Algorithm 2 (see page 85) iteratively refines the plan. Initially,
each possible instruction is regarded as a valid instruction w.r.t. to the TCTL
goal, i.e., each possible instruction is contained in the plan π. With each
iteration more and more invalid instructions are detected and removed until
only valid instructions are left. This is realized as a nested fixpoint algorithm.

Outer Fixpoint The first fixpoint is computed in an outer loop that repeat-
edly iterates through all control states. With each iteration, we refine the plan
π(c) for the current control state c by removing invalid instructions. The outer
loop terminates when a greatest fixpoint w.r.t. the semantic states contained
in π has been reached. For each control state c, we represent the set of states
for which π(c) holds with the function assoc(c). We call these states that are
contained in assoc(c)

”
states associated with c”.

Inner Fixpoint The second fixpoint is computed in an inner loop that com-
putes the plan for a current control state c. This loop performs the state space
exploration within the TIOA. It terminates when a fixpoint w.r.t. assoc(c)
has been reached, i.e., when all states for which we can guarantee the subgoals
contained in c have been explored.
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Figure 6.2: Identifying a potential match between a control transition t =
(ϕ,Res, cA, {cE1, ..., cE,n}) and a state-action pair (((l, v), w), a). The
tuple (l, v) is a semantic state, w is a control clock valuation, and
a is an action or a delay duration from R+

0 . The actions uc1, ..., ucl
correspond to uncontrollable transitions.

We recall that there exist two types of control states: Red states that
contain reachability subgoals, e.g., of the type AFφ, and green states that
only contain safety subgoals, e.g., of the type AGφ. Additionally, red states
are grouped in blocks where all states in a block share the same most urgent
subgoal. For both types, we compute the inner fixpoint differently.

If c is a red control state, we compute a least fixpoint and a backwards
state exploration of the TIOA starting from the goal states. For simplifying
our illustration we assume that c is the only element of a red block. We start
with the assumption that assoc(c) and π(c) are empty, i.e., no semantic states
are associated with c. Then, we fill assoc(c) with each iteration of the inner
loop. In the first iteration, we include those states that directly resolve the
most urgent goal. In the case of AFϕ with an atomic proposition ϕ, we add
all semantic states for which ϕ holds. In the following iterations, we add all
semantic states that directly reach already discovered states over a discrete or
a delay transition. Simultaneously, we construct π(c) by adding the semantic
states and corresponding actions.

Now we consider a red block that consists of more than one element. In
this case, we start with the assumption that assoc(c) and π(c) are empty for
each control state c in the block. Then, we construct assoc(c) and π(c) as
described above for each state c in the block. Thus, we only discover actions
that eventually lead out of the red block and prevent the plan from creating
loops between control states that are contained in the block. These loops would
resolve some reachability subgoal, but never the most urgent subgoal that is
shared within this block.

If c is a green control state, we compute a greatest fixpoint. With each step,
we remove invalid states and instructions from assoc(c) and π(c), respectively.
Before starting the outer loop of our algorithm, we assume that all states are
valid for all control states. With each iteration of the inner loop, we refine this
assumption.
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Matching Control Transitions and State-Action Pairs Semantic tran-
sitions that lead to valid states and to goal states of reachability goals are
computed by identifying matches between control transitions and state-action
pairs. In Figure 6.2, we visualized such a potential match. It is shown that
executing the action a may non-deterministically lead to different target states
((l′i, v

′
i), w

′
i). Additionally, the semantic state has several outgoing uncontrol-

lable transitions using the actions ucj that may be executed by the system
before we are able to execute the action a, i.e., ucj ∈ Acto,|.

We assume a currently processed control state c. A control transition
t = (ϕ,Res, cA, {cE,1, ..., cE,n}) from T (c) can match with a state-action pair
(((l, v), w), a), where (l, v) is a semantic state, w is a control clock valuation
and a ∈ Acti∪{wait}. The control transition t and (((l, v), w), a) match if the
following conditions are fulfilled1.

1. (l, v) |=w ϕ

2. ∀((l, v), w)
a−→ ((l′i, v

′
i), w

′
i). ((l′i, v

′
i), w

′
i) ∈ assoc(cA)

3. ∀cE,i.∃((l, v), w)
a−→ ((l′j, v

′
j), w

′
j). ((l′j, v

′
j), w

′
j) ∈ assoc(cE,i)

4. ∀x ∈ Res, ((l, v), w)
a−→ ((l′i, v

′
i), w

′
i). x(w′i) = 0

5. ∀((l, v), w)
uci−→ ((l′i, v

′
i), w

′
i). ∃t′ ∈ T (c).

t′ and (((l, v), w), uci) match w.r.t. conditions 1, 2, and 4

We recall that the propositions of the TCA’s transitions describe paths of
semantic states for which the TCTL goal holds. The first condition expresses
that the proposition ϕ holds for (l, v). Thus, we ensure that only safe states
are discovered. If c is a red state and t is an outgoing control transition, then
ϕ describes semantic states that directly resolve the reachability goal, i.e., the
initial set for the least fixpoint computation.

The second condition defines that each semantic state that results from
executing a is associated with cA. States associated with cA are states that we
currently have a plan for. Additionally, these states are able to maintain all
universal subgoals that arise from executing a. With this condition, we ensure
that executing a does not lead to states outside of our plan. If c is a red state,
this conditions is also the condition that mainly guides the backwards state
exploration.

The third control transition defines that for each existential target control
state cE,i, at least one state resulting from executing a is associated with cE,i.
Thus, we ensure that at least one execution path resulting from our plan π
fulfills the existential subgoals contained in cE,i.

The fourth condition assures that all control clock variables contained in
Res are reset after executing a.

1Note that we use a semiformal notion for the match conditions. We give a formal definition
with our UpdatePlan function in the detailed description of Algorithm 2.
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Lastly, the fifth condition ensures that no uncontrollable action uci that
originates from (l, v) leads to a state that is invalid w.r.t. active subgoals.
For this purpose, we require a match between (((l, v), w), a) and an arbitrary
control transition in T (c). This match need only maintain conditions 1,2,
and 4. This is because only universal subgoals must hold for the next semantic
state. Existential subgoals are already maintained by the matching controllable
transition.

Based on identified matches, the inner loop of our algorithm iteratively
fills the plan with instructions containing state-action pairs and corresponding
control transitions until a fixpoint has been reached. Conditions 2 and 3 rely
on states associated with control states that are adjacent with c. Thus, we
potentially need to recompute the plans for control states with transitions
targeting c itself. Thus, the outer loop repeatedly iterates over all control
states and terminates when a fixpoint w.r.t. all associated states has been
reached.

In the following, we explain our planning algorithm in detail.

Algorithm 2 in Detail

In the loop from Lines 1-3, we initialize the plan π. In the beginning, we as-
sume that all 4-tuples of semantic states, clock valuations, actions, and control
transitions are a part of the plan, i.e., that the whole domain fulfills the goal
formula. In our algorithm, we refine this plan by iteratively discovering invalid
semantic states. This means, our outer loop computes a greatest fixpoint.

Both fixpoints are computed w.r.t. the function assoc : C → P(St ×
(CClk → R+

0 )) that is iteratively refined simultaneously with the plan. We
initialize this function in Line 4. Additionally, we use the function oldAssoc,
which we initialize in Line 5, to store the assoc function from the previous it-
eration of our algorithm. For constructing the initial assoc function, we apply
the function statesOf (π).

statesOf (π) = {(c, (s, w)) | ∃a ∈ Act ∪ {wait}, t ∈ T. (s, w, a, t) ∈ π(c)}

In Line 6, we construct the set of green states, i.e., all control states that
are not conatined in a red block. Then, in Line 7, we construct the set of all
blocks.

Outer Fixpoint The outer loop of our algorithm is located in Lines 8-
28. In this loop, we repeatedly refine the overall plan π for all control states.
Computing the plan for one control state may effect the plans for previous,
already processed control states so that a single iteration of all control states
is not sufficient. The outer loop terminates when a greatest fixpoint w.r.t. the
overall plan π is reached.

In Line 9, we assign the current assoc function to oldAssoc. Afterwards,
we iterate through all control states in the loop from Lines 14-26. In each step
of this loop we refine assoc(c) for the current control state c.
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Algorithm 2: Construct a timed plan that fulfills a TCTL goal

Input: A a TIOA TIOA = (Loc, q0, Clk, Acti/o, E, Inv) and a TCA
AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) representing a TCTL goal Φ.

Output: A timed plan π that fulfills Φ.

1 foreach c ∈ C do
2 π(c) := (Loc× (Clk → R+

0 ))× (CClk → R+
0 )× Act ∪ {wait} × T ;

3 end

4 assoc := statesOf (π);
5 oldAssoc := ∅;
6 G = {c ∈ C | ∀Ri ∈ R. c 6∈ Ri};
7 Blocks = R ∪ {G};
8 while oldAssoc 6= assoc do
9 oldAssoc := assoc;

10 foreach B ∈ Blocks do
11 if B ∈ R then
12 foreach c ∈ B do assoc(c) := ∅;
13 end

14 foreach c ∈ B do

15 oldAssocc := NULL;

16 while oldAssocc 6= assoc(c) do
17 oldAssocc := assoc(c);
18 π′(c) := UpdatePlan(assoc, c);

19 if c is a red state then
20 π(c) := π(c) ∪ pruneStates(π′(c), oldAssocc);

21 else
22 π(c) := π′(c);
23 end

24 assoc(c) := statesOf(π(c));

25 end

26 end

27 end

28 end

29 foreach c ∈ C do
30 π(c) = π(c) ∪ quasiControllableSAPairs(assoc, c);

31 end

32 return π;
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In the loop from Lines 10-27, we iterate through all blocks. In Line 11,
we conditionally reset assoc(c) to the empty set for each c in the current
block B. We only reset iff the current block is a red block. This conditional
reset ensures the least and greatest fixpoint computation for the red and green
states, respectively. We recall that red blocks consist of states that share the
same most urgent subgoal, which requires a least fixpoint to only compute
paths directly leading to this goal. Green control states only contain safety
goals and require a greatest fixpoint to only remove invalid states from current
associated states.

Inner Fixpoint In Line 15, we initialize oldAssoc(c), which we use to store
the last state of assoc(c) and to determine the inner fixpoint. This fixpoint is
computed in the loop from Lines 16-25. For this purpose, we explore the state
space and determine semantic states that are valid w.r.t. the subgoals of c in
Line 18 by using the UpdatePlan function. This function returns all matches
between state-action pairs and control transitions from T (c) that satisfy the
five conditions defined above. The result is a set of tuples in the form of
((l, v), w, a, t), where (l, v) is a semantic state, w is a control clock valuation, a
is a discrete or a wait action, and t is a control transition. As UpdatePlan con-
tains several subfunctions, we give a comprehensive definition and explanation
after discussing the remainder of the algorithm.

After the UpdatePlan function has computed the state-action pairs that
solve and preserve the subgoals of the current control state, we add the com-
puted state-action pairs to the overall plan π. Which pairs are added depends
on the color of the current control state c and is decided in Lines 19-23.

If c is a red state, we only add state-action pairs originating from a newly
discovered semantic state. Thus, we prevent the plan from creating cyclic paths
that never reach the goal. To this end, we apply the pruneStates function in
Line 20. The reason is that we need to reach a certain goal state and that we
need to prevent (infinite) cycles.

The function is defined as follows.

pruneStates(πc, oldAssocc) = {(s, w, a, t) | (s, w, a, t) ∈ πc ∧ (s, w) 6∈ oldAssoc}

As parameters the pruneStates function receives the newly computed plan
for the current control state, πc, and the set of already associated states
oldAssocc. It returns all 4-tuples, i.e., all matching state-action pairs and con-
trol transitions, contained in πc that do not correspond with states contained
in oldAssocc.

If c is a green state, we add all discovered state-action pairs to the plan in
Line 22. In this case, there are no active reachability goals and we only need
to maintain safety properties. Thus, infinite cycles are allowed here.

As the last step within the inner loop, we derive the new set of states
associated with the control state. To this end, we apply the statesOf function
in Line 24.
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The innermost loop of our algorithm terminates when a fixpoint w.r.t. to
assoc(c) has been reached, i.e., all semantic states preserving or solving the
active subgoals have been identified. The outer loop terminates when a fixpoint
w.r.t. the overall assoc function has been reached.

Including Uncontrollable Actions In a last loop, from Lines 29-31, we
enrich the plan with all uncontrollable state-action pairs that originate from
associated semantic states. For this purpose, we use the following function.

QuasiControllableSAPairs(assoc, c) = {((l, v), w, a, (P,Res, CE, cA)) |
((l, v), w) ∈ assoc(c) ∧ a ∈ Acto ∧
(P,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T ∧ (l, v) |=w P ∧ v |= Inv(l) ∧
Exec((l, v), w, a, Res) ⊆ assoc(cA)}

The QuasiControllableSAPairs function returns all state-action pairs that
represent uncontrollable transitions leading into valid successor states. Specif-
ically, it returns a set of 4-tuples ((l, v), w, a, t), where ((l,v),w) is associated
with the current control state, a is an uncontrollable action, and ((l, v), w, a)
does match with the control transition t. All semantic states that result from
executing the state-action pair must preserve at least the universal subgoals of
the current control state c. For each state ((l, v), w) and each outgoing uncon-
trollable transition the QuasiControllableSAPairs function will return at least
one instruction. This is because our UpdatePlan function already ensured that
a match exists using the QuasiControllableStates function.

Lastly, in Line 32, we return the plan π. The plan considers universal
and existential subgoals, non-deterministic action outcomes, and uncontrol-
lable transitions. Additionally, resulting plans are complete, i.e., in every
semantic state we know which action has to be executed, and the resulting
execution paths fulfill the given TCTL goal.

Matching Control Transitions and State-Action Pairs

In the general description of this algorithm, on page 83, we have presented
five conditions for matches between control transitions and state-action pairs.
In the following, we define and discuss the UpdatePlan function that returns
these matches within the inner loop of our algorithm.

UpdatePlan(c, assoc)
.
= {(((l, v), w, a, (P,Res, CE, cA))) |

(P,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T (c) ∧ (l, v) |=w P ∧ v |= Inv(l) ∧
(a ∈ Acti ∪ {wait} ∨ ((l, v), a) ∈ EnforcedUncontrollables)) ∧
((l, v), w, a) ∈ StrongPreImage(assoc(cA), Res) ∧
((l, v), w, a) ∈ MultiWeakPreImage({assoc(CE)|cE ∈ CE}, Res) ∧
((l, v), w) ∈ QuasiControllableStates(assoc, c)}

The first condition is (l, v) |=w P , which assures that newly discovered
states are valid, is ensured in the second line of UpdatePlan’s function body.
We assure the second condition, which ensures that all semantic states re-
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sulting from executing the action a maintain all universal subgoals, by using
the subfunction StrongPreImage. The third condition, which ensures that at
least one result from executing a maintains existential subgoals, is assured
by using the subfunction MultiWeakPreImage. The fourth condition, which
considers control clock resets, is assured within both PreImage functions.
Lastly, we ensure the fifth condition, which defines that uncontrollable transi-
tions of valid states only lead to other valid states, by using the subfunction
QuasiControllableStates .

Controllable Actions A match that has been identified by UpdatePlan
contains an action a that either is a controllable action, a wait action, or a
special type of uncontrollable action, which we call enforced uncontrollable.
An enforced uncontrollable transition is a transition where the source location
has an upper time bound as invariant. We assume that the environment may
not

”
stop time”by blocking all uncontrollable transitions when this time bound

has been reached. In situations where we need to reach a state that is only
accessible via uncontrollables, we enforce the corresponding transitions. We
define the set EnforcedUncontrollables as follows.

EnforcedUncontrollables =

{((l, v), a) | a ∈ Acto ∧ ∃ a conjunct x ≤ n in Inv(l).v(x) = n}

Example 6.3 In the Pump automaton (see p. 24) of our running
example, we need to enforce an uncontrollable transition if we want to
reach the location Pump.Idle from Pump.Injecting and x = 1. Because
of the invariant x ≤ 1, time cannot progress anymore and the environment
must execute the injected action. Thus, we have

EnforcedUncontrollables(Button|Pump) = {
((Rel, Inj), x = 1), injected),

(((Pr, Inj), x = 1), injected)}

Universal Subgoals The StrongPreImage function ensures the second match
condition and ensures that all semantic states resulting from executing action
a fulfill all universal subgoals. We define this function and its helping functions
as follows.

StrongPreImage(SA, Res) =

{((l, v), w, a) | (((l, v), w) ∈ SA ↙ ∧ a = wait) ∨
(∅ 6= Exec((l, v), w, a, Res) ⊆ SA)}

S ↙= {((l, v − d), w − d) | ((l, v), w) ∈ S ∧ d ∈ R+
0 ∧ v − d ≥ 0 ∧ w − d ≥ 0}

Exec((l, v), w, a, Res) = {((l′, v′), w[Res]) | (l, v)
a−→ (l′, v′)}

As input, StrongPreImage receives SA, the set of states associated with the
control state cA to which the universal part of the matching control transition
points. StrongPreImage also receives the set Res of control clocks to be reset
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when executing the control transition. The function returns two kinds of state-
action pairs. Firstly, those that reach the states for cA over a time transition
by using the wait action. For this purpose, we use the backwards operator↙,
which lowers the clock boundaries of the states in S and of the control clock
valuation w.

Secondly, StrongPreImage returns those states that reach states associated
with cA over a discrete transition. For this purpose, we use the function
Exec, which returns the set of semantic states resulting from executing a given
action in a given semantic state. Because of non-determinism, an execution
could result in several potential states. StrongPreImage ensures that all states
returned by Exec are contained in the set of associated states. Lastly, the
Exec function ensures our second match condition.

Example 6.4 Assume that we want to check for matches concerning
the control transition

• t = (¬Pump.Inj ∧Button.Pr, ∅, c0, {c1}) with

• assoc(c0) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1, true)}
and

• assoc(c1) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true)}.

This leads to the parameters

• SA = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1, true)},

• and Res = ∅.

The resulting strong preimage is

StrongPreImage(SA, Res) = { (((Pr, Idle), true), true, wait),

(((Pr,Alarm), true), true, wait),

(((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1), true, ok)}.

The resulting set of state-action pairs consists of the (Pr, Idle) and
(Pr,Alarm) states (with clock variable x lowered to zero) combined with
the wait action, as well as of all (Pr,Alarm) states (with an arbitrary x)
combined with the ok action. The inject action is not contained because
it does not only lead to states contained in SA (it does lead to (Pr,Alarm)
but also to (Pr, Inj)). The press action is also not contained because
it is an uncontrollable transition. Nevertheless, the press action can be
matched with the loop transition of c0.

Existential Subgoals We compute state-action pairs preserving or solving
existential subgoals by using the MultiWeakPreImage function. This assures
the third match condition. For returned state-action pairs only one semantic
state resulting from executing the action must maintain existential subgoals.
The function is defined as follows.
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MultiWeakPreImage(SE, Res) =

{(((l, v), w, a) | ((((l, v), w) ∈ S ↙ ∧S ∈ SE ∧ a = wait) ∨
(∃i. SE → Exec((l, v), w, a, Res). ∀S ∈ SE. i(S) ∈ S))}

The main principle is the same as for StrongPreImage. But here, the
first parameter is a set of sets of semantic states and control clock valua-
tions. Each set represents the states associated with each element of the con-
trol transition’s CE part. This is because the state-action pairs returned by
MultiWeakPreImage need not preserve all existential subgoals. The function i
ensures that at least one resulting semantic state of the executed state-action
pair preserves or solves an existential subgoal, i.e., that for each existential
subgoal in CE at least one resulting state is an associated state.

Example 6.5 We assume the same control transition t and the same
assoc function as for the last example.

• t = (¬Pump.Inj ∧Button.Pr, ∅, c0, {c1}) with

• assoc(c0) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1, true)}
and

• assoc(c1) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true)}.

This leads to the parameters

• SE = {{((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true)}},

• and Res = ∅.

The resulting weak preimage is

MultiWeakPreImage(SE, Res) = { (((Pr, Idle), true), true)wait),

(((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true)wait),

(((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1), true, ok),

(((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true, inject}.

The resulting set of state-action pairs consists of the (Pr, Idle) states
(with clock variable x lowered to zero) and of (Pr, Inj) states combined
with the wait action. Also it contains all (Pr,Alarm) states (with clock
variable x greater/equal to one) combined with the ok action. In contrast
to the StrongPreImage function the inject action is contained because we
require only one succeeding semantic state to be valid (which is (Pr, Inj)).
Like for the StrongPreImage example, the press action is not contained
because it is uncontrollable.

Uncontrollable Actions The QuasiControllable function assures that each
discovered semantic state is safe w.r.t. outgoing uncontrollable transitions.
Thus, we ensure the fifth match condition. We have defined this function
as follows.
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QuasiControllableStates(assoc, c) =

{((l, v), w) | ∀a ∈ Acto.(l, v).
a−→ (l′, v′)⇒

∃(P,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T (c).(l, v) |=w P ∧
∃c′ ∈ CE ∪ {cA}.((l′, v′), w[Res]) ∈ assoc(c′)}

Our QuasiControllableStates function returns pairs of semantic states and
control clock valuations. For all outgoing uncontrollable transitions there must
exist a matching control transition so that all potential next states of the
uncontrollable transition are associated with the next control state. Thus, we
ensure that discovered states are either fully controllable or that uncontrollable
transitions only lead to controllable states.

Example 6.6 Consider

• assoc(c2) = {((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true), ((Pr, Idle), x = 1), true)} and

• assoc(c3) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), y ≤ 5)}.

We want to compute the quasi controllable states for c2. There are two
outgoing control transitions:

• t2,2 = (Pump.Inj ∧ Button.Pr, ∅, c2, ∅) and

• t2,3 = (¬Pump.Inj, {y}, c3, ∅).

The quasi controllable states for c2 are

QuasiControllableStates(assoc, c2) = { ((Pr, Idle), true), true),

((Pr,Alarm), true), true),

((Pr, Inj), true), true),

((Rel, Idle), true), true)}.

The (Pr, Idle) and the (Pr,Alarm) states are contained because there
are no outgoing uncontrollable transitions. The (Pr, Inj) state is con-
tained because the injected action matches with the loop control transi-
tion t2,2 that leads to a semantic state associated with c2. The (Rel, Idle)
state is contained because the press action can be matched with the con-
trol transition t2,3. The ((Rel, Inj), true), true) state cannot be matched
with any control transition and is, thus, not contained. The state
((Rel, Alarm), true), true) could be matched with the control transition
t2,3 but the semantic state that results from executing the press action is
not associated with c3.

Termination & Soundness

The inner loop of our algorithm identifies all semantic states preserving the ac-
tual list of subgoals c. If c contains reachability goals, then each iteration adds
new elements to assoc(c). Else each iteration removes elements from assoc(c).
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A fixpoint is reached if assoc(c) does not change any more. This loop termi-
nates because we rely on the well-established concept of clock zones [Alu99]
(see Section 2.4.3) to build a finite representation of the TIOA’s state space.
In the inner loop we only add or only remove whole zones within assoc(c) for
both cases. Thus, we will eventually reach the fixpoint by discovering all valid
zones of our TIOAs (at the latest when assoc(c) maps onto all existing zones
or onto the emptyset).

The fixpoint of the outer loop is reached when the overall assoc function
does not change any more. The loop terminates because refining the function
means removing zones from the assoc function. We start with the assumption
that each control state is associated with each semantic state and control clock
valuation. When we refine the function for one control state c, then this may
change the assoc function for all adjacent control states. For those states, the
set of associated states may only become smaller, too. Thus, we will reach
the fixpoint when only valid states are left within assoc, or when assoc is
empty for all control states (there are no valid states and, thus, no plan can
be generated).

The correctness of generated plans results from the nature of TCAs corre-
sponding to TCTL goals and from the identified matches. The propositions
of a TCA’s control transitions describe sequences of semantic states for which
the TCTL goal holds. The matching mechanism assures that only semantic
states fulfilling these propositions are considered. Additionally, it ensures that
universal subgoals hold for all paths and that existential subgoals hold for at
least one path. The fixpoint of our algorithm’s inner loop ensures that active
reachability goals are eventually reached by only discovering actions straightly
leading to the goal and by preventing cycles.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have solved the second subproblem within our framework.
We have defined timed plans and how a TIOTS can be controlled using a
timed plan. Subsequently, we have presented our algorithm for generating a
timed plan from a TIOA fully automatically. Within our framework these
plans are used for constructing the orchestrator TIOA that controls the overall
composition.

Generated plans do fulfill functional and time-related TCTL goals with
universal and existential subgoals. They cope with non-deterministic and un-
controllable transitions. The state space of the TIOA is build up on-the-fly,
i.e., only state space that is relevant for the plan is unfold stepwise.

In the next chapter, we present the symbolic formulation of our algorithms
using first order logic. This allows for an efficient implementation.



7 Symbolic Planning in
Real-Time Domains with TCTL
Goals

In this chapter, we discuss the symbolic representation of our planning algo-
rithm, which we have presented in the previous chapter. We translate TIOAs
and TCAs into propositional logic formulas and use them as input for our
symbolic algorithm. In this algorithm, we realize all previously set-based op-
erations and functions by applying logical operators and quantifiers. Thus,
we develop the formal foundation for implementing our aproach using efficient
techniques from symbolic timed model checking.

In Section 7.1, we discuss the symbolic representation of TIOAs and in
Section 7.2, we discuss the symbolic representation of TCAs. In Section 7.3,
we discuss the quantifiers on propositional formulas and present the symbolic
algorithm together with the symbolic functions that we use within it.

7.1 Symbolic Timed I/O Automata

In this section, we present a symbolic representation of TIOA. This represen-
tation serves as an input for our symbolic planning algorithms. We construct
the symbolic representation of a TIOA using propositional logic formulas over
discrete variables and clock variables. We use the following set of variables for
the symbolic representation of a TIOA.

Definition 27. (Discrete Variables for symbolically representing a TIOA.)
Let TIOA| be a composition of TIOAs with TIOA| = TIOA1|...|TIOAn =
(Loc|, q0,|, Clk|, E|, Act|, Inv|), where n ≥ 1. We define each component as
TIOAi = (Loci, q0,i, Clki, Ei, Acti, Invi). The set of variables V ars(TIOA|)
that are used for symbolically representing TIOA| is defined as follows.

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have

• locTIOAi ∈ V ars(TIOA|) with dom(locTIOAi) = Loci.

93
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• loc′TIOAi ∈ V ars(TIOA|) with dom(loc′TIOAi) = Loci.

• x ∈ V ars(TIOA|) with dom(x) = R+
0 for each x ∈ Clki.

• x′ ∈ V ars(TIOA|) with dom(x′) = R+
0 for each x′ ∈ Clki.

• action ∈ V ars(TIOA|) with dom(action) = Acti ∪ {wait}.

The set of variables that symbolically represent a TIOA consists of vari-
ables for describing source states of transitions, i.e., the unprimed location
and clock variables, and of variables describing target states of transitions,
i.e., the primed location and clock variables. The domain of location variables
is the location set of the corresponding TIOA and the domain of clock variables
are positive real values. Furthermore, there is an action variable that can be
assigned with any action label from TIOA| or with wait.

Example 7.1 In the following, we exemplify the symbolic rep-
resentation of a TIOA by using the pump automaton Pump =
(LocPump, Idle, ClkPump, ActPump, EPump, InvPump) from our running ex-
ample (see Example 2.2, p. 24).

The set of variables is V ars(Pump) = {locPump, loc
′
Pump, x2, x

′
2action}

with

• dom(locPump) = dom(loc′Pump) = {Idle, Injecting, Alarm}.

• dom(x2) = dom(x′2) = R+
0 .

• dom(action) = {inject, injected, ok}.

We construct the symbolic representation of a TIOA based on propositional
logic formulas over its set of variables.

Definition 28. (Symbolic Representation of a TIOA.) Given a composition
TIOA| = TIOA1|...|TIOAn = (Loc|, q0,|, Clk|, E|, Act|, Inv|) with n ≥ 1 and
TIOAi = (Loci, q0,i, Clki, Ei, Acti, Invi). For translating TIOA| into its sym-
bolic representation, we use the functions ξ and ξ′ that map the elements of
TIOA| to propositional formulas over V ars(TIOA|).

For each TIOAi we defined these functions as follows.

• ξ(l) .
= (locTIOAi = l) for l ∈ Loci

• ξ′(l) .
= (loc′TIOAi = l) for l ∈ Loci

• ξ(a)
.
= (action = a) for a ∈ Acti

• ξ(ϕ) = ϕ for clock constraints ϕ

• ξ(Res) .
=

∧
x∈Clki

{
x′ = 0, if x ∈ Res
x′ = x, else

for Res ⊆ Clki
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For the entire composition TIOA|, we defined the ξ and ξ′ functions induc-
tively as follows.

• ξ((l1, ...ln)) =
∧

1≤i≤n
ξ(li) for (l1, ...ln) ∈ Loc|

• ξ′((l1, ...ln)) =
∧

1≤i≤n
ξ′(li) for (l1, ...ln) ∈ Loc|

• ξ(Inv|(l)) = ξ(l) ∧ Inv|(l) for l ∈ Loc|

• ξ(Inv|) =
∨

l∈Loc′
ξ(Inv|(l))

• ξ(l, a, ϕ,Res, l′)) = ξ(l) ∧ ξ(a) ∧ ξ(ϕ) ∧ ξ(Res) ∧ ξ′(l′)
for (l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) ∈ E|

• ξ(E) =
∨
e∈E

ξ(e) for E ⊆ E|

• ξ(TIOA|) = ξ(E|) ∧ ξ(Inv|)

In short, our ξ function is used to construct the symbolic transitions ac-
cording to the schema loc = l ∧ x ≈ n ∧ action = a ∧ x′ = 0 ∧ loc′ = l′,
where

• l is the source location,

• x ≈ n is a transition guard,

• action = a is the action label,

• x′ = 0 is a clock reset (no clock reset is represented as x′ = x), and

• loc′ = l′ is the target location.

The set of transitions is the disjunction of the single transition formulas.
Note that the number of variables used in the different terms depend on the
individual transition, on size of the TIOA composition, and on the number of
clock variables.

We symbolically represent an invariant according to the schema loc = l ∧
x ≈ n, where loc = l describes the location, which the invariant belongs to,
and x ≈ n describes the invariant. The invariant function is represented as
disjunction of all single invariant formulas.

Example 7.2 In the following, we continue our example and present
the symbolic version of the Pump automaton that is constructed over the
variables in V ar(Pump).

The symbolic invariants are the following.

• ξ(InvPump(Idle))
.
= locPump = Idle

• ξ(InvPump(Injecting))
.
= locPump = Injecting ∧ x2 ≤ 1
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• ξ(InvPump(Alarm))
.
= locPump = Alarm

• ξ(InvPump)
.
= locPump = Idle ∨ (locPump = Injecting ∧ x2 ≤ 1) ∨

locPump = Alarm

The symbolic transitions are built up as follows.

• ξ((Idle, inject, true, {x2}, Injecting))
.
=

locPump = Idle ∧ action = inject ∧ x′2 = 0 ∧ loc′Pump = Injecting

• ξ((Idle, inject, true, ∅, Alarm))
.
=

locPump = Idle ∧ action = inject ∧ x′2 = x2 ∧ loc′Pump = Alarm

• ξ((Injecting, injected, x2 ≥ 1, ∅, Idle)) .
=

locPump = Injecting ∧ action = injected ∧ x2 ≥ 1 ∧ x′2 = x2 ∧
loc′Pump = Idle

• ξ((Alarm, ok, true, ∅, Idle)) .
=

locPump = Alarm ∧ action = ok ∧ x′2 = x2 ∧ loc′Pump = Idle

• ξ(EPump) = ξ((Idle, inject, true, {x2}, Injecting)) ∨
ξ((Injecting, injected, x2 ≥ 1, ∅, Idle)) ∨
ξ((Idle, inject, true, ∅, Alarm)) ∨
ξ((Alarm, ok, true, ∅, Idle))

It can be seen that each symbolic transition describes all elements con-
tained in the original set-based transitions. Lastly, the whole Pump au-
tomaton is represented as conjunction of the symbolic transitions and in-
variants.

ξ(Pump) = ξ(EPump) ∧ ξ(InvPump)

In this section, we have presented our symbolic representation of TIOAs.
We also require a symbolic representation for TCAs to perform our planning
algorithms symbolically. In the next section, we present this representation.

7.2 Symbolic Timed Control Automata

In this section, we present how we construct the symbolic representation of
TCAs. In addition to the symbolic TIOA, it forms the second input of our sym-
bolic planning algorithm. The main principle is the same as for the symbolic
representation of TIOAs. We start by defining the set of symbolic variables
for a TCA.

Definition 29. (Symbolic representation of a TCA.)
Let AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) be a TCA and let TIOA = (Loc, l0, Clk, E, Inv)
be the corresponding TIOA. The set of variables V ars(AT ) that are used for
symbolically representing AT is defined as follows.
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• cstate ∈ V ars(AT ) with dom(cstate) = C ∪ {[true]}.

• cstateA ∈ V ars(AT ) with dom(cstateA) = C ∪ {[true]}.

• cstateE ∈ V ars(AT ) with dom(cstateE) = C ∪ {[true]}.

• y ∈ V ars(AT ) for each y ∈ CClk with dom(y) = R+
0 .

• y′ ∈ V ars(AT ) for each y ∈ CClk with dom(y′) = R+
0 .

• V ars(TIOA) ⊆ V ars(AT ).

The set of variables that symbolically represent a TCA consists of a variable
for describing the source control state of transitions, i.e., cstate, and of cstateA
and cstateE, variables for describing the universal and existential target state
of transitions, respectively. The domain of those variables is the set of control
states. Additionally, the real-valued, unprimed control clock variables and the
set of variables for the corresponding TIOA are used to represent the predicates
of transitions. Lastly, the primed real-valued control clock variables are used
for describing clock resets.

Example 7.3 In the following, we exemplify the symbolic representa-
tion of TCAs using AT = (C, c0, CClk, T ) from our running example (see
Example 6.1, p. 63).

The set of variables is V ars(AT ) = {cstate, cstateA, cstateE, y} ∪
V ars(Button|Pump) with

• dom(cstate) = dom(cstateE) = dom(cstateA) =
{c0, c1, c2, c3, [true]}.

• dom(y) = dom(y′) = R+
0 .

We build up the symbolic representation of a TCA based on propositional
logic formulas over its set of variables.

Definition 30. Let AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) be a TCA and let TIOA =
(Loc, l0, Clk, E, Inv) be the corresponding TIOA. For translating AT into its
symbolic representation, we use the functions ξ, ξA, and ξE that map the el-
ements of AT to propositional formulas over V ars(AT ). For predicates of a
control transition, we inductively define ξ as follows.

• ξ(>)
.
= true and ξ(⊥)

.
= false

• ξ(TIOAi.loc)
.
= locTIOAi = loc

• ξ(x1 + d1 ≤ x2 + d2)
.
= (x1 + d1 ≤ x2 + d2)

• ξ(¬ϕ)
.
= ¬ξ(ϕ) and ξ(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)

.
= ξ(ϕ1) ∧ ξ(ϕ2)

For the remaining TCA elements, we defined ξ, ξA, and ξE as follows.
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• ξ(c) .
= cstate = c for c ∈ C

• ξA(c)
.
= cstateA = c for c ∈ C

• ξE(c)
.
= cstateE = c for c ∈ C

• ξE(CE)
.
=

cstateE = [true], if CE = ∅∨
c∈CE

ξE(c) , else for CE ⊆ C

• ξ′(Res) .
=

∧
x∈CClk

{
x′ = 0, if x ∈ Res
x′ = x, else

for Res ⊆ CClk

• ξ((ϕ,Res, CE, cA)) = ξ(ϕ) ∧ ξ(Res) ∧ ξE(CE) ∧ ξA(cA)
for (ϕ,Res, CE, cA) ∈ T

• ξ(AT ) =
∨
c∈C

(ξ(c) ∧
∨

t∈T (c)

ξ(t))

In short, our ξ function builds up the symbolic control transitions according
to the schema cstate = c ∧ loc = l ∧ x = n ∧ y = m ∧ y′ = 0 ∧ cstateA =
cA ∧ cstateE = cE, where

• cstate = c is the source control state,

• loc = l ∧ x = n ∧ y = m is the predicate on locations, clock variables,
and control clock variables,

• y′ = 0 is a clock reset (no clock reset is represented as y′ = y),

• cstateA = cA is the universal target control state, and

• cstateE = cE is the existential target control state or a conjunction of
potential target control states.

The control transition function is the disjunction of all single transition
formulas. Each disjunct of the resulting formula is conjuncted with cstate = c.
Thus, each T (c) can be extracted by computing ξ(T ) ∧ cstate = c. Note that
the number of variables used in the different terms depends on the individual
control transition, on the size of the TIOA composition, and on the number of
control clock variables.

Example 7.4 In the following, we continue our example and present
the symbolic version of our example TCA AT (see Example 5.1) that is
constructed over the set of variables in V ar(AT ). The symbolic transitions
originating from c0 are built up as follows.

• ξ(t0,0) = ξ((¬Pump.Inj ∧ ¬Button.Pr, ∅, ∅, c0))
.
=

¬(locPump = Inj) ∧ ¬(locButton = Pr) ∧ y′ = y ∧
cstateE = [true] ∧ cstateA = c0
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• ξ(t0,1) = ξ((¬Pump.Inj ∧Button.Pr, ∅, c1, c0))
.
=

¬(locPump = Inj) ∧ locButton = Pr ∧ y′ = y ∧
cstateE = c1 ∧ cstateA = c0

Lastly, AT is represented as follows.

ξ(AT ) = (cstate = c0 ∧ (ξ(t0,0) ∨ ξ(t0,1)) ∨
(cstate = c1 ∧ (ξ(t1,1) ∨ ξ(t1,0) ∨ ξ(t1,2))) ∨
(cstate = c2 ∧ (ξ(t2,2) ∨ ξ(t2,3)) ∨
(cstate = c3 ∧ (ξ(t3,3) ∨ ξ(t3,0)) ∨

In this section, we have presented our symbolic representation of TCAs. In
the next section, we present our symbolic planning algorithm.

7.3 Symbolic Planning Algorithm

In this section, we present the symbolic representation of our planning algo-
rithm (see Chapter 6, Algorithm 2). The basic idea is to realize set-based
operations through logical operators and through quantifiers according to the
concept of symbolic model checking (see Section 2.5.2). Firstly, we define quan-
tified propositional formulas, which we require within our symbolic functions.
Secondly, we present the symbolic algorithm.

Quantified Propositional Formulas

For quantifying propositional formulas, we use a modified version of Quantified
Boolean Formulas that allows for quantifying over discrete variables and clock
variables.

Definition 31. (Quantified Propositional Formulas.) Let v be a variable and
Φ be a propositional formula. The existential and universal propositional quan-
tifiers are defined as

• ∃v.Φ .
=

∨
d∈dom(v)

Φ[v/d], and

• ∀v.Φ .
=

∧
d∈dom(v)

Φ[v/d].

The meaning of these quantifiers is analogously to QBFs. The existential
quantifier ∃v.Φ simply removes all equations using the variable v from Φ. The
universal quantifier returns a condition on all variables except v, so that φ
holds for all possible values of v.

Let us assume a composition that is defined as TIOA| = TIOA1|...TIOAn =
(Loc|, q0,|, Clk|, E|, Act|, Inv|) with Clk| = {x1, ...xm} with n ≥ 1 and TIOAi =
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(Loci, q0,i, Clki, Ei, Acti, Invi), and a corresponding TCA that is defined as
AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) with CClk = {y1, ...yk}. We use the following abbre-
viations.

• ∃loc.Φ .
= ∃locTIOA1 . ...∃locTIOAn . Φ

• ∃loc′.Φ .
= ∃loc′TIOA1 . ...∃loc′TIOAn . Φ

• ∀loc.Φ .
= ∀locTIOA1 . ...∀locTIOAn . Φ

• ∀loc′.Φ .
= ∀loc′TIOA1 . ...∀loc′TIOAn . Φ

• ∃x.Φ .
= ∃x1 . ...∃xm . Φ

• ∃x′.Φ .
= ∃x′1 . ...∃x′m . Φ

• ∀x.Φ .
= ∀x1 . ...∀xm . Φ

• ∀x′.Φ .
= ∀x′1 . ...∀x′m . Φ

• ∃y.Φ .
= ∃y1 . ...∃yk . Φ

• ∃y′.Φ .
= ∃y′1 . ...∃y′k . Φ

• ∀y.Φ .
= ∀y1 . ...∀yk . Φ

• ∀y′.Φ .
= ∀y′1 . ...∀y′k . Φ

• loc = loc′
.
= locTIOA1 = loc′TIOA1 ∧ ...locTIOAn = loc′TIOAn

• x = x′
.
= x1 = x′1 ∧ ...xm = x′m

• y = y′
.
= y1 = y′1 ∧ ...yk = y′k

Symbolic Algorithm

Based on these quantifiers, we are able to define the symbolic representation
of our planning algorithm. We recall that our planning algorithm is a nested
fixpoint algorithm. The first fixpoint is computed in an outer loop that repeat-
edly iterates through all control states, creates a plan for the current control
state, and that terminates when the overall plan has been computed. The sec-
ond fixpoint is computed in an inner loop that computes the plan for a current
control state and that terminates when all semantic states that are valid for
this control state have been determined. The idea and the main structure of
the algorithm is identical to Algorithm 2, but we have replaced all set-based op-
erations and functions through symbolic versions. In the following, we explain
our algorithm in detail.

Within our algorithm, we construct the plan π according to the following
schema:

ξ(π)
.
= (

∨
c∈C

ξ(c) ∧
∨

((l,v),w,a,t)∈π(c)

(ξ(l) ∧ ξ(v) ∧ ξ(w) ∧ ξ(a) ∧ ξ(t)))
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Algorithm 3: Symbolically construct a timed plan that fulfills a given
TCTL goal

Input: A TIOA TIOA = (Loc, q0, Clk, Acti/o, E, Inv) and a TCA
AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R) representing a TCTL goal Φ.

Output: A symbolic timed plan πS = ξ(π) s.t. π fulfills Φ.

1 πS := true;

2 assocS := shiftForwardS(statesOf S(πS));
3 oldAssocS := false;
4 G = {c ∈ C | ∀Ri ∈ R. c 6∈ Ri};
5 Blocks = R ∪ {G};
6 while oldAssocS 6= assocS do
7 oldAssocS := assocS;

8 foreach B ∈ Blocks do
9 if B ∈ R then

10 foreach c ∈ B do assocS := assocS ∧ ¬ξ(c);
11 end

12 foreach c ∈ B do

13 oldAssocc,S := NULL;

14 while oldAssocc,S 6= assocS ∧ ξ(c) do
15 oldAssocc,S := assocS ∧ ξ(c);
16 Tc,S := ∃cstate.(ξ(AT ) ∧ ξ(c));
17 assocA,S := ∃cstate.(assocs ∧ Tc,S ∧ cstate = cstateA);
18 π′c,S := StrongPreImageS(assocA,S);

19 assocE,S := ∃cstate.(assocs ∧ Tc,S ∧ cstate = cstateE);
20 π′c,S := πc,S ∧MultiWeakPreImageS(assocE,S);

21 π′c,S := πc,S ∧QuasiControllableStatesS(π′c,S, assocA,S);

22 if c is a red state then
23 πS := πS ∨ (ξ(c) ∧ PruneStatesS(π′c,S, oldAssocc));

24 else
25 πS := (πS ∧ ¬ξ(c)) ∨ (ξ(c) ∧ π′c,S);

26 end

27 assocS := shiftForwardS(statesOfS(πS));

28 end

29 end

30 end

31 end

32 πS := πS ∨ quasiControllableSAPairsS(assocS);

33 return πS;
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Each symbolic control state c is conjuncted with the disjunction of all sym-
bolic ((l, v), w, a, t) ∈ π(c). Analogously, we construct the assoc function ac-
cording to the following schema:

ξ(assoc)
.
=

∨
c∈C

ξ(c) ∧ ξ(assoc(c))

ξ(assoc(c))
.
=

∨
((l,v),w)∈assoc(c)

(ξ′(l) ∧ ξ′(v) ∧ ξ′(w))

Note that our symbolic assoc function holds only primed state variables,
i.e., variables that are used to describe target states of transitions. We re-
quire target state variables to later match them with transitions that lead into
already associated states.

In Line 1, we initialize the symbolic plan πS with the assumption that the
whole system fulfills the planning goal. We do so by simply setting πS to true.

In Line 2, we initialize assocS, the function that we use to determine the
outer fixpoint. The function assocS indicates which states are associated with
a certain control state.

We extract the associated states from a plan using the following two func-
tions.

statesOf S(π)
.
= ∃action, cstate, cstateA, controlE, loc′, x′, y′.ξ(π)

shiftForwardS(S) = ∃loc, x, y.(S ∧ loc = loc′ ∧ x = x′ ∧ y = y′)

We defined the statesOf S function analogously to its set-based version. The
functions returns the symbolic set representing all source state variables that
are contained in πS. We remove variables corresponding to target states and
control states by using the existential quantifier. The function shiftForwardS
shifts all source state variables, i.e., unprimed variables, of a formula to target
state variables, i.e., primed variables.

Example 7.5 In the following, we give a short example for shifting
the state variables of a formula forward.

shiftForwardS(locPump = Idle ∧ locButton = Rel ∧ x = 0 ∧ y = 0) =
loc′Pump = Idle ∧ loc′Button = Rel ∧ x′ = 0 ∧ y′ = 0

In Line 3, we initialize oldAssocS, which we use to store the assocS function
from previous iterations of our algorithm.

Outer Fixpoint The outer loop of our algorithm is located in Lines 6-31.
In Line 9, we conditionally reset assoc(c) to the empty set for each state that
is contained in the current block. We do so by forming the conjunction of
assocS and ¬cstate = c so that ξ(assoc(c)) = false. In Line 13, we initialize
oldAssocc,S, which we use to store the last state of assoc(c) and to determine
the fixpoint of the innermost loop.
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Inner Fixpoint The innermost loop of our algorithm is located in Lines 14-
28. Here, we iteratively refine the plan π(c) for the current control state c. In
Line 15, we assign the current value of assocS to the variable oldAssocc,S.

Matching Control Transitions and State-Action Pairs The application
of the original UpdateP lan function, is performed in Lines 16-21. In Line 16,
we assign the symbolic set T (c) to the variable Tc,S. We do so by forming
the conjunction of the symbolic control transitions and cstate = c, and by
removing the cstate variable over existential quantification.

In Line 17, we built up assocA,S, the symbolic version of assoc(cA). We do
so by shifting all cstateA variables of Tc,S to cstate variables and by conjuncting
the result with assocS. In contrast to its set-based counterpart, assocA,S does
not only contain all states that are associated with cA. For each transition
t ∈ T (c) all potential matches between t and target states in assoc(cA). Thus,
we identify all matches between control transitions and semantic transitions at
once when we apply our preimage functions to assocA,S. However, when we
construct the symbolic UpdatePlan from its symbolic components, the result
will be the same as for the set-based version.

Universal Subgoals In Line 18, we apply StrongPreImageS and construct
a preliminary plan πS that only considers universal subgoals. This function
only considers the set of controllable and enforceable transitions Ec.

Ec = {(l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) | (l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) ∈ E| ∧
(a ∈ Acti ∨ (l, a) ∈ EnforcedUncontrollabels)}

Based on Ec, we define StrongPreImageS as follows.

StrongPreImageS(assocA,S)
.
=

(shiftBackwardsS((∃y′.assocA,S)↙) ∧ action = wait)∨
(∀loc′, x′, y′.(ξ(Ec)→ assocA,S) ∧ ∃loc′, x′, y′.ξ(Ec))

The first line of the function definition computes all time transitions. For
this purpose, we use the backwards operator↙ and lower all clock bounds. The
symbolic backwards operator is defined analogously to its set-based version.
Within the term (∃y′.assocA,S)↙ we first remove all clock resets from assocA,S
using existential quantification. Otherwise, we could not apply the↙-operator
because the bounds of y′ cannot be lowered. Afterwards, we shift all primed
state variables to unprimed state variables using the shiftBackwardsS function
and conjunct the result with the wait action.

The second line of the StrongPreImageS function computes discrete tran-
sitions. The expression ξ(Ec) → assocA,S

.
= ¬ξ(Ec) ∨ assocA,S computes all

transitions leading to assocA,S and all potential transitions that are not con-
tained in Ec (which is ¬ξ(Ec)). If a state-action pair non-deterministically
leads to Q, it is neither contained in ¬ξ(Ec), nor in ξ(Ec) ∧ assocA,S. Thus,
only state-action pairs deterministically leading to Ec are left after applying
the universal quantifier. By building the conjunction of the result and the
expression ∃loc′, x′, y′.ξ(Ec)), all state-action pairs that do not exist in Ec are
removed.
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Example 7.6 We consider the following input data, which is equivalent
to our set-based Example 6.4.

• c = c0,

• assoc(c0) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr,Alarm), x ≥ 1), true)}

• assoc(c1) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), true), ((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true)}

This leads to the following symbolic results.

Tc,S
.
= ξ(t0,0) ∨ ξ(t0,1)

.
=

(¬(locPump = Inj) ∧ ¬(locButton = Pr) ∧ y′ = y ∧
cstateE = [true] ∧ cstateA = c0) ∨

(¬(locPump = Inj) ∧ locButton = Pr ∧ y′ = y ∧
cstateE = c1 ∧ cstateA = c0)

assocA,S
.
= (ξ(t0,0) ∧ ξ(assoc(c0)) ∨ (ξ(t0,1) ∧ ξ(assoc(c0))

.
=

(ξ(t0,0) ∨ ξ(t0,1)) ∧
(loc′Button = Pr ∧ x′ ≥ 1 ∧ (loc′Pump = Idle ∨ loc′Pump = Alarm))

StrongPreImageS(assocmathbfA,S)
.
=

(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Idle ∧ action = wait ∧ ξ(t0,1)) ∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Alarm ∧ action = wait ∧ ξ(t0,1)) ∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Alarm ∧ x ≥ 1 ∧ action = ok ∧ ξ(t0,1))

The first two lines of the resulting symbolic state-action pair set con-
tain wait actions matching with t0,1 and leading to states in assoc(c1).
The third line contains the ok action that also matches with t0,1. The
inject action is not contained because it does not only lead to states con-
tained in assocA,s. The press action is also not contained because it is an
uncontrollable transition.

Existential Subgoals In Line 19, we construct assocE,S, the symbolic ver-
sion of {assoc(cE) | cE ∈ CE}, analogously to assocA,S. Subsequently, in
Line 20, we apply our symbolic MultiWeakPreImageFunctionS and build the
conjunction of the result with the current plan, i.e., we intersect the state-
action pairs resolving universal subgoals with the state-action pairs resolving
existential subgoal. We have defined MultiWeakPreImageS as follows.

MultiWeakPreImageS(assocE,S)
.
=

(shiftBackwardsS((∃y′.assocE,S)↙) ∧ action = wait)∨
(∀loc′, x′, y′.(ξ(Ec) ∧ assocE,S))

The main principle of this function is similar to StrongPreImageS. In
the first line, we analogously compute time transitions that lead into states
fulfilling existential subgoals and match with corresponding transitions. In
the second line, we compute discrete transitions. By conjuncting ξ(Ec) and
assocE,S, we receive all existing transitions that lead into a state that is valid
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for an existential subgoal. By applying the existential quantifier we remove
the target states so that only source states and actions are left.

Example 7.7 We assume the same input data as for the last example.
This leads to the following results.

assocE,S
.
= (ξ(t0,0) ∧ ξ(assoc([true])) ∨ (ξ(t0,1) ∧ ξ(assoc(c1))

.
=

((ξ(t0,0) ∧ true) ∨ (ξ(t0,1) ∧ (loc′Button = Pr ∧ loc′Pump = Idle ∧ x′ ≥ 1) ∨
(loc′Button = Pr∧ loc′Pump = Inj ∧x′ ≤ 1))

MultiWeakPreImageS(assocE,S)
.
=

(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Idle ∧ action = wait ∧ ξ(t0,1)) ∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Alarm ∧ x ≥ 1 ∧ action = ok ∧ ξ(t0,1)) ∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Idle ∧ x ≥ 1 ∧ action = inject ∧ ξ(t0,1))

The first line of the resulting state-action pair set describes a match
between t0,1 and waiting in the (Pr, Idle) state. The second line de-
scribes the match between t0,1 and the ok action. In contrast to the
StrongPreImageS function, the inject action matching with t0,0 is con-
tained because we require only one following semantic state to be valid
and because all target states are valid for the target state [true] anyway.
Like for the StrongPreImageS example, the press action is not contained
because it is uncontrollable.

Note that, in contrast to the set-based MultiWeakPreImage function,
the instruction wait in (Pr, Inj) is not contained. The reason is that the
control transitions are already contained in the symbolic version and that
locPump = Inj contradicts with the corresponding transition predicates.

Uncontrollable Actions In Line 21, we form the conjunction of the current
plan with the result of QuasiControllableStatesS. This function ensures that
all newly discovered states are safe w.r.t. uncontrollable transitions. This
function requires the set of uncontrollable transitions Eu.

Eu = {(l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) | (l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) ∈ E| ∧ a ∈ Acto}

Based on Eu, we define our symbolic QuasiControllableStatesS function as
follows.

QuasiControllableStatesS(π′c,S, assocA,S)
.
=

∃cstateA, cstateE. ∀loc′, x′, y′, a.((statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu))→ assocA,S)∧
(∃loc′, x′, y′, a.(statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu)))

As parameters, this function receives the newly computed plan π′c,S and
assocA,S, the set of all potential matches between associated states and the uni-
versal part of all t ∈ T (c). The working principle of QuasiControllableStatesS is
similar to StrongPreImageS. In the term statesOf S(π′c,S)∧ξ(Eu) we compute all
uncontrollable transitions originating from state belonging to the newly com-
puted plan. In the term ∀loc′, x′, y′, a.((statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu))→ assocA,S),
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we identify those uncontrollable transitions that lead into valid states. In con-
trast to StrongPreImageS, we also universally quantify over the action variable.
The reason is that we are looking for states where all uncontrollable transi-
tions, i.e., all uncontrollable actions, lead to valid states (and not just one
uncontrollable transition).

Then, we conjunct the result with (∃loc′, x′, y′, a. (statesOf S(π′c,S)∧ξ(Eu)))
to remove non-existing states that result from ¬(statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu)). As
a last step, we apply ∃cstateA, cstateE to remove the control state variables
and to only keep state variables as a result.

Example 7.8 We consider the following input data for
QuasiControllablesS.

• c = c2

• assoc(c2) = {((Pr, Inj), x ≤ 1), true), ((Pr, Idle), x = 1), true)}

• assoc(c3) = {((Pr, Idle), x ≥ 1), y ≤ 5)}

This leads to the following results.

Tc,S
.
= ξ(t2,2) ∨ ξ(t2,3)

.
=

(locPump = Inj ∧ locButton = Pr ∧ y′ = y ∧
cstateE = [true] ∧ cstateA = c2) ∨

(¬(locPump = Inj) ∧ y′ = 0 ∧ cstateE = [true] ∧ cstateA = c3)

assocA,S
.
= ((ξ(t2,2) ∨ ξ(assoc(c2)) ∨ (ξ(t2,3) ∧ ξ(assoc(c3))

.
=

(ξ(t2,2) ∧ ((loc′Button = Pr ∧ loc′Pump = Inj ∧ x′ ≤ 1) ∨
(loc′Button = Pr ∧ loc′Pump = Idle ∧ x′ = 1))) ∨

(ξ(t2,3) ∧ (loc′Button = Pr ∧ loc′Pump = Idle ∧ x′ ≥ 1 ∧ y′ ≤ 5))

We want to compute the quasi controllable states for c2. There are two
outgoing control transitions:

QuasiControllableStatesS(π′c,S, assocA,S)
.
=

((locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Idle)∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Alarm)∨
(locButton = Pr ∧ locPump = Inj)∨
(locButton = Rel ∧ locPump = Idle))

.

The (Pr, Idle) and the (Pr,Alarm) states are contained because there
are no outgoing uncontrollable transitions. The (Pr, Inj) state is contained
because the injected action matches with the loop control transition t2,2
leads to a semantic state associated with c2. The (Rel, Idle) state is con-
tained because the press action can be matched with the control transition
t2,3. The (Rel, Inj) state cannot be matched with any control transition
and is, thus, not contained. The state (Rel, Alarm) could be matched with
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the control transition t2,3 but the semantic state that results from executing
the press action is not associated with c3.

After we have computed the symbolic set of state-action pairs that solve
and preserve the subgoals of the current control state, we add the computed
state action pairs to the overall plan πS. Which pairs are added depends on
the color of the current control state c and is decided in Lines 22-26.

If c is a red state, we only add state-action pairs originating from newly
discovered semantic state. To this end, we apply the pruneStatesS function in
Line 23.

PruneStatesS(π′c,S, oldAssocc)
.
= π′c,S ∧ ¬oldAssocc

This function receives two parameters. The new plan for c π′c,S and the
previous states associated with c oldAssocc. Old states are removed by simply
forming the conjunction of the plan and the negation of the symbolic old states.

Including Uncontrollable Actions In Line 27, we construct the new
assocS function. The associated states are the states contained in the new
plan πS. Additionally, we apply the shiftForwardS function to convert all
unprimed state variables to primed state variables.

After the plan has been computed, in Line 32, we enrich the plan with
all uncontrollable state-action pairs that originate from associated semantic
states. For this purpose, we use the following function.

QuasiControllableSAPairsS(π′c,S, assocA,S)
.
=

∀loc′, x′, y′.((statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu))→ assocA,S)∧
(∃loc′, x′, y′.(statesOf S(π′c,S) ∧ ξ(Eu)))

We have defined the QuasiControllableSAPairsS function analogously to
QuasiControllableStates . The only difference is that we do not remove the
action and control transition variables.

As a last step, in Line 33, we return the symbolic plan πS.

As for our set-based algorithm, the plan considers universal and existential
subgoals, non-deterministic action outcomes, and uncontrollable transitions.
Additionally, resulting plans are complete, i.e., in every semantic state we
know which action has to be executed, and the resulting execution paths fulfill
the given TCTL goal.

As presented above, we represent each TIOTS, each TCA, and all sets
that we used in our original algorithm as propositional formulas on discrete
and clock variables. We also represent the set-based functions that work with
these sets using logical operators and quantifiers. By using these functions, we
perform all original operations analogously to its symbolic counterpart. Thus,
our symbolic algorithm computes the same plan, as our set-based algorithm.
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Our symbolic algorithm allows us to apply certain techniques within our
implementation to improve efficiency w.r.t. computing time and memory con-
sumption. To be specific, we are able to apply Multi Decision and Clock
Restriction Diagrams (MDD+CRDs) (see Section 2.4.3) for processing our
symbolic formulas.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the symbolic representation of our plan-
ning algorithm. Firstly, we discussed how we symbolically represent TIOAs
using propositional logic formulas. Secondly, we have presented our symbolic
representation of TCAs. Thirdly, we have presented our symbolic planning
algorithm, which uses both as input. We developed our algorithm by replac-
ing originally set-based operations and functions with logical operations and
quantifiers.

By developing a symbolic representation of our planning algorithm, we
allow for an implementation that integrates efficient techniques from timed
model checking. Thus, we are able to realize the second phase of our framework
and to automatically generate a timed plan that fulfills a given TCTL goal.

In the next chapter, we present our algorithm for constructing the orches-
trator TIOA, which represents the third and last phase of our framework. The
input of this last phase is the generated plan.



8 Transforming Timed Plans to
TIOA

In this chapter, we present the third phase of our framework for the automated
composition of timed services. In this phase, we generate a Timed I/O Au-
tomaton (TIOA ) that is an orchestrator coordinating the given services w.r.t.
to the given TCTL goal. We have developed and implemented the algorithms
of this phase in a master thesis [Fal13]. In the previous phase of our frame-
work, we have generated a timed plan that contains instructions defining in
which overall state of the system which action has to be executed to enforce
the required behavior. The orchestrator is generated using this plan.

In Section 8.1, we show how we slightly modify the TIOA that shall be com-
posed so that resulting states of non-deterministic transitions are observable
for the orchestrator. In Section 8.2, we present our algorithm for generating
the orchestrator TIOA from a set of TIOAs, a TCA, and a timed plan.

8.1 An Algorithm for Creating Observable Non-
Deterministic Transition Outcomes

An orchestrator automaton executes a timed plan by observing the overall
semantic state of the corresponding composition. Based on the current sys-
tem state, it executes the action that is defined by the plan. If the action
is deterministic, i.e., it has a clearly defined target location, the orchestrator
anticipates the following system state by synchronizing with the action. If
the action is non-deterministic, i.e., it has multiple potential target states, the
orchestrator cannot simply derive the following system state. The action label
is the only information that is visible for the orchestrator.

For this reason, we assume that the system that is modeled by the TIOAs
gives a feedback after each non-deterministic decision. In our opinion, this
is a realistic assumption, especially in the context of device communication.
Several well-established communication protocols for devices dictate a broad-
casted state message after each state change, for instance the CANopen pro-
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Figure 8.1: Pump automaton from our running example extended with oberserv-
able non-deterministic decisions

tocol [Bot00], which is used for communicating with medical devices [ZS07]
among others.

We include this feedback by generating a slightly modified automaton
TIOA′i for each input automaton TIOAi that contains non-deterministic ac-
tions. The only modification is that we include a new location between each
non-deterministic transition and the respective target location. This location
immediately transits to the original target location, sends a signal to the con-
troller, and thereby tells which non-deterministic decision has been chosen. We
call this type of location

”
transit location”.

Example 8.1 In Figure 8.1, we show the automaton Pump’ that
results from making the non-deterministic decisions within the Pump au-
tomaton (see Example 2.2) visible. The modification concerns both out-
comes of the inject action. The inject transitions now point to the new lo-
cations Trans Idle,inj .,Alarm and TransIdle,inj.,Inj., which are both constrained
by the invariant z ≤ 0. The clock variable z is newly introduced for this
purpose. Additionally, both inject transitions now reset the clock variable
z. The Trans Idle,Alarm location has an outgoing transition leading to the
original target state of the corresponding inject transition. The action is
an outgoing inject Idle,Alarm signal. The Trans Idle,inj .,Inj . location also has an
outgoing transition leading to the original target state of the correspond-
ing inject transition. Here, the action is an outgoing inject Idle,Alarm signal.
The remaining locations and transitions are identical to the original Pump
automaton.

It can be seen that the new transit locations immediately send the
output signal that makes the following state observable. No time can
pass, while the transit location is active and after leaving a transit location
Pump’ behaves like the original Pump automaton.
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In the following, we present our Algorithm 4 that automatically gener-
ates the modified automaton TIOA′i for each automaton TIOAi of the to be
composed services. In general, the algorithm constructs TIOA′i by iterating
through the set of original locations. Each outgoing deterministic location and
corresponding locations are directly copied to TIOA′i. For non-deterministic
transitions, the original and new transitions are modified and constructed,
respectively. Then, both transitions and the corresponding locations are in-
serted.

Algorithm 4: Make non-deterministic decisions within a TIOA observ-
able

Input: A Timed I/O Automaton TIOAi = (Loc, q0, Clk, E,Act, Inv)
Output: A Timed I/O Automaton

TIOA′i = (Loc′, q0, Clk
′, E ′, Act′, Inv′) with observable

non-deterministic decisions

1 Loc′ := Loc;
2 Clk′ := Clk;
3 E ′ := ∅;
4 Act′o := Acto;
5 Inv′ := Inv;

6 foreach l ∈ Loc do
7 foreach a ∈ Act do
8 if |Edges(l , a)| > 1 then
9 foreach (l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) ∈ Edges(l, a) do

10 Loc′ := Loc′ ∪ {Transl,a,l′};
11 Act′o := Act′o ∪ {al,a,l′};
12 Inv′ := Inv′ ∪ {(Transl,a,l′ , z ≤ 0};
13 E ′ := E ′ ∪ {(l, a, ϕ,Res ∪ {z}, T ransl,l′),

(Transl,a,l′ , al,l′ ,>, ∅, l′)}
14 end

15 else
16 E ′ := E ′ ∪ Edges(l , a);
17 end

18 end

19 end

20 if Loc′ 6= Loc then Clk′ = Clk′ ∪ {z}
21 return TIOA′i = (Loc′, q0, Clk

′, E ′, Acti ⊕ Acto, Inv′);

In Lines 1-5, we initialize the sets belonging to TIOA′i. All locations,
actions, clock variables, and invariants that are contained in TIOAi are also
contained in TIOA′i. We initialize the new set of edges as the empty set
because we eventually modify contained non-deterministic transitions.

In the loop in Lines 6-19, we iterate through all original locations contained
in Loc and in the loop from Lines 7-18, we iterate through all original actions
contained in Act. Then, in Line 8, we check for outgoing, non-deterministic
transitions. For this purpose, we use the function Edges(l,a) that returns all
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transitions that originate in l and use action a. If the returned set contains
more than one element, the contained transitions are non-deterministic.

Edges(l, a) = {(l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) | (l, a, ϕ,Res, l′) ∈ E}

In the case of non-deterministic transitions, we iterate through these tran-
sitions in the loop from Lines 9-14. For each non-deterministic transition,
we create a unique transit location, a unique output action for the outgoing
transition, and an invariant z ≤ 0 for the new location. Thus, the outgoing
transition takes place immediate. The transit location is indexed with the
source location, the action label, and the target location of the corresponding
transition. We require this information for the uniqueness of the location as
multiple non-deterministic actions may exist between the same locations.

In Line 13, we modify the original transition, and create a new transition.
The original transition is enriched with a clock reset for z and is redirected to
the transit location. The new transition leads from the transit location to the
original target location and uses the new output action.

In the case that Edges(l,a) consists of one deterministic transition, we di-
rectly add this transition to the new set of edges in Line 16. Thus, non-
deterministic transitions remain unchanged. a last step, in Line 20, we add
the new clock variable z to the new set of clocks if transit locations have
been included, i.e., Loc′ 6= Loc. Lastly, in Line 21, we return the constructed
automaton TIOA′i.

By applying Algorithm 4 to each input automaton TIOAi, we generate an
automaton TIOA′i with observable non-deterministic decisions. Our algorithm
only modifies and creates new transitions if-non-deterministic transitions are
contained in TIOAi. Otherwise all sets that form the original automaton
remain unchanged so that TIOA′i = TIOAi.

In the following, we discuss why this modification does not change the
TIOAs’ behavioral intention and its validity w.r.t. the TCTL goal Φ. Each
TCTL formula Φ for a composition TIOA1|...|TIOAn can be transformed into a
formula on TIOA′1|...|TIOA′n. For this purpose, we assume a modified formula
Φ′ that is identical to Φ except for two properties:

• Each atomic proposition TIOAi.loc is replaced with TIOA′i.loc. We can
do this because for each TIOAi we have Loc ⊆ Loc′.

• For each TIOA′i and each included transit location Transl,a,l′ , we ex-
tend each corresponding proposition TIOAi.l

′ within Φ. In Φ′, we write
TIOA′i.T ransl,a,l′ ∨TIOA′i.l

′. This is required because Trans l,a,l′ cannot
be regarded as a singular location. It strictly belongs to l′ and must fulfill
all properties that are required for l′.

In the following, we inductively show that
TIOA′1|...|TIOA′n |= Φ′ ⇔ TIOA1|...|TIOAn |= Φ.

For this purpose, we consider the following cases

1. atomic propositions,
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2. propositional logic operators, and

3. temporal logic operators of TCTL.

Firstly, we discuss atomic propositions. Each semantic state (l, v) from the
original composition has a set of corresponding semantic states (l, vz) from
the modified composition. The clock valuation vz is identical to v except
for an arbitrary mapping for the new control clock z. It is obvious that the
equivalence holds for > and ⊥. Furthermore, it holds for Ai.loc and (x1 +d1 ≤
x2 + d2) because Φ and Φ′ do not use the additional clock variable z.

Secondly, we show the equivalence for propositional logic operators. Φ1∧Φ2

holds iff Φ1 and Φ2 holds and ¬Φ holds iff Φ does not hold. It is obvious that
the equivalence for Φ′ is given.

Thirdly, we discuss the temporal logic operators. The semantics of the reset
operator is defined as ((l1, ..., l2), v) |=w x.Φ iff ((l1, ..., l2), v) |=w←x x.Φ. Thus,
the reset operator only affects the control clock valuation but not paths and
semantic states.

The semantics of the until operators ((l1, ..., l2), v) |=w E(Φ1 U Φ2) and
((l1, ..., l2), v) |=w A(Φ1 U Φ2) is defined over the simple until conditions that
must hold on a path or on all paths, respectively. We recall that a path

ρ = (l0, v0)
t0−→ (l1, v1)

t1−→ ... fulfills the simple until condition iff:

• there exists a state (li, vi) in ρ with (li, vi) |=w+∆(ρ,i) Φ2

• for each (lj, vj) with 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 we have (lj, vj) |=w+∆(ρ,j) Φ1

We assume that transitions leaving transit locations are executed with
highest priority, i.e., no other transition may be executed before it. The
controller that we generate in the next section will enforce this prioritized
execution. Thus, we can construct a bijection that maps each path ρ to
the corresponding path ρ′. This path is identical to ρ except that for each
... −→ (l, v)

a−→ (l′, v′) −→ ... corresponding to a non-deterministic a, we in-
sert a transit location. The resulting path snippet in ρ′ is ... −→ (l, vz)

a−→
(Transl,a,l′ , vz[z ← 0])

al,l′−−→ (l′, v′z) −→ ....

For checking whether ρ′ fulfills the simple until condition, we have four
cases:

1. ρ′ does not contain a transit location before (li, vz,i). In this case, ρ′

fulfills the until condition because up to the state (li, vz,i) it is completely
identical to ρ.

2. The path snippet ... −→ (l, vz)
a−→ (Transl,a,l′ , vz)

al,l′−−→ (l′, v′z) −→ ... is
located before the state (l′i, vz,i) that resolves the until goal Φ2. In this
case, all three states fulfill Φ′1. We have (l, v) |= Φ1 and (l′, v′) |= Φ1 so
that (l, vz) |= Φ1 and (l′, v′z) |= Φ′1. Because of the second modification of
Φ′1 we have that (l′, v′z) |= Φ′1 implies that (Transl,a,l′ , vz[z ← 0]) |= Φ′1.
Additionally, all preceding states fulfill Φ′1 (see first case). Thus, ρ′ fulfills
the simple until condition.
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3. The source state of a non-deterministic transition resolves the until goals,
so that (l, v) = (li, vi). In this case (l, v) |= Φ2 and, thus, (l, vz) |= Φ2.
The rest of the until formula does not constrain (Transl,a,l′ , vz[z ← 0])
and (l′, v′z). Additionally, all preceding states fulfill Φ′1 (see first case).
Thus, ρ′ fulfills the simple until condition.

4. The target state of a non-deterministic transition resolves the until goals,
so that (l′, v′) = (li, vi). In this case (l′, v′) |= Φ2 and, thus, (l′, v′z) |= Φ2

and (Transl,a,l′ , vz[z ← 0]) |= Φ′2. Additionally, (l, vz) |= Φ1 because
(l, v) |= Φ1. All preceding states fulfill Φ′1 (see first case). Thus, ρ′ fulfills
the simple until condition.

We have shown that the behavior of the modified automaton TIOA′i is
equivalent to the behavior of the original automaton TIOAi w.r.t. the given and
the modified TCTL goal. The modified automaton makes non-deterministic
decisions observable and is automatically generated. In the next section, we
present our algorithm for constructing the orchestrator automaton that con-
trols the composition w.r.t. Φ.

8.2 An Algorithm for Constructing Orchestrators
from Timed Plans

In this section, we present our algorithm for generating the orchestrator TIOA.
The input are the modified composition TIOA′1|...|TIOA′n , the TCA A that
has been generated in the first phase of our framework, and the symbolic
timed plan πS that has been generated in the second phase of our framework.
The resulting automaton can be composed with the input TIOA so that the
resulting system fulfills the composition requirements the plan was created for.

The general idea of our algorithm is to iteratively expand the orchestrator
starting from its initial location, which is a combination of the initial location
of the TIOAs and of the initial control state of the TCA. For each new or-
chestrator location (l, c), we extract the instructions corresponding to l from
πS(c). Each instruction corresponds to a new transition from l. Instructions
that involve waiting result in τ -labeled transitions. Afterwards, a second it-
eration, this time over all generated locations, is started. In this phase, our
algorithm constructs the invariants of the locations. If necessary, a location
is split up into a location that allows waiting, called delay location, and into
a location that does not allow waiting, called immediate location. We require
distinct delay locations because a single invariant, which may only contain up-
per clock bounds, cannot be applied to situations where a wait instruction is
constrained with a lower clock bound. Lower clock bounds can be expressed
within the guards of transitions leading into delay locations.
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Figure 8.2: Preliminary orchestrator TIOA without delay locations and invariants

Example 8.2 In the following, we give an example for our orchestrator
construction algorithm using the timed plan from Example 6.1.

π(c0) = { (((Idle, Rel.), true), true, wait, t0,0),

(((Idle, Rel.), true), true, press, t0,0),

(((Idle, Pr.), true), true, inject, t0,1),

(((Alarm, Pr.), true), true, ok, t0,0)}
π(c1) = { (((Inj., Pr.), x < 1), true, wait, t1,2)}
π(c2) = { (((Inj., Pr.), x = 1), true, injected, t2,3),

(((Inj., Pr.), x < 1), true, wait, t2,2)}
π(c3) = { (((Idle, Pr.), true), y ≤ 5, wait, t3,3),

(((Idle, Pr.), true), y > 5, wait, t3,0)}

In Figure 8.2, we show the preliminary orchestrator without delay lo-
cations and invariants that is created during the first phase of our con-
struction algorithm and before calling the handleWaitActions function
that performs Algorithm 6. It can be seen that each instruction that is
contained in the timed plan corresponds to exactly one transition within
the preliminary controller. Also, it can be seen that each wait action corre-
sponds to a τ -labeled transition. However, in the preliminary orchestrator,
waiting is always allowed for each location. The transit locations that cor-
responds to the inject action are represented by one location TransIdle,inj.
that simply awaits the feedback signal and then proceeds with the plan.

In the second phase of our construction algorithm, we transform the
preliminary states into immediate transitions and redirect τ -labeled tran-
sitions to new delay locations. Addtionally, we add invariants and clock
resets, to constrain or prevent waiting if necessary.

The preliminary location ((Idle, Rel.), c0) has a τ -labeled loop transi-
tion. The guard is true and, thus, we only remove the transitions and add
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Figure 8.3: Final orchestrator TIOA with delay locations and invariants

true as invariant to ((Idle, Rel.), c0). Now, waiting is allowed at any time
point for this location. All other preliminary locations receive an invariant
z ≤ 0 because they do not allow waiting at all or only at constrained time
points. Addtionally, all ingoing transitions reset the clock z.

Also the τ -transition leading from ((Idle, Pr.), c3 to ((Idle, Pr.), c3 is
not replaced with a delay location. The reason is that it leads to another
control state without an upper clock constraint. The corresponding in-
struction in the plan describes a single delay transition according assigned
with an arbitrary but finite duration from R+

0 . If we added a delay location
without invariant, waiting would be possible for an infinite amount of time.
If we added an invariant, we would not know which upper bound to take.
Thus, we add no delay location. If waiting is possible or necessary for the
successor state, it would be allowed in this state, anyway.

All other preliminary τ -labeled transitions are extended with delay lo-
cations. E.g., the location ((Idle., Pr.), c3)delay is now targeted by the τ -
labeled loop transition on ((Idle, Pr.), c3). The invariant of the delay loca-
tion is the guard of the τ -location that has been rounded up. Rounding up
ensures that we wait until the next highest time point (w.r.t. the interval
where waiting is allowed) is reached. This is the time point, where the next
plan instruction is defined. The guard of the transition that leads from the
delay location to the original target location is the negated invariant of the
τ -labeled transition. Thus, we ensure that we cannot switch back to the
delay location after waiting and prevent a livelock.

Construction Algorithm

In Algorithm 5 we show the construction algorithm. In Lines 1-4, we initialize
the elements that form the resulting TIOA. Each location of the orchestrator
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Algorithm 5: Construct an orchestrator that executes a timed plan

Input: A modified composition of TIOA
TIOA′| = (Loc′|, l0,|, Clk

′
|, E

′
| , Act

′
|, Inv

′
|), a corresponding TCA

AT = (C, c0, CClk, T,R), and a corresponding symbolic timed
plan πS

Output: A TIOA that executes the plan

1 l0,O := (l0,|, c0);
2 LocO := {l0,O};
3 ClkO := Clk| ∪ CClk;
4 EO, Acti,O, Acto,O := ∅;
5 unhandled := {l0,O};
6 while ∃(l, c) ∈ unhandled do
7 foreach (l, ϕ, a, (π, (ϕc, Resc, cA, CE)) ∈ πS(c) do

8 if ∃ψ,Res, l′. Edges(l, a) = {(l, a, ψ,Res, l′)} then
9 c′ := nextControlState(π, T, l′);

10 LocO := LocO ∪ {(l′, c′)};
11 EO := EO ∪ {(l, a, ϕ,Res ∪Resc, l′)};
12 unhandled = unhandled ∪ {(l′, c′)};
13 else if |Edges(l, a)| > 1 then
14 LocO := LocO ∪ {(Trans l,a, c)};
15 EO := EO ∪ {((l, c), a, ϕ, ∅, (Trans l,a, c))};
16 foreach l′ = (l, a, ψ,Res, l′) ∈ EO with
17 l = (l1..., li−1, T ransli,a,l′i , li+1, ..., ln) and l′ = (l1, ..., l

′
i, ..., ln do

18 LocO := LocO ∪ {(l′, c′)};
19 c′ := nextControlState(π, (ϕc, Resc, cA, CE), l′);
20 Acti,O := Acti,O ∪ {ali,l′i};
21 EO := EO ∪ {((Trans l,a, c), ali,l′i , true,Res ∪Resc, (l

′, c′))};
22 unhandled := unhandled ∪ {(l′, c′)};
23 end

24 else
25 c′ := nextControlState(π, T, l);
26 LocO := LocO ∪ {(l, c′)};
27 EO := EO ∪ {((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res ∪Resc, (l, c′))};
28 unhandled = unhandled ∪ {(l, c′)};
29 end

30 if a ∈ Acti,| then
31 Acto,O := Acto,O ∪ {a};
32 else if a ∈ Acto,| then
33 Acti,O := Acti,O ∪ {a};
34 end

35 end

36 end

37 TIOAO := handleWaitActions(LocO, l0,O, ClkO, EO, Acti,O ⊕ Acto,O);

38 return TIOAO;
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represents an active location of the service composition TIOA′| and an active
control state from the TCA A. Thus, the initial location of the orchestrator
consists of the initial location of TIOA′|, and A. The set of locations initially
consists of the initial location and the set of clocks is the union of Clk| and
CClk. Within the clock set of the orchestrator, we require Clk| because clock
variables are local for each TIOA. If we want to use transition guards rea-
soning on clock variables of other TIOAs, we need an own local version of
each variable. Additionally, we require CClk because the orchestrator must
maintain time-related subgoals and their clock variables

The sets of transitions and invariants are initially empty. Lastly, in Line 5,
we initialize the set of unhandled locations with the initial location. We use
this set to explore the set of orchestrator locations.

Constructing Transitions from Instructions In the loop in Lines 6-36, we
expand the orchestrator automaton with outgoing transitions and correspond-
ing target locations for each unhandled location (l, c). In the loop in Lines 7-35,
we create outgoing transitions for each instruction (l, ϕ, a, T ) within the sym-
bolic plan πS(c). The set of instructions and single instructions are obtained
from πS by forming the conjunction of πS and the symbolic representation of
the required elements, e.g., ξ(c) and ξ(l).

For each processed location, we have three cases. Firstly, the action corre-
sponds to a deterministic transition in TIOA′|, i.e, the set Edges(l, a) contains
exactly one element. Secondly, the action a corresponds to a non-deterministic
transition in TIOA′|, i.e., the set Edges(l, a) contains more than one element.
Thirdly, the action a is a wait instruction, i.e., the set Edges(l, a) is empty.

In the first case, in Line 8, we add an outgoing transition for (l, c) that
executes the plan instruction and the corresponding target location. For cre-
ating the target location, we use the function nextControlState to compute the
control state c′ that results from executing the action a in l. The next state is
the largest control state in cA∪CE for which a following instruction is defined,
i.e., the control state where we lose the smallest number of existential goals.

nextControlState(π, (ϕ,Res, cA, CE), l′) =
{c | c is the largest set of subgoals in cA∪CE so that ∃(l′, ϕ, a, T ) ∈ πs(c))}

Subsequently, we insert the new location (l, c′) and the transition leading
from (l, c) to (l′, c′). The transition guard is the clock constraint ϕ that de-
scribes the clock zone for which the instruction is allowed.The set of clocks
to be reset is defined as the union of Res and Resc, which are the clock re-
sets from original TIOAs transition and from the control transition. Thus, we
ensure that control clocks are reset if a new time-related subgoal is activated
with the transition.

In the second case, in Line 13, we need to take of care the transit lo-
cations that correspond to each non-deterministic transition outcome. In
Lines 14 and 15, we include a single transit location (Trans l,a, c) and the cor-
responding transition targeting the transit location. Here, we only have one
transit location for all possibilities because we cannot know which specific lo-
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cation Trans l,a,l′ is active in the corresponding TIOA. The transition leading
to (Trans l,a, c) is guarded by ϕ, which is the clock zone of the corresponding
instruction. It does not contain any clock resets because we yet do not know
which control state and corresponding subgoals are active next.

In the loop in Lines 17-23, we create new locations and transitions for
each non-deterministic target state l′ that results from executing a in l. We
create a location (l′, c′) where c′ is the next control state and we create the
transition leading from (Trans l,a, c) to (l′, c′). When we modified the input
automata (see Algorithm 4), we created the action al,l′ to reconstruct the the
resulting location l′. Thus, al,l′ is inserted into the transition leading to (l′, c′).
This transition has no guard (as the guard has already been checked with the
preceding transition) and resets all clocks belonging to the control transition.

In the third case, in Line 24, we insert transitions that temporarily repre-
sent wait actions. We construct these transitions analogously to deterministic
transitions but using the target location (l, c′) and the action τ , i.e., the internal
action.

Lastly, in Line 37, we apply the handleWaitActions function that per-
forms Algorithm 6. In the following, we discuss this additional algorithm.
We add invariants to the locations of the orchestrator and include locations
that perform wait actions if necessary. The general idea is that we include
an additional location into each τ -labeled transition that resulted from a wait
action in the plan. In the whole orchestrator, waiting is only allowed within
these locations except for locations in which the plan always allows waiting
anyway. We call the resulting location types

”
delay locations” and

”
immediate

locations”

Constructing Delay Locations In Lines 1-4, we initialize the elements
that form the orchestrator. The set of locations and the set of transitions are
initially identical to the preliminary set of locations. The set of clock variables
are the preliminary variables enriched with a new clock variable x, which we
use to prevent time steps in immediate locations. The set of invariants is
initially empty.

In the loop in Lines 5-23, we create the additional delay locations and the
invariants for immediate locations. Initially, we assume that each location
(l, c) that has been created in the previous construction phase is an immediate
location. Thus we assign the invariant x ≤ 0, in Line 6.

Then, in the loop in Lines 7-22, we iterate over all τ -labeled transitions from
(l, c). If the guard ϕ of a τ -transition is true, then our assumption that (l, c) is
an immediate location was false. Waiting is allowed at any time point and we
replace the invariant with true. Otherwise, if we do not have a delay transition
into another control state, we create the delay location corresponding to the
loop transition in Line 11. In Line 13, we redirect the τ -transition to the delay
location. Delay transitions into another control state can be ignored as waiting
is also allowed in the following state.
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Algorithm 6: Construct the delay locations within a preliminary Or-
chestrator automaton

Input: The preliminary set of locatios LocP , the initial location l0,O,
the preliminary set of clock variables ClkP , the preliminary set
of Transitions EP , and the set of actions ActO.

Output: A Timed I/O Automaton
TIOAO = (LocO, l0,O, ClkO, EO, ActO, InvO)

1 LocO := LocP ;
2 EO := EP ;
3 ClkO = ClkP ∪ {x};
4 InvO := ∅;
5 foreach (l, c) ∈ LocP do
6 InvO := InvO ∪ {((l, c), x ≤ 0)};
7 foreach ((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res, (l, c′)) ∈ EO do
8 if ϕ := true then
9 InvO := InvO\{((l, c), x ≤ 0)} ∪ {((l, c), true)};

10 else if c 6= c′ then
11 LocO := LocO ∪ {(l, c)delay,ϕ};
12 EO := EO\{((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res, (l, c)) ∈ EO}∪
13 {((l, c), τ, ϕ, ∅, (l, c)delay,ϕ)};
14 if c is a red state then
15 EO := EO ∪ ((l, c)delay,ϕ, τ,¬ϕ,Res ∪ {x}, (l′, c′))};
16 InvO := InvO ∪ {((l, c)delay,ϕ, roundUp(ϕ)};
17 else
18 EO := EO ∪ ((l, c)delay,ϕ, τ, true,Res ∪ {x}, (l′, c′))};
19 InvO := InvO ∪ {((l, c)delay,ϕ, ϕ};
20 end

21 end

22 end

23 end

24 foreach ((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res, (l′, c′)) ∈ EO do
25 if Inv((l′, c′)) := x ≤ 0 then
26 EO := EO\{((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res, (l′, c′))}∪
27 {((l, c), τ, ϕ,Res ∪ {x}, (l′, c′))};
28 end

29 end

30 foreach (l, c)delay,ϕ ∈ LocO do
31 foreach ((l, c), a, ψ,Res, (l′, c′)) ∈ EO with a ∈ Acti,O do
32 EO := EO ∪ {((l, c)delay,ψ, a, ϕ,Res, (l′, c′))};
33 end

34 end

35 return TIOAO = (LocO, l0,O, ClkO, EO, ActO);
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The invariant of the wait location and the guard of the outgoing transi-
tion depends on the color of the control state c. If c is a red state, then it
contains a reachability goal and plan instructions must straightly lead to a
state that resolves this goal. In this case, in Line 14, we assign the outgoing
transition with the negated guard of the ingoing transition. This is because
the next instruction that leads towards the goal must take place directly after
the waiting duration. If the next instruction could be executed at a time point
before the maximal waiting duration, then waiting longer would not directly
lead towards the goal. Additionally, we construct the invariant of the delay
location by rounding up the upper bounds of the ingoing transition guard. Let
us assume that a goal is resolved using a semantic transition with the guard
x = 1. A wait instruction that leads to this time point could only be exe-
cuted at x < 1 and must wait until x = 1. Thus, the invariant is rounded
up to x ≤ 1. We round up using the roundUp(ϕ) function. It returns a clock
constraint that is a conjunction of all upper clock bounds in ϕ and that are
rounded up according to the following rules:

1. each atomic clock constraint in the form x < n is replaced with x ≤ n

2. each atomic clock constraint in the form x ≤ n is replaced with x < n+1

Each upper clock constraint is rounded up to the next higher time point.
This is the time point, where the next plan instruction must be active. For
x < n the next higher time point is clearly defined as x = n. For x <= n we
have no clearly defined time point because x is real-valued. Thus, we round
up to x < n + 1. A transition that is active at x > n must still be active at
x < n + 1 because we cannot define a sharper interval than n < x < n + 1 as
n must be a natural number.

In the loop in Lines 24-29, we add a clock reset for x on all transitions lead-
ing into immediate locations. In the loop in Lines 31-33, we add all outgoing
uncontrollable transitions for each delay location. Otherwise, the orchestrator
could prevent the environment from executing uncontrollable transitions while
the delay location is active.

Lastly, in Line 35, we return the assembled orchestrator automaton TIOAO.
The resulting automaton can be composed with the composition TIOA′| and
enforces the behavior that is described by the plan and, thus, by the TCTL
goal for which the plan was created.

Termination and Soundness Our algorithm terminates because the
number of locations within the composition of TIOAs, the number of control
states within the TCA, and the number of instructions in the symbolic plan
πS are finite. In the outer loop of Algorithm 5, we iterate through locations
that are tuples consisting of an original location l and a control state c. As the
number of potential location and control state combinations is finite, the outer
loop terminates when all combinations for which the plan is defined have been
handled. The inner loop terminates, when all instructions that exist for c and l
have been processed. The number of instructions is finite because we use clock
zones to represent potentially infinite state spaces. Algorithm 6 terminates
because the sets of preliminary locations and preliminary transitions, which
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we generated in Algorithm 5, are finite. These sets are iterated in the three
loops of which the algorithm consists.

Algorithm 5 generates orchestrator automata that are correct w.r.t. the
given TCTL goal if the input plan is also correct. Starting from the initial
TIOA location and from the initial control state, we extract instructions from
the plan and only insert transitions that represent these instructions. Based
on these transitions we only add locations representing an overall system state
that is also part of the plan, i.e., states that fulfill the TCTL goal. By labeling
these transitions with the actions contained in the plan instruction, we ensure
that the overall state of the composition corresponds to the orchestrator state.
By deriving guards and invariants from the clock zones that are contained in
the symbolic instructions and by including dedicated delay locations, we ensure
the time-bounds of the TCTL goal.

8.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the third and last phase of our framework
for the automated composition of timed services. In this phase, we generate
the orchestrator TIOA that is constructed from the timed plan that has been
generated in the previous phase.

For our orchestrator, we slightly modify the input automata that are to
be composed in order to satisfy the given formula. The modification makes
the resulting locations of non-deterministic transitions observable and does not
change the behavior of the corresponding automata w.r.t. the TCTL goal. Our
algorithm for generating the orchestrator creates locations by crossing control
states with locations of the original automata. The outgoing transitions are
constructed according to the plan instruction for the corresponding states.
Additionally, locations are split up into delay locations, which allow waiting,
and into immediate locations, which allow discrete transitions.

In the following, we shortly sum up the last five chapters. We have pre-
sented our framework for the automated composition of timed services. Our
framework receives a composition of Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs), repre-
senting service interfaces, and a Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL ) goal,
representing composition requirements, as input and generates an orchestrator
automaton that can be composed with the input automata and that enforces
the properties described in the goal. Additionally, the framework slightly mod-
ifies the input automata to make non-deterministic transitions visible. We have
divided our framework into three phases. Firstly, we construct a Timed Control
Automaton (TCA ) from the TCTL goal. The paths within a TCA describe
the states of paths within the TIOAs that fulfill the goal. Secondly, we gener-
ate a timed plan. A timed plan is generated and executed using the TCA and
defines which action must be executed in which overall system state to enforce
the goal. Thirdly, we generate an orchestrator TIOA. Locations within the
orchestrator correspond to currently active states of the TIOA that are to be
composed and transitions correspond to instructions within the plan.
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The correctness of the orchestrator is given by the correctness of the three
phases. The TCA that is generated from the TCTL goal only describes paths
within the TIOAs that are correct w.r.t. the goal. The plan is derived by
performing symbolic state space exploration and by matching semantic states
with the properties described in the TCA. Lastly, the orchestrator is generated
by only using instructions contained in the plan.

In the next chapter, we present the prototypical implementation of the
framework that we have developed in this thesis. We show the results for our
case studies and the results for a benchmark that we have performed.





9 Implementation & Evaluation

In this chapter, we present and evaluate the prototype that we have imple-
mented to realize our framework for the automated composition of timed ser-
vices. We evaluate our framework with three case studies: The PCA pump
that we have used as a running example, a process model of the stroke unit at
the Charité University Hospital, and a scalable producer-consumer scenario,
which we use as a benchmark for our prototype.

In Section 9.1, we shortly discuss our implementation. Then, we present the
PCA case study and the stroke unit case study in Section 9.2 and Section 9.3,
resepctively. Lastly, in Section 9.4, we present and discuss the results for our
producer-consumer benchmark.

9.1 Implementation

For evaluating our framework, we have implemented a prototype. As input,
our prototype receives the Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs) models of the ser-
vices that are to be composed. The TIOAs are handed over in an XML based
format that is used by the timed automata simulation and model checking
suite Uppaal [BY04]. The Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL ) goal is
handed over in a textual format. We have implemented the first and third
phase of our framework, i.e., the construction of the TCA and the genera-
tion of the controller from the timed plan, in Java. This allows us to reuse
libraries that originate from another, yet unpublished work in our research
group and that parse and generate Uppaal automata [HP14]. Like the input
models, the orchestrator is generated in the XML format of Uppaal. Thus, the
resulting composition can be further modified, simulated, and model checked
within Uppaal. The second phase of our framework, i.e., our symbolic plan-
ning algorithm that generates the timed plan, is implemented in ANSI C.
This allows us to include the REDLIB library [Wan12]. REDLIB is an imple-
mentation of Multi Decision and Clock Restriction Diagrams (MDD+CRDs)
(see Sec. 2.4.3), a data structure for processing propositional formulas over
discrete variables and clock variables. We use MDD+CRDs to internally rep-
resent the formulas within our symbolic algorithms. Also, REDLIB offers and
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Figure 9.1: Architecture of our prototype

efficiently implements the logical operations we require, i.e., conjunction, dis-
junction, quantification, and the backwards operator that we use to realize
time progress.

In the following, we discuss the most important Java classes and C files
of our prototype. In Figure 9.1, we have visualized the corresponding archi-
tecture. Our prototype is started on the C-level via its main function. The
input are the automata in the above-mentioned XML format (step 0.1) and
the TCTL goal (step 0.2). Firstly, we generate the symbolic representation
of the input automata. This is realized within our Java class TIOAFormula-

Generator. To call the methods that are contained in this class, we use the
Java Native Interface (JNI ) (step 1.1.). The JNI is a collection of Java and
C libraries that may be used to start a Java Virtual Machine (JVM ) and to
call methods via their class and method names. Additionally primitive data
types, arrays of primitives, and UTF8 strings can be exchanged via JNI. The
Java class TIOAFormulaGenerator (step 1.2) reads the XML files that repre-
sent the input TIOA and returns a string representing its symbolic version.
The resulting formulas shall later be handed over to REDLIB, where discrete
variables can be assigned to a given range of natural numbers. As our sym-
bolic TIOAs represent locations and actions with discrete variables, we store
the corresponding mapping for following steps (step 1.3).

Secondly, we create the control automaton according to the algorithm we
have presented in Chapter 5. As before, we use the JNI (step 2.1) to call
the Java class ControlAutomatonGenerator (step 2.2). This class constructs
the TCA that corresponds to the TCTL goal and additionally constructs the
symbolic representation of the TCA. For constructing the logical propositions
that label the control transitions, the mapping of locations to natural numbers
is looked up in the map that was created in the first steps (step 2.3).

Thirdly, within timedplanning (step 3.1), we perform the symbolic plan-
ning algorithms, which we have presented in Chapter 7. The formulas that
have been created in the first and second step are handed over to the REDLIB
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library (step 3.2) which constructs the corresponding decision diagrams. Then,
our planning algorithm is performed by calling the required logical operations
over REDLIB.

Lastly, we construct the orchestrator model according to the algorithm
which we have presented in Chapter 8. As in the first two steps, we use the
JNI (step 4.1) to call the Java class OrchestratorGenerator (step 4.2). The
plan is analyzed and the discrete variables are mapped back to the original
locations and action labels (step 4.3). Then the orchestrator and the modified
input automata are generated as XML files (step 4.4).

9.2 Case Study 1: PCA Pump

In this section, we present and discuss the results of applying our prototype
to the PCA pump model that we have used as a running example. Firstly,
we show the results for the original example. Secondly, we present a slightly
extended version.

9.2.1 Original PCA Pump

In this section, we present the results for applying our prototype to the case
study from the running example of this thesis. We have modeled the TIOAs
Button and Pump (see Example 2.2) using Uppaal as an editor. Then, we
have handed over the resulting XML file and the TCTL goal (see Example 2.3)
to our prototype.

We recall that the composition requirements are:

(1) AG(Button.Pressed→ EF(Pump.Inj))

(2) AG(Pump.Inj → Button.Pressed)

(3) AG(Pump.Inj → A(Pump.Inj U AG≤5(¬Pump.Inj)))

Requirement (1) defines that an injection should take place after the button
has been pressed. Requirement (2) defines that injection should only take
place, while the button is pressed. Lastly, requirement (3) defines the pause
of five time units after each injection.

In Figure 9.2, we present the full control automaton that is generated in
phase one of our framework. The control states are defined as follows, where
g = (1) ∧ (2) ∧ (3).
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Figure 9.2: TCA that our prototype has generated for the PCA case study
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Figure 9.3: Modified input automata that our prototype generated for the PCA
case study

c1 = [g]

c2 = [EFPump.Inj, g]

c3 = [A(Pump.Inj U AG≤5¬Pump.Inj), g]

c4 = [AG≤5¬Pump.Inj, g]

c5 = [EFPump.Inj,AG≤5¬Pump.Inj, g]

The first four control states and most of their outgoing control transitions
are defined analogously to our TCA from Example 5.1. Additional control
transitions result from behavior that is redundant or that does not occur within
the state space of the TIOAs. The Pump.Inj ∧ Button.Pr transition, e.g.,
that leads from c1 to c3 requires a semantic state change, where the Pump
and Button automaton perform a synchronous discrete transition, which is
not possible. The subgoals contained in c5 describe that we are in the safety
pause after an injection but the reachability goal has already been activated
because the button is pressed.

The modified Pump and Button, shown in Figure 9.3, automata are iden-
tical to the corresponding examples that we presented in the last chapters. The
orchestrator, shown in Figure 9.4, is a more complex version of our example
orchestrator (as we have used a simplified example plan). It can be seen that
the initial state RelIdl_1 is not constrained by an invariant so that time can
progress until the uncontrollable press signal is sent to the controller. The
succeeding state is constrained by an invariant so that no time may progress
until the inject signal has been sent. This happens directly or over the lo-
cation PrIdl_2. The reason is that we can firstly switch the control state
without sending the signal or that we can directly send the signal and switch
the control state in one step.

In the state PrTr1_PrTr2_2, we receive the feedback from the Pump au-
tomaton that signals whether injection has succeeded or not. If injection failed,
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Figure 9.4: Controller model that our prototype generated for the PCA case study

we go back to PrIdl_2, otherwise we go to PrInj_2. In the succeeding Wait1_2

state we wait until injection has finished and go to PrIdl_3. The other outgo-
ing transition with the guard x > 1 is not reachable because of the invariant
x ≤ 1 in the Injecting location of the Pump automaton. The plan in-
struction that corresponds to this transition results from the backwards space
exploration within our planning algorithm that also explores states that are
not reachable from the initial states.

Lastly, when we enter PrIdl_5, we reset the control clock cClk1 and wait
for five time units via the delay location Wait2_5. Afterwards, a new injection
is triggered.

Our prototype generated the XML file with the orchestrator in less than
a second. We verified its behavior using the model checker that is contained
within the Uppaal tool suite. The model checker of Uppaal supports speci-
fications that are expressed in a subset of TCTL enriched with a designated
atomic property deadlock. However, the reset operator and nested temporal
operators are not supported. Thus, we could not model check our complete
composition requirements. Instead we checked and successfully verified the
following safety properties.

(1)AG(¬deadlock)

(2)AG(Pump.Injecting → Button.Pressed)

(3)AG(Pump.Injecting → check > 5)

The first property defines that no deadlock is contained within the system.
The second property defines that injection only takes place while the button is
pressed. The third property describes the safety pause of 5 time units after each
injection. However, for this property we could not use the control clock cClk1
to check time progress because we do not know if the orchestrator properly
handles this clock.
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Figure 9.5: Button automaton of our extended PCA case study

Instead, the third property uses the clock variable check, which we newly
introduced into the Pump automaton before we started the verification pro-
cess. The clock check is reset each time the injected transition is executed.
Thus, we are able to track how much time has passed since the last injection.
Additionally, a new initial state is added to the orchestrator that simply waits
until five time units have passed and transits switches to the original initial
location. Thus, we ensure that the property is not validated for the first in-
jection. Otherwise, this injection could take place at check ≤ 5 because there
was no prior injection.

However, analyzing the orchestrator with the simulation tool that is con-
tained in Uppaal revealed that our small example specification is incomplete
w.r.t. the purpose of the button. We did not specify that the button shall
be released after an injection. Because the button remains pressed while the
injection takes place, the reachability goal EFInjecting gets newly activated
immediately after finishing injection. Because our plans directly try to resolve
active reachability goals, releasing the button is forbidden and a new injection
is triggered immediately after the safety pause.

In the following, we present an extension of our PCA case study so that
the orchestrator releases the button immediately after each injection.

9.2.2 Extended PCA Pump

To generate an orchestrator that correctly releases the button of the PCA
pump, we extended the Button automaton and the composition requirements.
This extension is necessary because TCTL formulas only refer to states but
not to signals. Our TCTL goal shall specify that injection only takes place
once per press signal. Otherwise, the reachability goal gets reactivated while
the Pressed location is active. Thus, we add a new location which represents
the process of sending the signal.

As can be seen in Figure 9.5, we included an additional location into the
Button automaton that is immediately passed if the button gets pressed. Thus,
our TCTL requirements are able to reference the point where the press signal
is sent. In the following, we show the extended composition requirements.
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(1) AG(Button.PressSignal→ EF(Pump.Inj))

(2) AG(Pump.Inj → Button.Pressed)

(3) AG(Pump.Inj → A(Pump.Inj U AG≤5(¬Pump.Inj)))

(4) AG(Pump.Inj →
A(Pump.Inj U A(¬Pump.Inj U Button.Released)))

As in our original case study, the first property defines that pressing the
button triggers an injection. But now, we use the location PressSignal as a
trigger. Thus, the goal is only activated once per press signal and does not
get activated again while the Pressed location is active.

The second and third property are identical to the original version from
Example 2.3. The fourth property is new and defines that once the pump
injects it shall end the injection and then release the button. The inner until
operator ensures that there is no injection allowed before the button has been
released.

Our prototype generated the orchestrator in less than two seconds. The new
control automaton is significantly larger than the control automaton for the
original case study. It contains eleven control states and 67 control transitions.
The reason is that requirement (4) brings three new subgoals ((4) itself and
its both inner until formulas).

The orchestrator also is significantly larger than in the original version. It
contains 23 locations and 51 transitions. As before, we used Uppaal to suc-
cessfully model check the properties from the last section (i.e., deadlock, only
inject when button is pressed, and safety pause). Additionally, we successfully
tested its correct functionality using the simulation tool of Uppaal.

9.3 Case Study 2: Charité Stroke Unit

In this section, we present the results for applying our framework to a model
of the stroke treatment process at the Charité University Hospital in Berlin. A
group of PhD students within the SOAMED research training group observed
the treatment process for three days and developed a process model [DRPS14]
using the Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 (BPMN ) [OMG11]. For
our case study, we derived TIOAs from the BPMN models.

9.3.1 The Stroke Treatment Process

The treatment process of this case study concerns the ischemic stroke, a disease
where parts of the brain are affected by a reduced blood flow. The stroke is
caused by a blood clot and results in a low oxygen transfer, which causes
necrosis of neurons and eventually leads to neurological deficits, e.g., paralysis
and language impairments. A blood clot that causes stroke can be broken
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Figure 9.6: TIOAs representing the patient and the nursing staff during the Char-
ité stroke treatment process

down using thrombolysis therapy. The therapy must be started within the first
three hours of a stroke and different risk factors may obstruct therapy, e.g., if
the patient is on blood thinning medication. Additionally, a CT scan is used
to verify the stroke diagnosis and to exclude other risk factors like cerebral
hemorrhage.

To minimize brain damage, it is important to start therapy as soon as
possible. Ideally, the emergency room of a hospital has a dedicated stroke unit,
a special ward where the nursing staff and doctors from different specializations
cooperate. This minimizes loss of time when a patient with suspected stroke
is delivered. In our case study, we model the actors that take part in the
treatment process as TIOAs. The orchestrator that we want to generate shall
coordinate these actors so that the thrombolysis therapy is started within a
given time frame if possible.

9.3.2 TIOA model, Composition Requirements, and Orches-
trator

We have modeled five actors taking part in the treatment process: the patient,
the emergency nursing staff, the neurological unit, the transport service, and
the radiological unit. In the following, we briefly discuss the role and the
activities of each actor and how we realized the corresponding models.

Patient The TIOA that represents the patient is shown in Figure 9.6a.
Initially, the patient has been delivered to the emergency and the location
ArrivedAtEmergency is active. The Treated location is active, when patient is
treated w.r.t. the stroke treatment process. This means that either the patient
has been falsely delivered to the stroke unit, that the thrombolysis therapy
may not be applied, or that the thrombolysis therapy has been started. If a
stroke is suspected and if thrombolysis may not be excluded, then the patient
is transported to the radiological unit. Otherwise, the patient is treated. The
transport to and the arrival at the radiological unit is represented through the
locations Dispatched, and AtRadiology. Depending on the CT scanner that
has been assigned to the patient, the transport time is up to 10 minutes.
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Figure 9.7: TIOAs representing the neurological unit and the transport service
during the Charité stroke treatment process

NursingStaff The TIOA that represents the nursing staff is represented
in Figure 9.6b. Initially, the Idle location is active, which means that the
nursing staff is yet not involved in the treatment process. The nursing staff
examines an arrived patient, represented by the location Examination, and de-
cides whether the patient exhibits stroke symptoms or not, which is represented
by the locations SuspectsStroke and SuspectsNoStroke, respectively. If a
stroke is suspected, the nurse triggers an alarm that notifies the other actors.
We model the triggering of the alarm in the composition requirements.

NeurologicalUnit The neurological unit is depicted in Figure 9.7a.
While the unit is not involved in the treatment process, it remains in the
state Idle. When a stroke is suspected, a neurologist is dispatched to the
patient to perform an examination that confirms the diagnosis and that deter-
mines the nature of the stroke. This procedure is represented by the location
Dispatched. Lastly, the neurologist advises whether a thrombolysis should be
performed or not, which is represented by the locations AdviseThrombolysis
and AdviseNoThrombolysis, respectively.

TransportService The transport service of the hospital is depicted in
Figure 9.7b. While the transport service is not involved, the Idle location is
active. When stroke is suspected, the transport service dispatches an orderly
to that patient so that he can be transported to the radiology. While the
orderly is on its way, Dispatched is active. The location AtPatient states
that the orderly has arrived.

RadiologicalUnit The radiological unit is shown in Figure 9.8. Initially,
the unit is not involved and Idle is active. When the radiology has been
informed that a stroke is suspected, in CallForInfo, it calls the stroke unit
for information about the patient, e.g., his body measurements. Subsequently,
an available CT scanner is chosen and prepared in ChooseCT and PrepareCT,
respectively. Then, the unit waits for the arrival of the patient, in WaitFor-

Patient. A scan, which is performed during PerformScan, takes up to 15
minutes. Then, the thrombolysis is immediately performed by the radiological
unit, represented by PerformThrombolysis. The scan may also reveal that a
thombolyisis can not not be performed, which results in NoThrombolysis.
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Figure 9.8: The TIOA RadiologicalUnit representing the radiological unit dur-
ing the Charité stroke treatment process

In the following, we present the composition requirements that determine
how our generated orchestrator shall coordinate the treatment process and
that define additional consistency rules.

(1) AF(Patient .Treated) ∧ EF≤60(RadiologicalUnit .PerformThrombolysis)

(2) AG(Patient .Treated →
(RadiologicalUnit .PerformThrombolysis ∨

RadiologicalUnit .NoThrombolysis ∨
NursingStaff .SuspectsNoStroke)

(3) AG(RadiologicalUnit .PerformThrombolysis →
(NursingStaff .SuspectsStroke ∧NeurologicalUnit .AdviceThrombolysis))

(4) AG((RadiologicalUnit .CallForInfo ∨
NeurologicalUnit .Dispatched ∨

TransportService.Dispatched)→
NursingStaff .SuspectsStroke)

(5) AG(Patient .Dispatched →
(NeurologicalUnit .AdviseThrombolysis ∧ TransportService.AtPatient))

(6) AG(RadiologicalUnit .PerformScan →
(NeurologicalUnit .AdviceThrombolysis ∧ Patient .AtRadiology))

Requirement (1) defines that the patient must be eventually treated and
that, if possible, the thrombolysis therapy should be started before 60 minutes
have passed since the arrival of the patient. Requirement (2) states that the
patient has been treated w.r.t. the stroke treatment process, when the throm-
bolysis has been performed, when it can not be performed, or when no stroke
is suspected. Requirement (3) defines that the thrombolysis therapy may only
be performed if a stroke is suspected and if the neurologist advises the therapy.

Requirement (4) describes that the radiological unit, the neurological unit,
and the transport service only get involved if the nursing staff suspects a stroke.
Requirement (5) defines that the patient only is dispatched to the radiological
unit if the neurologist advises the thrombolysis therapy and if the orderly has
arrived at the patient. Lastly, requirement (6) states that a CT scan may only
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be performed if the neurologist advises the thrombolysis therapy and if the
patient has arrived at the radiological unit.

The overall state space of the TIOAs that models the scenario consists of
1536 locations. To make the number of clocks and clock zones manageable
for our implementation, we had to share a clock variable between Patient,
NursingStaff, NeurologicalUnit, and TransportService. Due to the com-
position requirements, we know that no clock is required before the nursing
staff suspects a stroke. Also, we know that our planning algorithm will start
the transport service and the neurological unit at the same time, immediately
when a stroke is suspected, so that the reachability goal gets fulfilled as soon
as possible. Lastly, the patient is not dispatched until the orderly has not ar-
rived and until the neurologist has not finished the examination. Thus, these
four automata can share the clock variable x. Before applying our prototype,
we included the shared clock variable into the XML file that stores the TIOA
models.

Our prototype required 35 seconds and 1.3GB RAM to generate the TCA,
the plan, and the orchestrator on a desktop pc with an intel i7-4770@3.4Ghz
processor and 4GB RAM under Ubuntu 13.10 32-bit. The TCA consists of 4
control states, one control clock variable, and 8 transitions. The orchestrator
consists of 113 locations, two clock variables, and 1041 transitions. We success-
fully model checked all 6 composition requirements with Uppaal. In practice,
such an orchestrator could be used for analyzing possibilities of interaction be-
tween the actors during the treatment process or for implementing treatment
processes in automated systems that support the hospital staff [Clin14].

9.4 Case Study 3: Producer-Consumer Scenario &
Benchmark

We have developed a benchmark for our prototype to analyze its efficiency
w.r.t. execution time and memory consumption. As scenario, we use a scal-
able producer-consumer case study that is frequently used as a benchmark for
planning techniques [KBSD97, PBT01].

9.4.1 Modeling the Producer-Consumer Scenario

The use case is a robot that transports objects in a building that consists
of producer and consumer rooms. If an object is produced, the robot shall
transport it to its consumer room within a given time limit. Each object has
exactly one designated producer room and exactly one designated consumer
room. The number of objects and rooms is scalable and, thus, this scenario is
a suitable benchmark for our prototype. We model this scenario with a TIOA
that represents the robot and its current position in the building, and with
a TIOA for each object that states whether the object is in a certain room,
whether it is currently transported by the robot or whether it is currently
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Figure 9.9: Robot automaton of our benchmark scenario with one object and two
rooms

consumed. In the following, we present our model for one object and two
rooms.

In Figure 9.9, we show the Robot automaton. The robot initially starts
in the corridor which is represented by the CorPart1 location. From the cor-
ridor, the robot can move to the producer or to the consumer room and back.
The rooms are represented by ProducerRoom1 and ConsumerRoom1, respec-
tively. Moving from one part of the building to another costs exactly one time
unit. This is enforced within the locations CorToP1, CorToC1, P1ToCor, and
C1ToCor.

In Figure 9.10, we show the Object automaton. Initially, the object is in
the Consumed location and can be produced into ProducerRoom1 over an un-
controllable location. If the object is taken, it enters the location ObjectTaken

and can be dropped in ProducerRoom1 or ConsumerRoom1. The locations
TakeFromP1, TakeFromC1, DroppedInP1, and DroppedInC1 are immediately
left and are necessary for our composition requirements so that we can refer-
ence a state where an object is currently taken or dropped in a certain room.
Lastly, the object can be consumed in its consumer room over an uncontrollable
transition.

In the following, we present our composition requirements for the bench-
mark with one object and one producer room.
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Figure 9.10: Object automaton of our benchmark scenario with one object and
two rooms
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Figure 9.11: TCA for the consumer-producer scenario with one object

(1)AG((¬Object1.Consumed ∧ ¬Object1.ConsumerRoom1)→
AF≤5(Object1.ConsumerRoom1))

(2)AG(((Object1.DroppedInP1 ∨Object1.TakeFromP1)→
Robot.ProducerRoom1))

(3)AG((Object1.DroppedInC1 ∨Object1.TakeFromC1)→
Robot.ConsumerRoom1))

(4)AG(¬Object1.TakeFromC1)

Requirement (1) describes the functional objective of the robot. If the ob-
ject is not consumed and not in its consumer room, the robot should transport
it to the consumer room within five time units. Requirements (2) and (3) are
necessary to keep the environment consistent and enforce that an object may
only be taken and dropped in a room where the robot currently resides. The
last requirement forbids to take the object from its consumer room so that it
is eventually consumed.

The TCA that our prototype has produced for the TCTL goal is shown in
Figure 9.11. For the propositions of the control transitions, we abbreviate the
three safety requirements with ϕ = (2) ∧ (3) ∧ (4). The control state c1 only
contains the goal formula g = (1) ∧ (2) ∧ (3) ∧ (4), i.e., the reachability goal
is not activated. The two loop transitions describe the two cases where the
reachability goal is not activated (as the object is consumed or in its consumer
room) and that the reachability goal gets activated and solved in one step
(as the object already is in its consumer room). The transition from c1 to c2

activates the reachability goal and resets the control clock cClk1. The control
state c2 enforces that the goal location Object1.ConsumerRoom1 is reached
within 5 time units via the transition leading back to c1.

The orchestrator automaton that our prototype has generated is relatively
large with 66 locations and 202 transitions. The reason are the large number
of possible combinations of locations and control states and additional delay
locations.

As for the other case studies, we have used Uppaal to successfully model
check the resulting composition for absence of deadlocks and for requirements
(2), (3), and (4). Additionally, we have successfully checked if the object
is consumed or in its consumer room at least 5 time units after it has been
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produced. For this purpose, we have added a clock check that is reset each
time the produce transition is executed. Then we have checked the property

AG((¬Object1.Consumed ∧ ¬Object1.ConsumerRoom1)→ check ≤ 5).

For our benchmark, we scale the model by adding object and rooms. We in-
sert rooms into the Robot model by making the new room locations accessible
from to the corridor location analogously to the shown example. Additionally,
we split the corridor location into parts that belong to opposing rooms. In
the Object automaton, we add the rooms analogously to the ones in the ex-
ample. We add new objects by creating an additional Object TIOA for each
object. Lastly, a new reachability goal is inserted into requirement (1) for
each object. The other requirements are extended with propositions for the
new rooms. A generator for the Uppaal automata that model the scenario
with a given number of objects and rooms has been implemented in a bachelor
thesis [Zaf13].

9.4.2 Benchmark Results

In this section, we present the results for benchmarking the computing time
and memory efficiency of our prototype w.r.t. different numbers of objects and
rooms in our consumer-producer case study. The columns of Table 9.1 show
the size of the scenario by the number of Objects O and by the number of
Rooms R. It shows the size of the resulting composition of input TIOAs by the
number of locations Locs and the number of clock variables C, as well as the
size of the TCA by the number of control states S and by the number of control
clock variables C. The remainder of the table shows the results for applying
our benchmark. In Phase 1, we show the computation time for generating
the TCA. Within our prototype, this phase is also mixed with the generation
of the symbolic TIOAs and TCA. In Phase 2, we show the computation
time for generating the plan. In Phase 3, we show the computation time for
generating the orchestrator automaton. Lastly, in Mem, we show the memory
consumption of the overall process.

We have performed our benchmark on a desktop pc with an intel i7-
4770@3.4Ghz processor and 4GB RAM under Ubuntu 13.10 32-bit. We have
measured the execution time using the System.currentTimeMillis() func-
tion and the clock_gettime() function on Java and C level, respectively. We
have tracked the memory consumption by logging the output of Ubuntu’s top
command that shows a dynamic overview of running processes.

As the state space for the first case, with one object and two rooms, is
very small, the overall execution time is under two seconds. The memory
consumption also is low with 67MB. However, for the second case, with two
objects and four rooms, the execution time and the memory consumption
grows drastically. The reason is the state space explosion that results from
the composition of the input TIOAs. While the execution time for phase two,
with less than 8 seconds, is relatively small, phase 3 requires 5.3 hours for
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Scenario TIOAs TCA Results

O R Locs C S C Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Mem

1 2 56 2 2 1 48ms 465ms 689ms 67MB

2 4 2940 3 4 2 156ms 7356ms 5.3h 802MB

2 6 9200 3 4 2 166ms 15417ms 46.3h 1200MB

2 8 20956 3 4 2 244ms N/A N/A OOM

Table 9.1: Results for our producer-consumer benchmark

constructing the orchestrator. We think, the reason is that this phase cannot
benefit from the symbolic techniques that we use in phase two. In phase 3
each single instruction of the plan, which are several instructions per reachable
system state, must be extracted and included into the orchestrator model.

In the third case, we show the results of our benchmark for two objects
and six rooms. It can be seen that the state space is increased by the factor
of three w.r.t. the second case, while the execution time of phase two and the
memory consumption is increased by less than the factor of two. The reason is
that the size of the control automaton remains the same and that the control
automaton also affects the number of variables that must be processed and
stored in phase 2. However, it can be seen that the execution time of phase
three grows drastically again.

Lastly, in the fourth case, we show the results for two objects and 8 rooms.
Here, the state space of the TIOAs is too large so that the process runs out
of memory during phase two, i.e., the required memory exceeded 4GB. We are
confident that we are able to generate orchestrators for much larger systems if
we port our prototype to a 64-bit system that allows significantly more RAM.

9.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the prototype of our framework for the
automated composition of timed services and evaluated our framework with
two case studies and a benchmark. We have realized phase one and phase
three, i.e., the construction of the TCA and of the orchestrator, in Java. Also,
we have realized phase two, i.e., the symbolic construction of the plan in C,
using the REDLIB library for decision diagrams with discrete variables and
clock variables. As a file format for the input automata and the constructed
orchestrator, we have used an XML format that is also used by the Uppaal
tool suite.

Firstly, we have evaluated our framework with the case study from our run-
ning example. We have analyzed the orchestrator that our prototype produced
using the simulation tool and the model checker that are contained in Uppaal.
The verification proved that the generated orchestrator is correct w.r.t. the
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safety requirements, but the simulation revealed that our formal requirements
specification was incomplete w.r.t. the real-world scenario. Thus, we have gen-
erated and successfully verified an orchestrator for an extended system model
with extended composition requirements.

Secondly, we have evaluated our framework with a case study from the
Charité university hospital. We successfully generated and verified an orches-
trator that performs the coordination of different actors participating in a
stroke treatment process.

Thirdly, we have modeled a producer-consumer case study where a robot
transports objects within a building. The use case is scalable w.r.t. the number
of objects and rooms within the building. The benchmark has shown that
we are able to generate plans for systems with almost up to ten thousand
locations in less than 16 seconds. However, the third phase required 46 hours
for constructing the corresponding orchestrator.

The goal of our work is a method for the automated composition of timed
services w.r.t. timed, non-deterministic, and uncontrollable service behavior
and w.r.t. complex and arbitrarily nested TCTL goals. With our case stud-
ies, we have successfully applied use cases from the medical domain to our
approach. We have verified that the orchestrator models our prototype gener-
ated for these case studies are correct w.r.t. the composition requirements.
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In this chapter, we conclude the results of this thesis and discuss them w.r.t. the
objectives that we have set in the introduction. Then, we give an outlook on
future work.

10.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented a framework for the automated composition
of timed services. The emphasis of our framework lies on embedded systems
in safety- and time-critical environments, like device services that need to be
controlled. An example are medical devices for diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures. The input are behavioral descriptions of services that are mod-
eled as Timed I/O Automata (TIOAs). Functional requirements and safety
requirements are specified using the temporal logic Timed Computation Tree
Logic (TCTL ). Our framework generates the TIOA model of an orchestra-
tor that communicates with the input services and coordinates them so that
the TCTL formula is fulfilled. Our framework is based on a novel planning
technique that we developed by combining techniques from untimed AI plan-
ning and techniques from timed and symbolic model checking. It supports
services with complex and time-related behavior, and with non-deterministic
and uncontrollable behavior. The subset of TCTL that we support may con-
sist of arbitrarily nested formulas containing global conditions and reachability
conditions that can be bound to time limits.

The main achievements of our framework are:

• A formally founded approach for the automated composition of timed
services in safety and time-critical environments that

– synthesizes orchestrator models from scratch and, thus, speeds up
their development process.

– regards time as a behavioral service property and not just as a QoS
criterion for atomic services.

143
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– copes with realistic and complex composition requirements by sup-
porting arbitrarily nested TCTL formulas.

– offers genericity as the services and the orchestrator are modeled as
TIOA. Resulting models can be further analyzed and verified by
using, e.g., the Uppaal tool suite.

• A formally founded automated planning approach that

– synthesizes plans defining which action has to be executed at a given
overall system state and time point to fulfill the planning goal.

– copes with TIOAs for describing the environment.

– copes with arbitrarily nested TCTL formulas as planning goals.

– can be used independently from our framework as plans can be
directly interpreted and executed.

To the best of our knowledge, our composition framework and our planning
approach are the first ones that handle timed systems and arbitrarily nested
TCTL formulas.

Our framework performs the composition process in three phases:

1. We construct a Timed Control Automaton (TCA ) that represents the
TCTL goal and, thus, the composition requirements. TCAs are transi-
tion systems that we developed as an extension of untimed control au-
tomata. The paths within TCAs describe paths within TIOAs that fulfill
the corresponding TCTL formula. We use TCAs to guide our planning
algorithm and to execute timed plans.

2. From the TCA and the network of TIOAs representing the services, we
generate a timed plan. To this end, we use our timed and symbolic plan-
ning algorithm. A timed plan is a set of instructions that define which
action has to be performed in which overall system state to fulfill the goal
formula. We have developed our algorithm as a combination of planning
techniques that are used for untimed control automata in untimed do-
mains and of techniques for timed and symbolic model checking. Specifi-
cally, we used the concept of clock zones to achieve a finite representation
of the infinite real-time state space. Besides of timed capabilities, we ex-
tended the planning techniques with support for uncontrollable system
behavior.

3. We construct the orchestrator model from the timed plan. The orches-
trator is constructed by creating locations that represent overall system
states the plan holds an instruction for. Transitions are added that rep-
resent the different instruction the plan holds for the state. Additionally,
this phase slightly modifies input automata with non-deterministic tran-
sition outcomes. We make resulting system states observable for the
orchestrator without changing behavioral properties of the original au-
tomata.
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We have given a proof of concept by applying a prototype of our framework
to two case studies from the medical domain: A PCA pump and a treatment
process for stroke patients at the Charité University Hospital. We successfully
have tested and verified the correctness of the resulting orchestrator models by
using the simulation tool and the model checker of the Uppaal tool suite. Addi-
tionally, we have analyzed the performance of our approach with a benchmark.
Our prototype can generate plans for input systems with almost ten thousand
states. We think that the performance of our prototype can be improved by
adapting it for 64-bit systems which offer more memory.

10.2 Discussion

In the introduction, we have presented a set of objectives for this thesis. In
the following, we discuss whether we fulfilled these objectives.

1. Coping with complex, non-deterministic, and time-related ser-
vice behavior Previous automated composition approaches for timed
services regard time as a Quality of Service (QoS ) criterion, e.g., in the
sense of overall execution time and network latency. Within our frame-
work, we consider time as a functional property of complex services, e.g.,
in the sense of time-boundaries where messages are sent or accepted.
Additionally, service behavior may show non-deterministic behavior in
the sense of uncontrollable state transitions and non-deterministic out-
comes for executing an action. This behavior is modeled by using TIOAs.
Our composition framework considers the behavioral and time-related
properties that are described by the input automata. Also, controllable,
uncontrollable, and non-determinstic behavior is condisered and treated
differently w.r.t. universal and existential composition goals.

2. Coping with complex, time-related specifications Previous au-
tomated composition approaches and previous planning approaches only
support composition languages with a relatively restricted expressiveness
for describing composition requirements and planning goals, respectively,
such as simple reachability goals with deadlines and safety conditions. By
allowing for arbitrarily nested TCTL formulas, we are able to combine
global safety conditions and reachability conditions that are bound to
upper and lower time bounds. Our composition framework ensures that
conditions and time-bounds are tracked and enforced by the resulting
orchestrator.

3. Faster orchestrator development through full automatization
We have developed and prototypically implemented a fully automated
framework for service composition. Usually, an orchestrator model is
manually designed based on given requirements, which is a time-consum-
ing process. In our case studies, we have shown that our prototype allows
for generating an orchestrator model from a formal requirements spec-
ification within seconds. However, our current implementation, which
is not optimized w.r.t. performance, is restricted to relatively small in-
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put automata. The size of processable systems could be improved by
migrating to 64-bit systems that allow for more memory.

4. Correctness of resulting compositions We have developed the
composition process of our framework as a combination of automated
planning techniques and symbolic model checking techniques for real-
time systems. We have given no formal proof of the complete correctness,
but we formally founded our techniques and discussed the soundness of
our three composition phases. Our prototype creates the orchestrator
models in a file format that is used by the Uppaal tool suite. Thus, we
could prove that the orchestrators generated within our case studies are
deadlock-free and correct w.r.t. safety requirements by using the model
checker of Uppaal. We have used the simulation tool of Uppaal to suc-
cessfully test the correctness w.r.t. functional requirements which cannot
be expressed with the TCTL subset offered by Uppaal.

10.3 Future Work

In the following we discuss, how our framework could be improved and ex-
tended in future work.

• Efficiency As discussed above, our prototype generates plans for rela-
tively small systems with almost ten thousand locations. Besides of using
symbolic techniques, our methods are yet not optimized w.r.t. memory
consumption. This could be improved by applying state-space reduction
techniques from model checking, e.g., partial order reductions for timed
systems [BJLY98] or an optimization of the variable ordering within the
Multi Decision and Clock Restriction Diagrams (MDD+CRDs), which
we use to symbolically represent the state space.

Another possibility is to use Difference Bound Matrices (DBMs) to rep-
resent clock zones, instead of MDD+CRDs. DBMs perform better in the
model checking of networks of asymmetric automata [Wan04]. However,
this would require invasive and challenging modifications in our planning
algorithm as DBMs do not offer an integrated representation of locations
and clock zones and as DBMs only allow for convex clock zones.

• Specification Patterns & Abbreviations Our case studies have
shown that the Timed Control Automata (TCAs), which we developed to
represent TCTL formulas, contain a lot of redundant information. The
redundancy results from constructing the fixpoint form and the DNF of
the TCTL goal. If we use specification patterns [KC05] and abbreviations
for often occurring requirement types, we could skip the transformation
of the corresponding TCTL formulas. Instead, we could directly cre-
ate the corresponding part of the TCA that is more compact than the
original version. This would give us two main advantages: Specification
patterns would improve the readability and, thus, the comprehensibility
of the TCTL specifications. The resulting TCAs would be smaller, which
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results in a less costly planning phase and in smaller orchestrator models.
Here, the challenge is to create new TCA construction rules that, realize
a suitable trade-off between capturing all possible behaviors that fulfill
the formula, on the one hand, and resulting in a compact TCA, on the
other hand.

• Domain-specific specification languages As TCTL is a purely
logical language, it is unlikely that domain-experts, e.g., clinicians, can
be involved in creating a TCTL specification. However, the working
principle of our planning algorithm is relatively independent from TCTL
as specification language, as it receives a TCA as input. Thus, we could
translate other domain-specific and more natural specification languages
into TCAs.

In a bachelor thesis [Rie14], we already extended a specification lan-
guage [LPT02] that describes planning goals for business processes in a
more human-readable manner. We included operators for time-related
goals and extended existing rules for constructing untimed control au-
tomata with our timed control automata. However, it also would be
particularly interesting to investigate if other domain-specific languages,
especially from the medical domain, could be integrated into our frame-
work.

• Generating code from orchestrator models Our framework gen-
erates orchestrator models as TIOAs. These can be used for directly gen-
erating code for device controllers or other applications [JRLD07]. Espe-
cially in the context of platform-independent and interoperable service-
oriented communication protocols, we could generate code in orchestra-
tion languages like Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL )
or Business Process Execution Language for Devices (BPEL4D ) [Boh09].
In a bachelor thesis [Fal11], we already have shown that WS-BPEL allows
for timed operations that are required for a time-critical device control
problem.

Another possibility is to generate native code, e.g., in C, from the orches-
trator model that communicates with devices over an open device com-
munication protocol like CANopen [Bot00]. This protocol allows, i.a., for
specifying interfaces of medical devices as finite state machines [ZS07].
From these interfaces we could derive TIOA models, where input and
output signals are directly mapped to communicational objects on the
CANopen level. Additionally, we could investigate how we ensure that
correctness criteria holding on the TIOA level are also guaranteed on the
code level.

• Adaptive composition Several automated composition approaches
consider a dynamic environment where the service composition is re-
arranged if necessary [ACM+07, CS03, CDEV05a, MGY+10], e.g., if a
service instance does not hold required time-bounds anymore. All these
approaches consider time only as a QoS criterion in the sense of overall
execution time and network latency. In combination with the generation
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of WS-BPEL code, which we have discussed above, our approach could
be extended for coping with such dynamic environments. Here, it would
be particularly interesting to enrich our approach with the specification
theory that exists for TIOA [DLL+10].

This theory allows for checking whether a TIOA is a refinement of an-
other TIOA. The refined TIOA must show a more strict timing behavior
like the more general TIOA, may accept more input signals, and may
send less output signals. A refinement correlation is shown via a map-
ping between the locations of the two TIOA. We think that if an orches-
trator could be generated for a given set of TIOAs, then it also could be
successfully generated for each set of refined TIOAs. This would require
each pair of mapped locations to represent the same task. By including
refinement checking into our framework we could rearrange an existing
orchestrator not only for other service instances with the same interface,
but also for other service instances with a refined interface. On the mod-
eling level, such an approach could be used to analyze and ensure the
interoperability between services that offer different implementations of
the same interface. During runtime, such an approach could be used
to rearrange the orchestrator on-the-fly if bound services violate certain
properties. This would require a mechanism that monitors these proper-
ties during runtime.

Another mechanism could be developed for the reverse direction. We
think that we are able to derive properties from a TCTL goal and a set
of TIOAs so that if an orchestrator could be generated for the set of
TIOAs, it could also be successfully generated for a more general set of
TIOAs that fulfill these properties.
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